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FOREWORD

This report was orenared by Monsanto Research Cornoration, Dayton
Laboratory, Dayton. Ohio. in conjunction with Nor-h American Rock C..
Corporation, Columbus Division, Columbus, Ohio, under Air Force
Contract AF 33(615)-67-C-1542 and was initiated under Project 7381
"Materials Evaluation" Task No. 738101 "Exploratory Design and
Prototype Development". This work is administered under the direction
of the Materials Support Division, Air Force Materials Laboratory
and Fuels, Lubrication and Hazards Division, Air Force Aeropropulsion
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio with Mr. Edward J.
Morrisey and Mr. Adam Cormier acting as Project Engineers.

This report covers work performed during the period March 1967 through
December 1968 at Monsanto Research Corporation, Dayton Laboratory
and North American Rockwell Corporation performed by C. J. North,
D. L. Plessinger, J. L. Schwendeman, and I. 0. Salyer. Mr. Salyer
served as Project Manager and Mr. North served as Technical Director.
North American Rockwell Corporation, Columbus Division, Columbus, Ohio,
with Mr. Norik Ohanian as Project Engineer, was subcontractor to
Monsanto Research Corporation.

The manuscript was released for publication by the authors in April
1969 as a Technical Report.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

Albert Olevitch
Chief, Materials Engineering Branch
Materials Support Division
Air Force Materials Laboratory
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ABSTR ACT

A. ........ -.... is Cea.ib ! leading to tne selection of a resin
systems, reinforcement selection and fabrication methods for building
a foldable deployable external wingz tank for air'c.raft. Such a tank
wouia be capable of being fabricated in its final configuration. After
fabrication the tank could be folded, stored and shipped to the place
of use At time of use the tank could be unfolded, inflated and cured
in its final configuration.

The resin system and glass reinforcement selection was accomplished
by screening over 150 potential resin systems and 6 possible reinforce-
ment candidates. Twelve design concepts were screened. The selection
of the final design was based on:

1i Weight saving potential.
2. High Nesting Ratio.
3. Stiffness and good load caring capabil.ity.
•,. Ease of field erection.

A tooling concept was utilized that would allow the fuel tank to be
fabricated over a removable mandrel. The mandrel shape is developed
by placing a silicone rubber contoured bag in a female mold with an
arbor clamped to the bag The bag was pressurized against the mold
and filled with ceramic (Veri-lite) nodules. After filling, a
vacuum was applied to the bag and nodules to hold the bag in shape
when the female mold is removed, After fabracating the tank, the
vacuum is released and the nodules are removed.

A method for zone curing critical areas of the.-tank wa8 developed.
This would allow the tank to have specific areas cured and drilling
and routing operations incorporated at the point of manufacture; and
still allow the final curing of the tank in the field without further
machining operations.

The objective of the program was successfully accomplished in that
two tanks were fabricated by North American Rockwell. One of the
tanks was folded and delivcored to the Air ForcL for future deployment.

The second tank was fabricated folded, deployed and cured at North
American Rockwell. This tank was intended for testing for strength
and freedom from leaks.

This document has been approved for puolic release and sale; its
distribution is unlimited.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Much interest has been shown, in the past years, in foldable self- 1
rigidizing structures by the Air Force and other services. Struc-
S....s of vaiious sle and shapes are needed which can be deployed
in earth or space environment.

Under Air Force Contract AF 33(615)-14811 Monsanto Research Corpor-
ation's Dayton Laboratory investigated the use of the seond order
transition temperature of polymers as a pcssible means of providing
a collapsible/expandable wing tank. This program is described in
Technical Report AFML-TR-66-142- dated March 1966.

As a result of the work the Air Force awarded Contract AF 33-615-
67C-1542 in July 1967 to Monsanto Research Corporation with North
American Rockwell as a subcontractor. This new contract was for
the fabrication of two full scale reinforced plastic external fuel
tanks which could be expanded and rigidized in the field. The tank
requirements were that the tank be collapsible with a 5-7 to 1 nest-
ing ratio and meet the requirements set forth for those of the F-5A/B
150 gallon Northrop Corporation Norair Division External Wing Tank.
This type of tank was designed to greatly simplify shipping and
assembly problems in remote areas.

3
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SECTION II

SUMMARY

This report describes the work carried on by Monsanto Research
Corporation, Dayton Laboratory, and North Amerlcn~ Rockwell Cor-
poration, Columbus Division under the direction of Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base.

Prior to this contract, Monsanto developed a resin system that
would change from rigid glass to flexible rubber. This change
occurs when thermoplastic or lightly cross-linked polymers are
heated to above their second-order transition. This was a revers-
ible system and was demonstrated under contract AF 33(615)-1484
to be feasible in subscale wing tank models.

Further work indicated that this reversible resin system was
impractical for use on high performance aircraft for one reason,
i.e., minimum of 80% resin content is required to make the struc-
ture foldable. The 80% resin content would raise the 140 pound
target weight to between 280 to 420 pounds. This weight increase
is due to the low physical properties that are normal for high
resin content laminates-

Another resin system had to be used. Over 150 new resin systems
and 6 glass reinforcements were tested and evaluated. The resin
system finally selected for use in the wing tank program is an epoxy
plasticized polyvinyl butyral with a dicyandiamide (Dicy) epoxy cur-
ing agent. This system calls for 25% polyvinyl butyral and 75% epoxy
resin. A patent disclosure has been filed on this system. A glass
fabric, 181 style E-glass constructed from yarns designated as ECDE
75-1/o, was selected and impregnated with the resin system.

Physical property tests performed on the B-staged praimpregnated
fabric and on the cured laminates. The test results on the B-staged
fabric indicated that it was well within Monsanto's material speci-
fication, The cured laminates were shown to be slightly below the
strength of conventional cured high grade epoxy glass laminates.

In order to achieve the general objective of this program, which iS
to fabricate two exploratory glass reinforced fuel tanks that meet
the specification of Reference (1), twelve design concepts were
evolved. In the analysis of these design concepts, primary consid-
erations were given to attaining the highest possible nesting ratio,
while maintaining structural integrity, maximum fuel capacity, mini-
mum weight requirements, and affording ease of field erection. The
twelve-basic designs were reduced to two prime candidates: They
were a full length, partial depth hardback, and a saddle door-type
hardback. The selection of the final design concept was also based

7



on the collapsibility, workability and adhesion tests of certain
test specimens designed for this specific puepose. The saddle-
type hardback was finally selecteýd.

Some of the physical properties data of the material from which the
tanks were manufactured were supplied by Monsanto Rcsoarch Corpora-
tion. mowever, in order to gain more insight into the properties of
the material and 4ts behavior under certain prescribed conditions for
tooling and maiu..a turing purposes, several exploratory tests were
carried out at the facilities of North American Rockwell Corporation.
Also, since some of the phases of the tooling concepts were the first
of tneir kind in this size, development required certain feasibility
tests on some of the materials and processes used.

In the design of the final full scale tank, two factors were of
primary importance: (1) trade-offs between the engineering, tooling
and manufacturing efforts and (2) certain preferences of Air Force
and Monsanto Research Corporation, as to the final configuration of
tne tank. It was also necessary to maintain the tank's structural
integrity equivalent to that of the metal tank which not only is
constructed from a material of higher strength but it also includes
seven stiffening bulkheads in its design. In view of this fact,
several stress analyses have been performed to determine the optimum
trade-offs of structural integrity, tank weight and nesting ratio.

In the process of the design of the collapsible tank that concurred
with the selected design concept, the application of an unusual
method of curing was adopted at North American Rockwell Corporation.
The method consists of curing the B-staged semi-final product with
positive pressure (in comparison to the conventional vacuum bagging
method). The above method is the first known application for such
a large size object. The expandable elastic bag, designed to apply
positive pressure to the tank, served a dual purpose of being the
male mandrel tool for the fiber glass lay-up.

The project was aimed at exploratory development and feasibility
determination of an expandable rigidizable external aircraft fuel
tank. Consequently, the necessary tooling design and processes for
fabrication were also, to a degree, exploratory. The entire tooling
concept, tool design and fabrication was based on the fact that only
two prototype tanks were required to be manufactured; therefore, all
the tooling was "soft" or non-production type tooling. A special
developed lay-up mandrel was used. The mandrel is made by using a
contoured female mold with a pre-contoured silicone rubber bag placed
inside the female mold. An arbor is then inserted into the bag and
clamped in place. The bag is pressurized through the arbor and the
female mold, bag and arbor are held in the vertical position and
ceramic nodules are poured into bag then vibrated until the bag is
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filled. A vacuum is then applied to the inside of the bag holding
the nodules firmly in place. The female mold is then removed main-
taining vacuum and an easily removable mandrel is ready for the
tank lay-up

During the progress of this program It became more apparent that a
process for zone curing had to be developed, If this could be 1developed it . .... uld........ an trCiimi4g, machi.ning and Orliling

of plastic parts in the field Eliminating sets of trim jigs, drill
fixtures, etc., from the various field installations that would
rigidize the tanks. This process was developed and presently has a
patent disclosure filed

Also, in the very early stages of this program, it was ascertained
that only the final female curing tool would be delivered to the
Air' Force. Consequently, this tool was built to withstand shipping,
The remainder of the tools and, in some cases, their supports were
constructed without consideration of any shipping and/or longevity.

Two prototype tanks were fabricated in this program. The second
tank was fabricated, zone cured, folded, unfolded, and completely
rigidized. It included all the structural component parts in final
assembly, i.e., saddle-door hardback, end attachment cones and bulk-
heads in place But no plumbing parts were included.

The first tank was zone-cured, B-staged and collapsed only. It also
included the same finished compo:ient;l as the above tank. Only the
saddle-door hardback was assembled in the later tank prior to shipping.

During the fabrication and curing of the secznd tank, the female mold
failed, The failure occurred in the bulkheads that were used to
stiffen the flanges of the split female mold thus causing the flanges
to open as much as 3/4 of an inch. With this the silicone bag failed
forcing air into the uncured tank laminate. The flanges of' the
female mold were probably too weak for the load and temperature
experienced, The female mold was later shipped to the Air Force in
this condition. Because of this mold failure the second tank was
molded and cured with a part of the glass laminate extruded into the
separated mold flange on both sides. Dimples or wrinkles were
developed along the top half of the tank. Both forward and aft of
the saddle door. All of these defects were repaired except for the
air entrapment- The repair was made using a room temperature curing
epoxy resin system with unknown number of plies. This repair proced-
ure was not in accordance with that initially outlined by Monsanto
Research Corporation.

In summary, the concept of fabricauing external fuel tanks using this
method was shown to be feasible and practical-
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SECTION III

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

A. RESIN SYSTEM EVALUATION AND ZONE CURING

The objective of our resin system evaluation was to find a resin
system that would meet the following physical requirements:

1. Allowing the tank to be foldable during manu-
facturing and stcrage,

2. Long time storage in environment up to 125 0F
and still curable.

3. The resin system would allow tank deployment
in the field with the least amount of work.

4. Give high physical properties to keep the
tank weight to a target of 140 lb.

5. If possible, have the ability to refold
for additional storage.

6. Compatible with JP-4 Jet fuel.

Two basic resin systems (reversible and irreversible) were evaluated.
The reversible (thermoplastic) system uses less than stoichiometric
amounts of curing agent with Shell's Epon 828 epoxy resin. In Table
I, Tests 1 through 10, 115 and 116 were conducted on the reversible
system. The reversible system was flexible at elevated temperatures,
allowing the material to fold or unfold; at room temperature, the
system became rigid.

The irreversible system is a combination of thermoplastic and thermo-
setting resins mixed to give a flexible B-staged epoxy resin system
that gives a permanently rigid system when cured. The irreversible
system consists of polyvinyl butyral or polyvinyl chloride plasti-
cized with Shell's Epon 828, Monsanto's Santoset, Union Carbide's
ERL-2256, ERL 4221 and F.M.C.'s diallyl phthalate (DAP) resins.
These resins were screened in Table 1.

During August 1967, the Air Force asked MRC to subject likely resin
system candidates to constant 165 0 F aging environmental tests. This
test, started on the 15th of August, involved 13 systems. Other
systems that looked good were added to the test chamber, and even-
tually 33 different systems were being tested (see Table II).

L3
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The wing tank would be carrying JP-4 jet fuel. The best design
would be achieved when no liner is required. Therefore, a test
to determine if the resin systems in the cured stage were compat-
ible with JP-4 fuel was initiated. On 9 August 1967, MRC started
the JP-4 fuel test using 18 different resin systems. Specimens
were cut, weighed and Barcol hardness tested before 'xposure for
15 days in JP-4 fuel. After the 15th day, the specimens were re-
checked for weight and Barcol hardness, resulting in no significant
change (see Table III).

A reinforcement screening test was run concurrently with the resin
screening tests. The following glass cloths were tested:

1. 181-AllO finish (J. P. Stevens & Co.)

2. 2P-183 Volan A finish (Coast Mfg. & Supply Co.)

3. 2P-184 Volan A finish (Coast Mfg. & Supply Co.)

4. 2P-495 Volan A finish (Coast Mfg. & Supply Co.)

5. KC-2208 Woven Roving (Coast Mfg. & Supply Co.)

6. 918 Volan A finish (J. P. Stevens & Co.)

The glass cloths were impregnated with resin system 46 (Table I).
The physical properties show that the 181 glass fabric has the best
physical properties. If the filament winding process was used, a
minimum of 200,000 psi in tensile and 8.0 x l0 tensile modulus
could be expected (see Table IV).

In August, a meeting between the Air Force and Monsanto Research
Corporation was held at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The
various resin systems and their effects on the program were dis-
cussed. It was noted that to achieve the highest physical properties,
a low resin content and high glass reinforcement would be necessary.
However, if the reversible system was used, approximately 80% resin
content was required for it to be foldable. The smallest bend radius
without delamination was only one inch. The irreversible system
could fold on a zero radius without damaging the structure if 30 psi
was used to compact the laminate during the final cure. The only
apparent drawback to the irreversible system was its shelf life
during storage. At this meeting a decision was made to c'rop the
reversible thermoplastic resin systems calling for less than stoichio-
metric amounts of curing agent. This decision was made based on the
high strength requirements needed to meet the 140 lb weight limit
of the plastic wing tank. The high strength required dense low
resin content composites which would not fold readily even with
thermoplastic resins. In the irreversible systems, the densifi-
cation is accomplished simultaneously with "deployment" of the
tank in the mold.

ItI



In mid-September, a meeting to review NAR design concepts was held
at Monsanto Research Corporation with the Air Force, NAR, and MRC
attending. During this meeting, several other items were discussed,
includina the oossibilitv of filament windina the tank with the
irreversible resin system. MRC felt that this system held the key
to successful completion of all of the program's target requirements.

We also discussed the use of a contoured rubber heating blanket that
would control the outside contour during cure of the irreversible
system using glass cloth reinforcement. The Air Force was concerned
at the possibility of technical difficulties in this approach.

The next meeting with the Air Force was held during the last week
of September at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base with MRC. This

meeting was held to discuss the various approaches listed in
Table V. It was decided that MRC would make a 24 inch nose section
sample using the thermoplastic material with 30-40% resin content,
an irreversible system and a hardback. The test items were to be
built on an Air Force supplied pattern, These samples were used
to determine if the system was cpable of folding and deploying,
MRC was also given a new environmental test to run in place of
the 165 0 F constant temperature.

The new aging test was started on 5 October 1967 with a 24 hour
temperature cycle including 16 hours at 85 0 F, 3 hours to go to
125 0 F, 2 hours at 125 0 F, and 3 hours to return to 851F (see
Table VI).

During September 1967, MRC developed sufficient data to write the
materials specification fcr the control purchase of the preimpreg-
nated glass fabric. This specification (MRC-MS-001) appears ig
Appendix I. The process specification (MRC-MP-001) was also
written. This specification appears as Appendix II.

In October 1967 MRC received a low-temperature epoxy female mold
from WPAFB. This mold was to represent the nose section of our
F-5 wing tank. The mold was approximately 17 in, long by 15 in.
wide by 6 in.. higher in the aft end. The mold, beirig too small,
could not be used for fabrication of nose sections. (At least 8 in.
extra around the part was required for bleeder and vacuum bag
sealing compound ) The mold was made with epoxy resin and "T"
curing agent (which is only good for 200'F). The parts that MRC
intended to build on this mold required a cure cycle of 4 hours
at 300 0 F. Thus, a new high-temperature female epoxy mold had to be
built

15



The Air Force-furnished female tool was used to fabricate a male
B-11 plaster model mounted on a 3/4 in. thick plywood surface 30 in.
x 40 in.. extendlng thp nft end .f thc Air - c.vut mold approximately
12 in. aft. The plaster model was then used to make a new female
epoxy mold (see Figure 1).

With the new plastic female mold, MRC fabricated a wing tank nose
section hardback. The hardback was made of 8 ply, 183 Volan A
fabric with Epon 828 epoxy resin and the full stoichiometric amount
of Z curing agent. This layup was then vacuum bagged, and the excess
resin and air were paddled out of the part.

The part and mold were then placed in the oven and cured. The hard-
back was removed from the mold, trimmed and drilled; It was designated
SN-I (see Figure 2).

The first thermoelastic system nose section was fabricated with 12
ply, 181 Volan A fabric with Epon 828 epoxy resin and 5/8 of the
stoichiometric amount of Z curing agent. The part was then vacuum
bagged, and the excess resin and air were paddled out of the part.
In order to reach the highest physicals and maintain foldability,
an attempt was made to hold the resin content to 30-40%. (In the
past, we required approximately P0% resin to fold on a 1 in. radius.)
The part and mold were then placed in an oven and cured. The thermo-
elastic system part was then removed from the mold, trimmed, and
drilled. This part was designated SN-2 (see Figure 2 for SN-2).

The second thermoelastic system nose section was then fabricated
using 12 ply 181 Volan A fabric with Epon 828 epoxy resin with 5/16
of the stoichiometric amount of Z and 5/16 of the stoichiometric
amount of aniline curing agents. The part was then vacuum bagged,
and the excess resin and air were paddled out of the part. An
attempt was made to control the resin content from 30-40%. The
part (still in the mold) was placed in an oven for curing. It was
then removed from the mold, trimmed, drilled, and designated SN-3.

The next part was fabricated from B-staged preimpregnated 181 Volan
A fabric. The resin system mix used was 37.22% by weight of Epon
828 epoxy resin, 1.11% dicyandiamide (DICY), 12.41% Butvar B-76,
0.37% Thermolite #31, 42.39% acetone, 6.0% dimethylformamide (DMF)
and 0.5% deionized H2 0. A heat gun was used to bond and form the
B-staged fabric in the female mold. The part was then vacuum bagged
and placed in a preheated oven (180 0 F) for 20 minutes. The tool
and part were then removed from the oven. The vacuum was maintained
for 12 hours. The part was removed from the tool, trimmed, and
drilled, This part was then designated SN-4.
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A demonstration for the Air Force was held in mid-October 1967.
SN-I (hardback) was boled to SN-2 (thermoplastic system) to form
a section nose 12 in. in diameter (aft end) with a 1-i/2 in. flange
about the center y w a' ..... p ......... iauGd
in an oven at 300OF for 30 minutes. The tank waz removed and an E
attempt was made to fold the SN-2 part without delamination, After
an extr•m• e amount rf i'uILU was applied, the section started to
delaminate. The section was then placed in the oven for an
additional 15 minutes and was folded (using great force); the
section delaminated over approximately 85% of its surface (see
Figure 14), SN-2 had a resin content ranging from 34-114%. F®

The hardback was removed from SN-2, and SN-3 was bolted in place
on SN-I. After 30 minutes in the oven at 3001F, the assembly was
removed, and an attempt was made to fold the part. With the
application of less force than that used on SN-2, the part started
to fold but still delaminated. Approximately 60% of the part was
delaminated during the folding operation (see Figure 5). SN-3
had a resin content ranging from 32-38%.

The hardback was removed from SN-3 and SN-4 was bolted In place
on SN-l. The part was then folded at room temperature with some I
delamination resulting. Deploying and returning the part to its
original shape required very little effort (approximately 1/10
of that used during the attempt to fold SN-2 and SN-3). This
part was then recycled (folded and unfolded). (see lmigures 6 and
7). 

rg

A fourth experiment was performed taking a casting of' the resin
system used in SN-3, After 30 minutes at 300°P, the resin casting I
became extremely flexible, in fact even more flexible than the
other thermoplastic systems castings.

At the completion of Lhe demonstration, the Air Force gave M'onsanto
the go-ahead to purchase the preimpregnated fabric to be used to
make four tank sections for test and enough material to fabricate
three tanks. The irreversibte system with 181 Volan A fabric was
selected for the further work,

The Air Force-furnished mold and serial numbered parts 1, 2, 3 and
were given tuo the Air Force,
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The program at that time was to use preimpregnated cloth gores for
the tank fabrication.

In November 1967, MHC sent a representative to the Cordo Division
of Ferro Corporation, Mobile, Alabama, to witness and 6upervise the
preimpregnation of wing tank fabric. Cordo requested the following:

1. Change boxing size to 50-75
handling. (This was granted).

2. Change from daionized H20. (All MRC work was based
on deionizod H20 and this could not be changed).

3. Change the resin solids from 51.11% to approximately
75%. Our work indicated that if we dropped 5% acetone
content, we would have a thick gel that would not
impregnate the fabric. (No change was granted).

4. They wanted to know if we wanted the prepreg packaged
in mo4.sture-proof bags. The answer was yes.

5. They wanted to know if a red 2-mil polyethylene
separator film would be satisfactory. The answer
was yes.

Cordo mixed two 55-gallon drums of resin mix. Two test runs were
made to adjust wiper blade settings, chamber temperature, and
velocity of fabric. Cordo ran a continuous run of over 650 yards,
taking samples at the beginning of Roll No. 1 and at the end of
each roll to run resin solids, resin flow, volatile content, and
gel time. All tests showed the material to be within specifications
(see Figure 9). Between Roll No. 1 and Roll No. 2, a roll of 28
years was scrapped because of glass fuzz caught on the wiping blade.
Other problem areas included foaming of resin in resin bath during
impregnating, and resin pickup from tower rolls. The foaming was
stopped by circulating resin in resin bath. The resin pickup from
tower rolls could not be stopped; therefore, there are small,
localized spots of excess resin on one surface of the fabric. The
Cordo certification of the material is shown in Figure 8, and the
Cordo product roll log is shown in Figure 9.

Two basic approaches were taken to determine if zone-curing could
be achieved. The first approach was to locate a preform between two
caul plates. The caul plates and specimen were put in a preheated
press with approximately 1/3 of the specimen under the heated platen
of the press. A 1/4 inch copper tube was located over and under the
caul plates next to the heated platen. The copper tube was crimped
on the end, and 48 No. 55 (9.952 dia.) holes were drilled on half-
inch spacing. Compressed air was passed through the tube to keep
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the area not to be cured cool (see Figure 10). The part was cured
for 3 hours at 325 0 F and 30 psi. The specimen was cut in half, with
one piece 1/3 of this length cured Rr'il the othe.r 2/3 ...,u. Half
uf the specimen was placed between two caul plates and press-cured
(see Figure 12).

A second approach was to vacuum bag a layup of 12 plies (MRC-MS-001)
with a ply of nylon bleeder fabric and 4 plies of cotton bleeder
over the layup. A 6" diameter heatIng duct 12" long was placed over
the layup, and an infrared (250 watt) light was positioned approxi-
mately 13" above the layup. The light was turned un for 2 hours,
with the temperature ranging from 145 0 C to 1521C (293 0 F to 305.6 0 F)
(Figure 11). The specimen, as shown in Figure 13, has a black line
representing the location of the 6" diameter duct around the cured
spot.

The press-molded process gives a sharp, straight line break in the
cured-uncured zone. The vacuum bag process shows a ragged edge
around the cured-uncured zone and also indicates a possible bleed-
out (low in resin content) of resin adjacent to the cured spot.

Flexural test specimens were molded and tested for any drop in
physical properties in the cured-uncured zone after the part is
completely cured. These specimens were made with the press molding
process (see Table VII).

In December 1967, Monsanto Company developed a one-step process for
fabricating a wing tank of honeycomb sandwich construction. The
honeycomb was of Hexcel's aluminum honeycomb type Flex-core-5052-
.0025-3.7 lb/cu ft density. The Flex-core will provide the flexi-
bility needed to fold the uncured wing tank. However when the tank
is fabricated, we will have to use zone-curing in conjunction with
the honeycomb sandwich construction. The zone-curing will help to
hold the honeycomb in place during folding and unfolding.

During our development of the one-step process, MRC fabricated two
panels approximately 12" x 12" using flex-core honeycomb 1/4" thick
with 6 plies of MRC-MS-001 prepreg fabric on each side of the honey-
comb. The panels were zone-cured (using our press method) on each
end, approximately 2" x 12" (see Figure 14).

Panel (serial number) SN# HS-1 was folded several times as shown in
Figure 15, The inside skin separated from the honeycomb core, but
when straightened out to its original flat shape the part tended to
assume its original shape. The panel was then placed into a press
for final cure (see Figure 16). it should be noted that all signs
of wrinkles were removed and the panel appeared to have been curet
all at one time,

p
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B. MRC PHYSICAL PROPERTY TESTING

To assure uniform testing of the pre-impregnated fabric, we selected
15 yards from Roll No. 71 10 nd 13 or Cordo Roll No. ,- )43
4345, 4348, 4351 and 4354. The thirteen rolls of prepreg were manu-
factured in consecutive order. Roll #1 (or Cordo Roll #4342) was
the first made with the starting yard next to the paper core. This
meant that we would be sampling between manufactured yards #36 and
50, 185 and 200, 335 and 350, 503 and 518, 652 and 667.

Four test panels 12 in. x 12 in. x 0.125 in. (12 ply) were made from
each test roll sample. Particular care was taken to lay-up the
panels to give each ply the same warp direction. Each panel was
then molded for three (3) hours at 3250 + 10OF at 30 psi. The tests
conducted on each roll of prepreg are shown in Table VIII. Three (3)
test specimens would be checked in each of three warp directions
00, 450 and 900, i.e., nine (9) specimens from each test roll of
fabric. Five (5) test rolls were to be tested bringing the total
to forty-five (45) test specimens for each test. The layout of test
panels for each test roll is shown in Figure 17. The test results
are shown in Table IX.

Some additional physical property tests were conducted on samples
with varying cure cycles. One group of samples was cured for 3
hours at 325 0 F and 30 psi (same cure as specimens made and tested
in Table IX) plus a post-cure of 4 hours at 4000F (see Table X).
These specimens appeared to be equal or less than those tested in
Table IX. Another group of samples was cured for 1 hour at 250OF
and 20 psi, and for 4 hours at 4000F and 30 psi (see Table XI).
Tests indicated that this cure cycle is equal to or less than those
used in Table IX.
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C. DESIGN CONCEPTS

1. General Approach

in order to achieve the general objective of this program, several
design concepts were evolved. In the analysis of these design
conets, primary cci.dcrat.on wab given to attaining the highest
possible nesting ratio, while maintaining structural integrity,
maximum fuel capacity and minimum weight requirements.

2. Design Concepts and Configurations

A large number of design concepts typical to this type of program
were screened from the feasibility standpoint and the remaining
design concepts were grouped into three major categories, each
having several configurations as follows:

a. Hardback Design Concept

(1) Full Length, Half Depth, Hardback
(2) Full Length, Partial Depth Hardback
(3) Partial Length, Partial Depth Hardback
(4) Partial Hardback, with Bottom Stiffener
(5) Saddle-Type Hardback with Bulkheads

b. Rigid Central Section Design Concept

(1) Bellowed Forward and Aft Sections
(2) Collapsed and Rolled Forward and Aft Sections
(3) Folded and Overlapped Forward and Aft Sections

c. Miscellaneous Design Concepts

(1) Longitudinal Stiffeners
(2) Hinged Partial Length Rigid Halves
(3) Hinged Full Length Rigid Halves
(4) Telescoping Forward and Aft Rigid Sections

In order to make a selection of the best two design concepts from the
twelve different concepts presented above it was necessary to make
trade-off studies from the weight, stiffness, nestability and field
erection standpoint. All these design concepts with their respective
cross-sections and/or end views are shown in Figure 18.
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3. Discussion of Design Concepts :

a. Hardback Design Or

The a.(l) design concept is advantageous from the stiffness and load
elrying capability vlewpolriL. The full length, half depth rigidized
hardback provides ample support for a thin shell, and the load path
is widely and uniformly distributed. This design concept cannot,
however provide more than 2 to 1 nesting ratio and also has the unde-
sirable featuive of excessive weight of the hardback. If the depth
of the hardback is reduced by moving the horizontal edges of the
hardback above the centerline, (i.e., the subtending angle 6 is less
than 1800), design concept a.(2) results which, in addition to having
the advantages of design concept a.(l), will have the improved
nesting ratio of more than 2 to 1. With the process of design optimi-
zation in the reduction of subtending angle 0, the nesting ratio can
be increased to 3-4 to 1.

The a.(3) design concept, i.e., Partial Length and Partial Depth Hard-
back offers more collapsible area, therefore higher nesting ratio.
The smaller size of the hardback itself represents a reduction in
weight. However, the weight advantage gained in the reduced hard-
back size is offset by the additional weight of the excessive shell
thickness which is mandatory in this design concept (due to absence
of bulkheads) to maintain structural stiffness.

Instead of increasing the shell thickness to achieve structural stiff-
ness, a longitudinal stiffener can be introduced to serve the same
purpose. This results in design concept a.(4), i.e., Partial Hard-
back with Bottom Stiffener, which has good load carrying capability,
but due to incollapsibility of the stiffener, the nesting ratio is
limited to 2 to 1.

The design concept a.(5), i.e., Saddle Type Hardback with Bulkheads
is another way of maintaining structural integrity of the tank with-
out increasing the shell thicknesses. With this particular design
concept, it is possible to increase the nesting ratio by reducing
the hardback size and increasing the collapsible area of the tank.
The bulkheads provide a good load path of the rigidized hardback,
at the same time reducing the effective length of the unsupported
shell for buckling considerations. With intricate design, a nesting
ratio of 5-6 to 1 can probably be achieved.

b. Rigid Central Section Design Concept

In the design concept b.(l), Bellowed Forward and Aft Sections, it
is possible to attain 3-4 to 1 nesting ratio, depending on the size
of the central rigidized shell. This design concept also provides a
protective hard shell around the collapsible portion of the tank.
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However, the multiple folds produced by bellowed type of collapsing
create undesirable problems such as resin-rich and resin-poor areas,
reduction of strength, aerodynamically unsmooth surfaces, etc., all
of which take place during the final cure thus rendering this con-

plastic structures the number of the folds should be kept to a
minimum in order to avoid the undesirable complications aroused by
the delaminations and the lateral interlaminar movement of the material.

The design concept b (2) was intended to increase the nesting ratio
by reducing the shell size and rolling the forward and aft sections
to avoid the disadvantages of bellowing type folds. This concept
was abandoned due to the resistance of the material to roll thereby
creating excessive lateral interlaminar movement of the layers. A
by product of the above design concept is the b.(3) design concept,
where the forward and aft sections were overlapped over the central
rigidized section to avoid folding delaminations in rolled concept.
This design concept, while eliminating the disadvantages of design
concepts b,(l) and b.(2) above, creates larger girth size of the
tank in collapsed condition, thus jeopardizing the nesting ratio
requirements.

In addition to the above two major categorized design concepts,
several unrelated miscellaneous design concepts were developed (few
of which are described below).

c. Miscellaneous Design Concepts

In the breakdown of the tank by components, the weight; of the hard-
back and/or the rigidized central section in any one of the above
design concepts constitutes the major percentage of the total weight
of the tank. It was therefore deemed necessary to eliminate the
hardback and/or the rigidized central section by supporting the entire
tank with longitudinal stiffeners. These stiffeners are locally
reinforced and interconnected at the top of tank in the suspension
lugs area as shown in cross-section of design concept c.(l) in
Figure 18. Although this design concept offers good load carrying
capability and considerable weight reduction, its nesting ratio is
compromised because the precured stiffeners prevent the effective
collapsing of the tank.

With the introduction of mechanical hinges in the supporting section
of the tank, it is conceivable to increase the nesting ratio of the
tanks, due trý lesser curvature of the rigid halves. This concept is
presented in the cross-sectlon of design concept c.(2), i.e., Hinged,
Partial Length, Rigid Halves concept. The intricacy of design, the
hinge sealing problems and reduced load carrying capability of the
rigid section combined with the difficulties that might be encountered
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in the field erection of this type of construction are the undesir-
able features of this concept. The structural stiffnpsqA ned the leod
carrying capatlilty can be increased by extending the rigid supporting
section over the entire length of the tank as shown in 0.(3) i.e.,
Hinged Full Length RIVId deýign concept. ml-t ih i.e hy --. . . . . . .-. gt of •lS P . _L 1 I9 1A i m p r~o v e m e n t h a s

the penalty of excessive weight of the supporting structure and the
impracticality of having hinges at double curvature areas forward and
aft of the central cylindrical section of the tank.

The c.(4) design concept i.e., Telescoping Forward and Aft Rigid Sec-
tions, has the advantage of having the entire tank cured in sections
prior to shipping, thereby eliminating field curing difficulties. The
only curing to be performed at the field is the curing of attachments
and Joints, which could be accomplished at room temperature. However,
this design concept is not exactly within the scope and/or objectives
of this contract and is included here only as a suggestion for future
contracts and design feasibility.

4. Conclusions

From the above discussions, it is apparent that in general each and
every design concept has certain advantages and disadvantages. It
is also apparent that in the final analysis, the advantages outnumber
the disadvantages of the hardback concepts. After a thorough eval-
uation of the hardback concepts by the WPAFB representatives,
Monsanto Research Corporation, and North American Rockwell Corpora-
tion, from the weight, stiffness, nestability and ease of the field
erection, the selection of the design was narrowed down to two con-
cepts, design concept a.(2), Full Length, Partial Depth Hardback
and design concept a.(5), Saddle-Type Hardback with Bulkheads. The
selection of one of the above mentioned two design concepts was
finalized by means of a series of tests of lay-ups, zone curings,
collapsibility, and final rigidization. The results are presented
in the next section.
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D. EXPLORATORY TEST PHASE

1. General Discussion of Tests I
The resin system evaluation, the zone curing, and the physical prop-
ert .tests .f the material used in this program were conducted. The
data were supplied by Monsanto Research Corporation, as described in
sections A and B. To gain further insight into the properties
of the material and its behavior under certain prescribed conditions
for tooling and manufacturing purposes, several exploratory tests
were carried out at North American Rockwell Corporation. Since some
of the phases of the tooling concepts were the first of their kind,
development required certain feasibility tests on some of the mate-
rials and processes used. Also, in order to evaluate the two best
design concepts (selected in section C above) from the workability,
adhesion and collapsibility standpoints, and thus be able to select
a final design concept, several test specimens were manufactured and
subjected to the above tests. These test specimens, simulating
various portions of the tank, will be discussed in the following
subsections.

2. Test Classifications
All the tests described in the above discussion are grouped and cate-

gorized under the following general classifications:

a. Tank Material Physical Property Tests

(1) Thermal Characteristics
(2) Compression Modulus and Ultimate Stress
(3) Bearing Strength and Maximum Stress
(4) Sandwich Compression Stress
(5) Compaction Rate

b. Tooling Material Physical Property Tests

(1) Granule Compaction Rate
(2) Thermal Characteristics of Female Tool Material
(3) Parting Agent Tests

c, Collapsibility Tests

(1) Cylindrical Test Specimen c.(l)
(2) Cylindrical Test Specimen c.(2)
(3) Conica± Test Specimen c (3)
(4) Conical Test Specimen c.(4)
(5) Vacuum Burst Test of c (1) and c.(2)
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I
d. Assembly Tests

(1) N•i^ rc .. i.g Ring Assembly

(2) Tail-Cone Bolting Ring Assembly
(3) Bulkhead Attachment and Bondino

3. Test Results

a. Tank Material Physical Property Tests

In order to determine the coefficient of thermal expansion and the
decomposition temperature two specimens with dimensions 7/16" x
15/16" x 3" were prepared from the material used for the tank manu-
facture and subjected to the following tests:

Test 1 - Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, from Room

Temperature to 350'F.

Test 2 - Decomposition Temperature

Four runs were made on specimen used in test 1, (R.T. to 350 0 F).
Expansion was the same in all four runs indicating good reproduci-
bility. These data are shown in Figure 19. Coefficient of Thermal
Exponsion (a) is calculated as follows:

a( 7 80F - 350 0 F) = 006 x 10- 6 /°F
0.10-350-87

'(260C- 177 0 C) 100(177-26) 6.6 x 0/

It was also observed that the weight loss in these four cycles was
only 0.069 grams on an original specimen weight of 3 7 . 2 4 7 grams.

Specimen #2 was used in test 2 and run to decomposition. The per-
cent expansion through 350OF was identical to that of Specimen #1.
Decomposition occurred at 545 0 F(285 0 C). The recommended temperature
limit therefore is 500 0 F, which is far beyond the working temperatures
for this contract. The weight loss on this specimen (originally
weighing 37.044 grams) was observed to be 0.721 of one gram. The
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (a) can again be calculated from
the data of this specimen shown in Figure 19.

I 0.17
'(78°F - 545 0 F) = M0(45-77 = 3.6 x 10-6/-F

a -285'C) 0.17 = 6.6 x i0- 6 /OC
100(285-26)
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I
Tests 1 and - wer- run, on HAhIOP Aitomatlic RecoraIng Thermal Expansion
Dilatometer.

The CunpLession ModuLus and Ultimate Stress test, the Bearing Strength
and Maximum Bearing Stress test and the Sandwich Compression tests
were conducted prrmnnrl y to study the har•dbauk arid the precured land
area characteri stic's

For the Compression Moduiue and Ultimate Stress, test specimens were
prepared from 12" x 12" panels made from a laminate of 12 plies of
tank material The specimens were machined and tested as per LP 406
Method 1021 of Reference (2). Two cure temperature and pressure
combinations were used: 325-F with 30 psi pressure and 1-1/2 hours
curing time; and, 425F' with 15 psi pressure and 1-1/2 hours curing
time. Anticipating reduced cure pressure requirements (in case the
prior, combination resufled into complex tooling build up) which
could be compensated by increased temperature, the second pressure
and cure temperature combination was conducted, The results of the
above tests are shown in Table XII. It can be observed that the
Compression Modulus is higher than those supplied in Section A and
B above

The test specimens for Bearing Strength were machined and tested as
per LP 406 Method 1051 Df' Reference '2). The tank material, was
cured at 3 35'F using L;'- x I?" iamlrw•te of I? plies, unde, vacuum
bag pressure. The resu lts of 4% deformation of the hole and maxi-
mum stress sustained by rhe fivee specirnens are shown in Table XIV
of Appendix 1I.

The use of sandwic(h structure for, the hardback and the bulkhead
components necessitated two tests for study of the adhesion of the
material to the sandwich core The first test, involving two test
specimens concentrated on the area where the two 0.040 inch tank mate-
rial skins were bonded to.: the sandwich core with EC2216 adhesive.
The second test also involved two specimens with the same geometry,
but no adhesive was used. The test results are as follows:

Specimen Skin Load Stress

Number Thi ckness Lbs. psi.

1 x 0.040 in., °30 8,943

2 x u Q4 !, 1,100 i,1,9 6 ] w/adhesive

.2 x 0 010 irn 1,609 112,446

2 2 x 0.C011O .rý 1,090 11,546 w o a h s v



Although the averages of the first and second tests are very close ,
(11,949 psi and 11.996 usi. re enpotiv vy) .-hm n. . t....C o.. . f -1-C
results of the second test data indicate that when using the tank
material in a sandwich structure, no adhesive is necessary and the
tank.ateril ha g-~-- adern p22opevuieb.

In order to establish the variableo controlling the dimensional
tolerances of male mandrel and final female curing tool, a tank mate-
rial compaction rate test was performed as follows:

Test 1 was conducted with uncured material to establish average
material thickness under hand weight in lay-up. A weighted dial
indicator was used on one lamination as shown in Figure 22. To
simulate hand pressure, a 1.8 pound weight was used over a circular
area (1.875 in. diameter). This is equivalent to about 12 pounds
pressure per average hand. The results of five specimens varied
from 0.016 to 0.018 inches in thickness. Test 2 was conducted in a
similar manner as Test I to establish the thickness of built-up
laminate of 4, 8 and 14 plies. Tne averages of the results were
0.061, 0.119, and 0.208 inches of thickness for 4, 8, and 14 ply
laminates, respectively. This indicates that the compaction rate
increases with increased number of p~ies, because the average thick-
ness of each ply in the above laminates was 0.0155, 0.0149, and
0.0148 inches, respectively.

Test 3 was performed to establish the thickness of a built-up
laminate under vacuum pressure. The vacuum was applied after the
lay-up of each two plies as shown in Figure 21(c). The results of
4, 8, and 14 ply laminates were 0.0515, 0.0995, and 0.1735 inches
in thickness with individual ply thicknesses of 0.0129, 0.0129
and 0.0124 inches, respectively. The end product, i.e., the 14
ply laminate, was cured under vacuum 335 0 F, and a new set of thick-
ness measurements indicated a variation of 0.172 to 0.176 inches on
the entire area. In test 4, a total of 14 plies were laid-up and
vacuum-bagged only once. The laminate was cured under the same
conditions as test 3, and the results of the measurements had a
variation of 0.187 to 0.194 inches. An intentional wrinkle was put
in the bag material, as shown in Figure 21(d); however, no appreciable
effects were noted. The comparison of the final results of tests 3
and 4 indicated beneficial effects of multiple vacuum-bagging on the
overall laminate thickness.

b. Toollng Material Physical Property Tests

The under vacuum Qompaction rate of the "SCR Veri-Lite" granules used
in the construction of male mandrel was part of the overall require-
ments for establishing the variables affecting the dimensional toler-
ances of the tools used in this program. A metal cylinder approxi-
mately 12" high and 22" in diameter was used as a preliminary tool in
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I * I ;, , • te The Inside of' tiie cylinder wa:• l.1ned with
vacuum bag malterial, sealed and filled with the above mentioned
granules. The test set-up Is shown in Figure 23. In filling the
cylinder with granules, compaction was achievred by hand vibrating
the entire assembly and then applying vacuum to the bag. The
reduction An the ovrnw 1] dlmn-risins wn miirh l - th-• n vnon•t- i

An accurate measurement indicated a reduction of 0.030 inches in the
22 inch diameter and almost no change in the height of the cylinder.

j S acid.. ... Lli. .e v a... ive. y inexpe is. iy euust, uf the SCR Veri-Lito
granules was conducive to the decision of manufacturing the male
mandrel from this material.

In order to determine the coefficient of thermal expansion of the
material from which the final curing female tool was to be manu-
factured, two specimens with the dimension of 3" x 3" x 1/2" were
prepared from the following composite:

2 Plies of 2P122 Surface fabric (TREVARNO)
4 Plies of 2P146 0.015 Glass fabric (TREVARNO)
6 Plies of 1121 Tricon 0.070 Glass fabric (WIMPHEIMER)
FHR J7 Surface Preparation Resin
FR 41 Laminate Resin

These specimens were tested in HARROP Automatic Recording Thermal
Lxpansion Dilatometer for the following three tests:

Test 1 - Coefficient of Thermal Expansion from, Room
Temperature to 11001F in the x-direction

Test 2 - Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, from Room
Temperature to 400'F in the y-direction

Test 3 - Deterioration Temperature

For tests 1 and 2, the percent expansion at 4001F (204)C) was mea-
sured in x-direction. The specimen was then rotated 900 and measured
in the y-direction. The temperature then was increased for test 3.
The first signs of deterioration appeared at 4650F. The results of
all three tests are shown in Figure 20. The recommended top tempera-
ture limit for this material is 4001F.

The coefficient of Thermal Expansion (x) is calculated as follows:

For the x-direction:
0. 3

780F-i0 0 F 100(40-7T = 9.3 x 10-6/°F

0..3 = 16.9 x lO-10/oC
( c) 2 2-
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For the y-direction:

al.i7 Ot' J,^i Ov - 0.27 - . /
-..-.. - 100(400-78T

' ."Y' = 15.2 x 10°-6/0C
100(204-26)

As indicated by the curves of tests in the y-direction on Figure 20,
there is an apparent phase change with an accompanying volume increase
at approximately 300 0 F (165 0 C). This does not appear in the test
curve for the x-direction and does not reflect a significant change.

Also, the weight losses and dimensional changes after two exposures
at 400 1F were nil.

Because of close tolerance dimensioning of the tank and final female
curing tool and in order to avoid freezing the part in the tool, it
was necessary to have one of the best mold releases or parting agents.
Two major tests were conducted with emphasis on the materials used
and the 6equence of operations as follows:

In test 1, the tool surface was first cleaned thoroughly (with steel
;;o). and solvents) of all excess resin build up. After applying
lecithin to the entire surface, the tool was put Jn the oven for one
(1) hour at 200 0 F. Excess lecithin was wiped from the surface after
removing the tool from the oven. After repeating the above opera-
tion three times, three coates of Number 2130E Parting Agent was
applied to the tool surface (allowing each coat to dry 1/2 hour) and
then buffed. As a last step, fluorocarbon was applied without wiping.

In test 2, the tool surface was again cleaned of all foreign matter,
coated with R671 agent, and placed in the oven at 300OF for 12 hours.
After cooling down the tool, three coats of Traffic Wax Paste was
applied to the tool surface. Each coat was allowed to dry for 1/2
hour ard buffed prior to the application of the next coat. Finally
fluorocarbon was applied without buffing.

Because the results of test 2 were far superior to those of test 1,
the second method was adopted in manufacturing of the tanks.

c. Collapsibility Test

To demonstrate and evaluate the ability of the tank structure to
collapse and expand with ease and to substantiate the advantages of
previously selected design concepts, it was necessary to fabricate
several. test specimens representing critical sections of the tank
and test these specimens early in the design phase of the program.
These specimens were fabricated with dimensions within acceptable
tolerance (+ 1/4 in.) to the actual dimensions of the tank.
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At the outset, it was in'iended to zone cure the precured areas by
heating blankets and by applying the pressure through the autoclave.
This method. howevý,r, was unsatisfactory due r.tn ijnnn.ontrol1 riri
uneven application of heat and complicated electrical and vacuum
hook-up. An earlier test specimen with all its complexity of wiring,
etc. is o-hc'n .,- igurc 2ý4. -Consequently, the ent,;vu :,011t: ULA'ilig

procedure was reversed, 1 e , it was decided to apply heat and
pressure thruigh the autoclave and cool the collapsible (uncured,
B-staged) portion of the tank by means of water conduits. The
tools and their fabrication for these test specimens and also for
the bolting rings are described in Section F and shown in Figure 25
and Figure 28

A total of fo)ur Bpe-lmens were fabricated, two foe each of the design
concepts selected in Section C, I e-, one cylindrical and one conical
test specimen [c. (I) and c. (3), respectively] for design concept
a,(2) - Full Length, Partial Depth Hardback, and one cylindrical and
one conical test specimen [c.(2) and c.((4), respectively] for design
concept a. (5)-Saddle.type Hardback with Bulkheads. In the case of
the later specimen, it was decided that, for the test phase above,
the 45' inclines at each end of the hardback [See Figure 18, a.(5)]
should be elt'minated to simplIfy the fabrication of the test -pecimen.
The inclines were made perpendicular to the edge of the hardback,
similar to design c-oncept a,(3) as shown in Figure 27.

The hardback sections of both cylindrical test specimens were fabri-
cated from a sandwich structure consisting of two skins consisting
of seven plies of tank material and 3/4 in. thick flexible aluminum
alloy core. The design drawings for both cylindrical specimens with
pertinent details are shown in Figures 26 and 27.

The first specimen tested, the cylindrical test specimen c.(2),
represented the cylindrical section of the tank in the saddle-type
design concept with the above mentioned deviation, Figure 30
represents the precured and assembled partial hardback, Figures 31
and 32 show the collapsible portion of the test specimen added to
the above hardba'.k, B-staged and collapsed in a multiple fold,
indicating the f•-astbility of a good nesting ratio of this concept.
Figure 33 shows [he final producrt after the test specimen was
expanded and rigi~died by curing in 325 OF temperature for three
(3) hour's

The second spec-imen be tested was the conical test specimen c.(4)
representing th& afP ' rical section of the tank in the saddle-type
design concept fn the lrnai full scale tank design, the forward
and aft conica' sect'os of' the Lank were nested in a precured
component used for t!*.e a-tachren. of the nose and tail cones. These
components or, B,'.-'ng king&' were ai-so simulated for the test speci-
mens c (3) and c (14) The aft conical section was laid-up from seven
plies of tauk in., crial in accordance with the design drawing of
Figure 29.
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The three conditions of this conical test specimen (collapsed after
B-staging) expanded and final cured conditions are shown in Figures
34, 35, and 36, respectively. Both of the abovp Aec!ien.. ware
r,,ad under vacuum bg pressure (14.7 psi) due to a malfunction in
the autoclave, and the fact that the tests had to be witnessed by
Monsanto Research Corporation and Wright*Pattersori Air Force Base
representatives who were present at that particular date.

Both of the following test specimens, i.e., cylindrical and conical
test specimens [c.(l) and c.(3), respectively] representing the
cylindrical and conical sections of the tank in the Full Length
Partial Depth Hardback design concept were cured under 30 psi
pressure, at 3350F for 3 hours.

The cylindrical tool and the vacuum bagged cylindrical test speci-
mens can be seen in Figures 37 and 38, respectively. Figure 39
represents the B-staged and collapsed cylindrical specimen c.(l),
and Figure 40 is the final product after expansion and rigidization.
The conical test specimen tool and the cooling coils before and after
curing of the upper portion of the specimen are shown in Figures 41
and 42. The collapsed specimen after B-staging, the expanded and
final cured product are shown in Figures 43, 44, and 45, respectively.

The results of all four test specimens above, especially the cylincri-
cal test specimens, were exceptionally good. In addition to demon-
strating high nesting ratio, the tank material exhibited good worka-
bility and excellent Joining and bonding properties.

The buckling stresses were the most critical because of negative
design requirements. Therefore, the two cylindrical test specimens
were subjected to a vacuum burst test to substantiate the shell
thickness established in the stress analysis section of this report.
Both ends of each cylinder were blocked and sealed as shown in the
test set-up in Figure 46. The cylindrical test specimen c.(l) which
was 34 inches high failed at -13.5 psi pressure, i.e., at 150% of
design pressure. The cylindrical test specimens c.(3) which had a
height of 28 inches did not fail in buckling or in joint separation
at almost perfect vacuum. This represents a 160% level of design
pressure. No pressure loss or leakage was observed in either of
the two cylinders.

d. Assembly Tests

A review of final design and tool drawings indicates an opening at
the forward and aft ends of the wet portion of the tank. These
openings are designed for the removal of the male mandrel supporting
shaft after tank lay-up and subsequent B-staging. To block and seal
these openings, a precured component was designed to accept the
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conical forward and aft sections of the tank. These components,
(shown in Figures 47 and 48) termed Bolting Ring and Pan. in dd1it•nr

~ sealing ther.. t cndz alsc r.ne deual purpose of bolting the
nose cone and tail cone to the tank.

Except foi, their size, the assemblies for the nose and tail cones
bolting rings and pans are idenuical. The ring and pan were bonded
with AF-126-2 adhesive and cured in accordance with Process Speci-
fizations, Appendix V. This assembly was then bonded to the tank
end by applying EC-2216 adhesive to the faying surfaces. Assembly
tests, necessary to assure perfect bonding with no leakage, were
conducted simultaneously with the conical test specimens of the
collapsibility test in sub-section c. above. The precured bolting
ring and pan, resubjected to heat in the process of curing the conical
test specimens, exhibited some softening of those areas that did not
have pressure applied to them. This softening is characteristic of
most epoxy matrix materials. It is somewhat excessive, however,
in the tank material.

Because of this softening of the tank material in the process of
reheating, the bulkhead attachment tests were abandoned, and it was
concluded that the tank material is nct suitable for fabrication of
precured components such as bulkheads, bolting rings, pans, and
attachment angles. Since the material to be used for the fabrication
of the above mentioned components was optional, it was decided to
use 181E glass instead.

4. Conclusions

Based on the result- -f the above exploratory tests, expecially the
collapsibility test in bub-section c., it was concluded that the
design concept c.(5), i e , Saddle Type Hardback with Bulkheads is
by far the most advantageous design concept. These advantages are:
1) higher nesting ratio, presently 3-4 to I and possibly 7 to I with
overall design optimization, 2) weight saving feature of the partial
hardback compared to full length hardback, 3) stiffness and good
load carrying capability with the introduction of bulkheads, and
4) ease of field erection and final curing.
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I!
E. FULL SCALE TANK DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

1. Discussion

In the preceding sections it was determined that the design concept
a.(5), i.e., Saddle-Type Hardback with Bulkheads was the most suitable
design concept for this development program. In addition to the
advantages enumerated, the final design configuration was also dictated
by 1) trade-offs in the engineering, tooling and manufacturing efforts
and 2) certain preferences of Air Force and Monsanto Research Corpora-
tion.

At the outset, it was obvious that the number of precured bulkheads in
a collapsible tank should be kept to a minimum in order not to Jeopar-
dize the nesting ratio or affect the simplicity of field erection..
The shell thicknesses of the tank tend to increase as the number of
bulkheads are reduced thus increasing the weight of the structural
integrity equivalent to that of the metal tank which not only is
constructed of higher strength material but also has seven stiffening
bulkheads. Several stress analyses, therefore, have been performed
to determine the optimum trade-offs of structural integrity, tank
weight, and nesting ratio.

While designing the collapsible tank, a new and unique method of
curing was adopted at the North American Rockwell Corporation. The
method which has been in the laboratory stage for the last few years,
consists of curing the B-staged semi-final product with positive
pressure (as opposed to the conventional vacuum bagging method).
The above method is the first known industrial application for such
a full scale component. The expandable eaastic bag, designed to apply
positive pressure to the tank, served the dual purpose of being the
male mandrel tool for the fiber glass lay-up. For this reason, the
details of the bag development are discussed in the tooling section
of this report.

2. Design Considerations 4

The factors affecting the full scale collapsible tank design were
influenced by several independent and major components of the tank
including:

a. Physical size of the hardback
Sb. End cone attachments

c. Internal plumbing of the tank
"d. Access hole for repairs
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Each one of- these design factors is discussed in the following sub-
sections. The design drawings and details are included as Figures
49 through 57 inclusive. in Anppendv T.

a. Physical Size of the Hardback

In a preliminary stress-r.nalysis (later substantiated), it was indi -
cated that the use of two bulkheads was sufficient for the strength
requirements of the collapsible tank after rigidization. In addi-
tion to locating these two bulkheads somewhat equidistant from the
center of gravity of the tank, it was desirable to limit their extent
to the cylindrIcal portion of the tank, i.e., Stations 66.0 to 100.0,
for uniformity of design, tooling and manufacture. It was also
desirable to encompass these bulkheads with the widest possible section
of the hardback to create better load carrying capability. Also the
subtending angle e was kept at 1800 to facilitate the assembly of the
bulkheads. As a result, the widest section of the hardback had to be
at least 30 inches long and semi-cylindrical. The two ends of the
hardback were beveled upward toward the upper mold line of the tank,
thus making the longest dimension of the hardback about 60 inches.

Initially the hardback was to be bonded to the collapsible portion
of the tank. Accessibility requirements dictated that the hardback
be bolted instead.

b, End Cone Attachments

One of the factors affecting the design of the final configuration of
the tank was the problem of attaching the nose cone and the tail cone
and fins to the tank wet area (see Figure 62). To avoid the compli-

K cations of sealing for fuel leakage, it was decided that the end
cones would be bolted to precured parts, termed Bolting Ring and Pan,
and then would be bonded to the main body of the tank. Allowances
were made by stepping both the design and tooling of the tank to
accept the Bolting Ring and Pan assembly while maintaining the aero-
dynamically smooth surface of the tank.

c, Tnternal Plumbing of" the Tank

Initially, the Northrop Corporation F-5 metal wing tank was to be
cannibalized, and certain components including the internal plumbing
in the collapsible tank was to be used Instead, a Sergeant Fletcher
tank with different moid line data, plumbing layout and dimensioning
was delivered 1-- Nor•.h American Rockwell Corporation by the Air
Force. Since, at the time of delivery of the new metal tank, the
design of the coiiapslbie ta~k was wel' advanced in accordance with
the F-5 tank data, th,. use of the internal plumbing in the collapsible
tank was abando-ed due Lo dlmensi.2nal and layout mismatch. However,
this situation diJ niot eliminate a he potential use of gas cap, vent
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line and fuel line nipples, suspension lugs and sway brace contact
points in the design of the outer skin of the collapsible tank. This
necessitated making special provisions for local stiffness in the

hrbcara fo•;: soi1 tre ýf L.Li. above mentioned fittings and extending
the length of the hardback to include al.l the fittings.

d. Access Hole for Repairs

Although the actual installation of plumbing was eliminated, it was
still necessary (for realistic simulation) to have an access hole for
plumbing repairs in the upper central portion of the tank. The
diameter of the access hole in the metal tank was in the vicinity of
8 inches. The Air Force, however, preferred to have an access hole
of at least 18 inches in diameter. The size of this access hole
and the fact that there were no provisions made for having bulkheads
immediately adjacent to it endangered the load carrying capability
of the hardback. Finally, it was decided to eliminate the access
hole altogether and make the entire hardback removable in order to
gain access to the interior of the tank for repairs.

There are two advantages associated with the above change. First,
the bulkheads can be permanently installed in the tank, by bonding,
after the collapsible portion of the tank is rigidized. Secondly,
more bulkhead to tank skin contact area can be achieved with the
possibility of lowering the bulkheads into the tank parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the tank and then rotating them 90 degrees in
the transverse direction.

3. Stress Analysis

This program required performing a stress analysis using standard
handbook equations that do not include the effect.s of dynamic loading,
creep, fatigue and/or temperature. For this static stress analysis,
Equations 1 and 3 have been used extensively.

The envelopes of Maximum Shear VR, Twisting Moment MX, and Bending
Moment MB obtained from Equation 1 are reproduced in Figure 60. The
two shell buckling parameters used in this analysis are obtained from
Equation 3 and reproduced in Figures 58 and 59.

Three different types of analyses were performed as follows:

a. Preliminary Analysis for Tentative Shell Thickness
b. Configuration Trade-off Studies
C. Final Stress Analysis

The latter two analyses are basically similar except for the unsupported
effective length between the stiffeners and/or bulkheads.
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a. Preliminary Analysis for Tentative Shell Thickness

A non-dimensional analysis has been performed at the most criticalsection of thp 1-nk J-n.n "arrie at a tctative, t-"'' '-,

fiber glass tank as a starting point to account for changes in the Imodulus of elasticity (E), effective cylinder length (L) using themnargin of safeLy equations (Equation 1) below.

2
M.S. = -I (i)

Rp + RB + 4(Rp + RB)2 + 4(RS + RST)2

The ratios of compressive stress due to external pressure (Rp), com-
pressive stress due to bending (RB), shear stress due to transverse
shear (RS) and shear stress due to torsional shear (RST) are propor-
tional to E, t, and L in the following manner.

e L2 L2

RP t ' RS -1 Y

Et 3 3

(2)
R 1 L2

B , RS ,
Et 2  Et 3

Letting the subscript zero denote the properties of the original metal
tank, the non-dimensional values of the above ratios become

= A Q)'(-=)(ý) = Aý.)t ) ,o 31

where AB, Ap, AS and AST are non-dimensional constants for their
respective ratios of Equation 1 and are used for iteration purposesonly. A

Substituting these values in Equation 1 and factoring out the pre-
dominant elements the following non-dimensional equati~on results:

M.S. - ____ t3L)()- 1 (4)

(Ap)+(A) +, p + AB(> t~ + ~A
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Due to the presence of t and L in AB of the denominator, it seems that
3........... ...... ...... .. .. ' .... a 1 ........... i t- ee L AB

is much smaller than the rest of the ratios the solution can be obtained
in one or possibly two iterations.

The original metal tank has a bulkhead frame spacing of approximately
20 inches. If no bulkhead frames are used in the fiberglass tank and
an effective length of 140 inches is used, then

L 0 140

L 20

and since the value of (t ) 3 (Lo)2(E must equal one to maintain the

original safety margin, then;

Using the compression modulus of elasticity of the tank material as
2.457 x 106 psi in the above equation, we will have

t 74 q 1/ 0 x 106 :

to0 2.457 x 106

the maximum to used in the metal tank is 0.071 in. therefore

t - (5.8425) (0.071) * 0.415 in.

This thickness which is equivalent to some 40 plies of tank material
obviously is intolerable and the effective length should be reduced.

One way of reducing this effective length is to account for the stiff-
ness contribution of the conical ends. This results in an effective
length of 100 inches which gives the new thickness of:

t [Y;070-2 (0.415) 0.331 in.

It should be noted that both the above thicknesses are prior to
iterations in equation (4), and can be reduced by further iteration.
However, an inspection of equation (4) will indicate that these thick-
nesses can not be reduced by more than 20%, therefore a coniCiguration
better than the unstiffened shell seems necessary.
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b. Configuration Trade-off Studies

Since both the above thicknesses will result into excessive weights
S.... ...... ...... . gt•,i, L o1huulGd f" her be reaucea.

":'* best method of reducing this effective length without Jeopardizing
.jhell buckling characteristics is the use of bulkhead frames. If

Lhe same number of buflhead frames are used in the fiberglass tank
as were used in the aluminum tank, i.e., L0  then;

a\•° L= 1

t = f-- to - (1.597) (0.071) = 0.113 in.

which directly accounts for the difference in the moduli of elasticity.

With the usage of bulkhead frames the M.S. calculations, specifically
the ratio of Rp, should be based on a short cylinder assumption, hence
the new ratio of compressive stress due to external pressure is pro-
portional to E, t, and L as follows:

Rp P A . P (5)
Et 2

which, if substituted in Equation (1) with the rest of the ratios of
equation (3), will yield:

It \2 Eo
A + AB + (Ap + AB)2 + 4 [(AS + AsT)(4 (O ) t 1-

The solution of this equation is also an iterative one due to the
presence of L and t in the demoninator, and the initial value of t
can be obtained as follows:

2 0210x16 !
t = w to - 2.457 x 106 o7 0.143 in.
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A relatively small shell buckling program has been prepared on a
digital desk computer (RECOM II), and. using the AhfnV.&ý thiclpne-ncr,
d*a starting point, several runs have been made to arrive at the

minimum thicknesses to determine the smallest possible positiveFmargin of safety, The results of thec final runs are shown in
Table XIX.

The equations and graphs used for these cal~culations are obtained
from Reference 2 and are as follows:

k~S irE(\ ~ t)2
FCR 12(l- ) LJTCR e ]ý

FB - 42E~ F5  1.6 F3
CR 'CR CR

pR M

t ' T 2TrR 2t

= VR
B R*

B 7t Rt

whence the stress ratios become:

R - S ST

CF STT

P Fs

C. Final Stress Aayis

From the analyses performed in subsections a. and b. above and from the
compar~ison of stress ratios and margins of safety in Tables XVII and
XVIII, (specifically the data concerning Rp, (the buckling stress ratio
due to hydrostatic pressure), it is evident that the major contributory
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factor in the buckling stresses of the tank shell and consequently
the bulkhead frame spacing is the negative tank pressure. It was
•e•Led by the I.r lorce that a comparative stress and weight
analysis based on the following two loading cases be conducted:

CASE I CASE II

-2 psi working pressure -3 psi working pressure
-4 psi proof pressure -6 psi proof pressure
-6 psi collapse pressure -9 psi collapse pressure

A total of 24 optimization analyses were performed with the above
pressure combinations using factors of safety of 1.25 and 1.50

(suggested by Air Force) both on a tank with bulkhead frames at 34
inches and on a tank without bulkieads. The weight calculations
were based on the summation of computed weights of frustums, 5 inches
high, i.e., at every 5 inch station, using average thicknesses and

average radii as shown in the equations of Figure 63.

The results of proof' pressures only, i.e., 11 psi and 6 psi, are shown
in Table XV. Based on the data from the above mentioned analysis,
the AMr' Force and Monsanto Research Corporation representatives
selected the following configuration for final analysis:

Case I Loading; -2 psi working pressure A
-4 psi proof pressure
-6 psi collapse presnurn

Factor of Safety; F.S. 1.50

Bulkhead Spacing; 311 inches I
Anticipated Tank Weight; 149.25 pounds

Young's Modulus; E = 2.547 x 106 psi

Poisson's Ratio; Ve = ý14

A final stress analysis of the tank shell has been performed using
the above data, and the results are recorded in Table XIX. Due to
symmetry, only one half of the tank is analyzed and the values
duplicated for- the other half. In this table Column 1, 2, and 3
represent the tank stations, tank radii at these stations, and the

thicknesses used, respectively. If the thicknesises in Column 3 are
multiplied by a factor of' 100, the resulting inceger indicates the
approximate number of plies used at each station. Column 4 is
obtained by multiplication of Columns 2 and 3 and the results are used
to obtain the "length-range parameter" ZL of Co Lumnr 5. Using this
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parameter, the buckling coefficient of hydrostatic pressure k and
the buckling coefficient for cylinder in torsion kt A o___aRed #"--

Figures ýO anra 9 and recorded in Columns 6 and 7. Using the above
coefficients, the allowable compressive stress due to hydrostatic I
pressure, F. the allowab•e1 se stress due to tuisional shear S--
the allowabl. shear stress due to transverse shear FS , and the
allowable compressive stress due to bending FBC of C-Sumns 8, 9,
10 and 11 are obtained, respectively. Columns ,2, 13, and 14 represent
the bending moment, the twisting moment and the transverse shear load-
ings on the tank structure, respectively, which were also obtained
from Equation 1.

The actual calculated stresses of the tank are shown in Columns 15,
16, 17, and 18 which represent the stresses due to hydrostatic
pressure, twisting moment, transverse shear and bending moment,
respectively. The ratios of these actual stresses to allowable
stresses is represented by symbol R (Rp being the ratio of fp to FPCR,
etc.) which are recorded in Columns 21 through 22. Using an
orthogonal combination of these ratios, i.e., the same equation that
has been used for the design of the metal tank, the margins of safety
for each station has been obtained as shown in Column 23.

The numerical calculations of all the ibove analyses are tabulated
in Tables XVI, XVII, XVIII and XIX, and the description of Columns
1 through 23 for the later table in paragraph above is applicable
to all four tables.

4. Flat Pattern Gore Development

Unlike the metal tank, the plastic tank makes it possible and ad-
vantageous to have variable thicknesses throughout the length of
the tank. The metal tank was designed for two levels of maximumr
loads, one for the cylindrical and the other for the conical sections;
hence two uniform thicknesses of sheet metal were used for the con-
struction of the tank shell. This uniformity of thickness in sheet
metal cannot be avoided. However, through an optimization technique
in the design of laminated fiberglass structure, it is possible to
drop off laminates to conform with stress diagrams and still satisfy
the load carrying requirements.

As can be seen from the final stress analysis (Column 3 of Table XIX),
the shell thicknesses have been dropped off at various stations from
a starting thickness of 14 plies at the cylindrical center of the tank.
The tank shell, therefore, consists of several concentric and conical
frustums, which if developed, form the flat pattern gores shown in
Figure 64. Another advantage of having precu• and preformed gores
is the fact that no wrinkling of material takes place in the lay-up
due to reduction of radii in the conical ends of the tank.
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A small digital computer program was prepared to generate the informa-
tion needed for detailing and drawing the gores. In order to avoid
bulging in the thicknesses throughout the length of the tank, the
overlaps have been distributed as evenly as possloie. in the conical .7
portions of the tank, the width of the gores has been limited to
about 15 inehs or nr under to PlimInnte the effect of excessive wrinkling
in the lay-up process.

The overlaps in the longitudinal direction have been influenced by
two factors: 1) no two overlaps should occur at any one station
and 2) each overlap should be imbedded between two solid laminae.
The overlaps in the circumferential direction are controlled only by
a minimum space of 2-3/8 inches in the cylindrical section and a
minimum space of 1-11/16 inches in the conical sections of the tank.
By following an almost symmetrical pattern of the longitudinal over-
laps, it was possible to create several symmetrical and identical
gores and reduce the number of the templates required to produce
all the gores. These parts are identified with connected arrow
lines in Figure 92.

~4 3
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F. TOOLING 4

1. Discussion

The use of Northrop Corporation... F-5 metal wing tank as lay-up
male mandrel and the possibility of adding one or two other tools
was contemplated. However, as the design concepts, exploratory1
testings, and the final design configuration evolved through
numerous trade-off studies and other design considerations, the
tooling concepts and tool design parameters also went through a

similar evolution, discarding all the previously conceived ideas
and resulting in the generation of the present complex tooling.

As the entire project was aimed at exploratory development to
determine the feasibility of an expandable rigidizable external
aircraft fuel tank, the tooling design and the processes for
fabrication to accomplish this task were also, to some degree,
exploratory. Some of the experimental studies for gaining better
insight into the materials from which most of the tooling was
manufactured are discussed in preceding subsections. Also, some
of the processes, adopted for the first time in the industry for
a program of this magnitude, will be described in the following
subsections.

The entire tooling concept, tool design and fabrication were based
on the fact that only two prototype tanks were required. All
tooling, therefore, was "soft" or non-productive type. Also,
at the very early stages of this program, it was ascertained
that the only tools to be delivered to the Air Force consisted
of the final female curing tool, hence only this tool was built
to stand shipping. The remainder of the tools and, in some
cases, their supports were constructed without consideration
of any shipping and/or longevity.

In addition to the exploratory tests of tooling materials, the
tool design, and the fabrication processes, a certain amount
of research and engineering work was necessary to develop the
particular dual purpose bladder bag, needed for both application
of positive pressure and its use as a male mandrel.

2. Tool Design Considerations

For the fabrication of the collapsible tank with all its appur-
tanances and the test specimens discussed earlier in this report,
three types of tools were developed as follows:

a. Exploratory Test Specimen Tooling
b. Final Full Scale Tank Tooling
c. Peripheral Component Tooling

4 4
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Each one of the above three tooling categories consists of several
different types and sizes of tools which are the result of numerous
trade-off studies in tooling concepts and tooling design considera-
tions. Figures 25, 28, and 66 'Ghrough 75 inclusive represent the
design drawings and details pertaining to all the above tools and
should be referred to as deemed necessary.

a. Exploratory Test Specimen Tooling

In fabrication of test specimens for the exploratory test phase of
this program three types of tools were designed and made:

(1) Cylindrical Test Specimen Tool
(2) Conical Test Specimen Tool
(3) Bolting Ring and Pan Lay-up Tools

Both the cylindrical and the conical test specimen tools were in-
ternally pressurized female tools, employing vacuum-bag technique
and autoclave pressure curing. The bolting ring and pan lay-up
tools were lathe turned wooden tools.

(1) Cylindrical Test Specimen Tool

The cylindrical test specimen tool consisted of two aluminum cylin-
drical half shells with 22-inch diameter and 36-inch length. The
cylindrical half shells were stiffened by two semicircular angle
stiffeners one at each end. These shells were attached to each
other by means of quick release bolts through additional flanges
on both sides of the longitudinal edges.

The cooling process for the zone curing was accomplished by means
of a water cooled chamber on the outside of' one of the shells and
water ccoled coils on the inside of the test specimen. To main-
tain the same uniformity of heat dissipation on the inside of the
test specimen as on the outside of the tool, a metallic cooling
jacket or caul sheet was placed between the coolIng coils and the
cylindrical test specimen. The cooling coils and caul sheet can
be seen partially in Figure 31 and full details are shown in
Figure 25.

(2) Conical Test Specimen Tool

For the fabrication of the conical test specimen two conical tools
were constructed. Both tools were similar in design, but different
in materials of construction.
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Th, first conical tool was manufactured from "Aluminum powder
filled epoxy resin" cormposite. However, after the manufacture
and cure of the conical test sDecimen; Ir1t .... -nd ,--- ti i-
conical test specimen was crushed in the cooling cycle due to !
the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the
two materials. Subseque.ntl•y, anotlhe, conical tool was manufactured
from impregnated tank material, which eliminated the thermal ex-
pansion problem as shown in Figure 28.

Since the B-staging, zone curing and final curing cycles in cylin-
drical and conical test specimens and tools were similar, an
attempt to evaluate the cooling of collapsible portion in the zone
curing process of the conical tool were made. Hence, instead of
cooling the specimen both from outside and inside (as in the case
of the cylindrical test specimen) only inside cooling coils were
used. Also, for heat dissipation into the cooling coils aluminum
foil, instead of caul sheet, was wrapped around the coils and
shaped to fit the conical specimen, as shown in Figures 41 and 43.
From the results obtained by this method and described in the pre-
ceding subsections, it was learned that cooling both sides of the
test specimen is excessive and unnecessary. A minimal cooling on
either side gives satisfactory results. This finding is incorporated
in the design of the final female curing tool.

(3) Bolting Ring and Ptn

Two pieces of lathe-turned wooden tools were prepared for use as
male mandrels for the lay-up and fabrication of the bolting ring
and pan, respectively. The shape and dimensions of these mandrels
were in accordance with the drawing in Figure 28. The tools are
shown in Figure 67 and 74. Only one set of these tools was made
for this exploratory test phase, i.e. the tools required for the
fabrication of aft end bolting ring and pan. The forward end
bolting ring and pan tools, being similar to the above except for
size, are manufactured only for the full scale tank fabrication.

b. Final Full Scale Tank Tooling

The tooling design for the production of the full scale tank has
evolved aroL'nd two main concepts: 1) a removable male mandrel for
the lay-up of the tank and 2) a pressurized female tool for the
final curing and rigidization. To materialize these ideas a
conceptual tooling breakdown with step-by-step operations and a
parts flow diagram, as shown in Figures 65 and 74, respectively,
were generated. To summarize, a silicone bladder bag was developed
to conform to the internal dimensions of the tank. The bag was
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inserted into a male mandrel forming tool, a tower, and filled
with ceramic granules, under vibration and low pressure. Immedi-
ately after the filling operation, the bag and granules now con-
stituting the male mandrel, were removed from the tower under
vacuum. After the lay-up of' the tank material, both the mandrel
and the raw tank were placed inside of a final female curing tool.
B-stawiz ni - zrir-on-1I no A- ...en .-... . ... r_ ' . .Z. .. . ...... .:--c

accomplished under specified pressures and temperatures.

To a uupiii h thu operaLions above and fabricate the main body of
the tank, five major tools were required:

(1) Two Plaster Male Mandrels

(2) Silicone Bladder Bag
(3) Male Mandrel Forming Tower
(4) Male Mandrel For Tank Lay-up
(5) Final Female Curing Tool

Smaller peripheral tools were also needed to produce detail parts,
such as saddle-door, bulkheads, etc., some of which were the by-
products of the above mentioned major tools.

(1) Two Plaster Male Mandrels

Two full length, round, plaster male mandrels were constructed
to conform to the dimensional levels of control. The first plaster
male mandrel was controlled to the interior dimensions or mold lines
of the tank minus certain thi-knesses. The second mandrel was con-
trolled to the exterior mold lines of the final tank. Both mandrels
were similar in construction, in that a wire mesh roll was fastened
to steel supporting rings which, in turn, were welded to a square
steel pipe shaft as the central supporting structure. Both ends
of the steel shaft were supported by trunnion bearings, and the
entire substructure was turned by a chain driven electrical motor.

The supporting structure was splined with a subcoat and several
finish coats of plaster as it was turned. A full length aluminum
template was used to establish the mandrel mold lines. Both ends
of each mandrel were fitted with turned wooden fittings to allow
for bolting ring and pan connection steppings. The center saddle
door depression was splined with plaster to obtain the proper
surface for each mandrel. The plaster male mandrel, which was
controlled to the inside dimensions of the tank, also had allow-
ances for tank material thicknesses, bladder cag thickness, and
the vacuum compaction of both tank material and male mandrel
granules. This mandrel was needed to construct the Male Tool
Forming Tower described on the following page. The design and de-
tails for both of the above mandrels are shown in Figures 66 and
74, respectively.
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Since 90% of the tools for this program, including the bladder
bag, were generated from the initial male plaster mandrel, it
was necessary to establish more accurate master lines. The basic
dimensions of the tank, radius, and slope for every five inches
of tank obtained from Equation 1 were used as input to a conic
generator program using interpolation techniques, to obt1r thom
data foU evY Itic• of une Lank station. The program was specifi-
cally developed for Recomp II electronic digital computer, and
the results are shown in TablP XX,

(2) Silicone Bladder Bag

The involved process of using the bladder bag as the molder of the
male mandrel prior to tank lay-up and its use as a pressure appli-
cation device during the different phases of curing after the com-
pletion of the lay-up, necessitated certain developmental work to
assure the success of all the above mentioned operations.

Due to the fact that the male mandrel was constantly under vacuum
during the lay-up, it was mandatory for the material from which
the bladder bag would be manufactured and the bag seams, etc. to
be devoid of any pores. After several unsuccessful tries with
overlapped vacuum bagging materials, bonded joints and other
methods, it was decided to mold the bladder bag. Several combina-
tions of RTV silicone molding compound were used and the best re-
sults were obtained from the following:

93-072 RTV Silicone Molding Compound 72.7%
93-076-2 RTV Silicone Molding Compound 18.2%
92-072 Hardener (catalyst) 9.1%

The above mixture was splined over the plaster male mandrel (con-
trolled to the inside dimension of the tank) minus 1/8 of an i.nch
for the bladder bag thickness. With the aid of a metal template
and the turning mandrel, the raw bladder bag was formed. Both ends
of the bag were reinforced by imbedding glass cloth in the molding
compound. The entire assembly was put into an oven, and the turn-
ing of the mandrel continued throughout the duration of bag curing,
i.e., 1700? for three hours.

(3) Male Mandrel Forming Tower

The Male Mandrel Forming Tower shown in Figures 67 and 76 was
constructed using room temperature cured Furane-2V resin and chopped
fiber spray-up system. The mandrel described in the above paragraph
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was coated with Resolin 111 Surface Coat and used as a basis for
the spray-up construction of the towev. Steel reinforcement was
used on the outer stiffeners to stphl111o th to er -- on %-.tbrat-
ing platform.

The silicone bladdcr bag was mounted un a steel center post inserted
inside the tower tool and inflated with 5 psi pressure to adhere to
the inside surface. The tool was used in a vertical position on top
of a vibrating platform to allow the "SCR-Veri-Lite" ceramic granules

to be introduced and compacted in the bladder bag. For easy removal
of the plaster male mandrel and the tank lay-up male mandrel, the
tower tool was constructed from two longitudinal half-shells. A
make-shift sealed hopper was used to contain the granules prior to
filling the bladder bag,

(4) Male Mandrel for Tank Lay-Up

After the silicone bladder bag was systematically filled and compacted
with the "Veri-Lite" granules, the 5 psi pressure was removed and
vacuum was applied to the center post and bag assembly. The air
was drawn from small orifices in the central shaft thus forming a
free body solid male mandrel to be used for the tank lay-up.

This male mandrel was positioned horizontally on a supporting dolly
fabricated specifically for this purpose to facilitate the lay-up
of the tank material circumferential gores. An indexing plate was
used on the trunnion shaft to establish the tank centerline. The
silicone bag male mandrel is shown in Figure 77.

The details of the different operations required for assembling the
bladder bag over the central shaft, bag and shaft insertion into
mandrel forming tower, filling of the bag with granules, reversing
the pressure from positive 5 psi to vacuum, and finally removing
the male mandrel from the tower and positioning it for lay-up are
compiled as "Sequence of' Operations for the Mandrel Forming Tower"
and are included as Appendix VI.

(5) Final Female Curing Tool

The final female curing tool was, by far, the most complex tool fabri-
cated for this project. The complexity of this tool stemmed from
the fact that, in addilton to final curing and rigidization of the
main body of the tank, it also was used for the B-staging of the
collapsible portlun of the tank and zone curing of the hardback land
area.
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The final female curing tool was constructed in two half-shells from
high temperature glass fabric laminated structure. The plaster male
mandrel representing the exterior mold ]I1nP of the tank was used fur
ti:v lay-up of tne above material to a thickness of 1/2-inch. In the
top half-shell allowances were made for the saddle-door and hardback
land area.

Seven bulkheads, fabricated from the same material, were used to
stiffen each half-shell. These bulkheads in turn were attached to
rectangular frames on rollers. The frames were constructed from six
inch steel square tubing and provisions were made with welded angles
to tie both halves of the final female curing tool with steel
bolted rods passing through these angles. The top half of this tool
with saddle-door impression is shown in Figure 78, and the bottom
half in Figure 79. The design drawing and pertinent details are
shown in Figure 68.

This complicated tool was designed with the dual concept of its
use inside and outside of the oven and/or autoclave. The zone
curing or partial curing of the hardback land area which was per-
formed outside of the oven, was accomplished by means of electri-
cal elements imbedded in both half shells of the tool. The loca-
tion of these electrical elements were predetermined and water
cooling coils were placed immediately adjacent to them to prevent
the heat transfer beyond the hardback land area. The water cool-
ing coils were manufactured from square copper tubing to create
more contact area with the tool, thus attaining better control of
heat dissipation.

The B-staging and the final cure were performed inside an autoclave.
For this reason, the entire tool was equipped with thirty thermo-
couples, positioned in various portions of the tank and tool for
monitoring the several different stages of heating involved in all
the above operations.

The numerous steps required for the proper operation and function-
ing of the final female curing tool, through the stages of zone
curing, B-staging and final rigidization are discussed in the
"Sequence of Operation for Final Cure" which is included as
Appendix VII.

c. Peripheral Component Tools

In addition to the above major tools used to manufacture the main
body of the tank, several smaller tools were required to fabricate
the attached components. These peripheral component tools or minor
dies are:

(1) Saddle-Door Hardback Lay-Up Die
(2) Hardback Land Area Lay-Up Die
(3) Bulkhead Clip Lay-Up Die
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(4) Bulkhead Bonding Jig
(5) Bulkhead Installation TO'!

L) Bo~i~ng Ring and Pan Tools

All of the above dies were simple tuuis and each one served only
one function, Rather than categorizing a separate description
for each one, a generalized description follows.

The saddle-door hardback lay-up die was used to fahricate the re-
movable hardback and was constructed from the same material and
thickness as the final female curing tool. Its basic configuration
is considered a male tool controlling the stepped-side or inside
mold lines of the removable hardback. This tool was molded from
a female plaster splash taken from the internal male plaster mandrel
of Figure 66. To the above male tool a spanner frame of exposy resin
and glass fabric was attached in tube form, by bonding. A female
caul plate, approximately 1/16-inch thick was used to smooth the
external mold line of the door in the process of curing. This
tool is shown in Figure 81.

The hardback land area lay-up die was used to manufacture the pre-
cured ring receiving the saddle-door, The construction of this tool
was very similar to the saddle-door tool in material and dimensions,
with allowances made for seven plies of tank material on the inside
surface. The original spanner frame was aluminum. Due to the dif-
ferences between the thermal expansions of' aluminum and epoxy resin
glass fabric laminate, the spanner frame was refabricated from the
latter material and attached to the male tool by bonding.

The bulkhead clip lay-up die, the bulkhead bonding jib, and the
bulkhead installation tools were machined from aluminum. Their
dimensioning was based on the same models used in the production
of the major tools. This method of dimensioning was used to achieve
perfect fit between the bulkhead components and the main body of
the tank, Figures 71, 72 and 73 show the details and the drawing
of the above components.

Two sets of bolting ring and pan tools were fabricated from lathe
turned wood. These tools, having the configuration of male mandrels,
were used to produce components for the attachment of nose cone
and tail cone of the tank. Both sets of tools were similar in
shape and concept, and were different only in dimensions. All the
above lathe turned wooden tools were made to match the dimensions
of the detailed drawing on Figure 55. The wooden tools for the aft
bolting ring and pan are shown in Figure 80.
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G. FABRICATION

1i Discussion

T iJ fabrication phase of this contract began with the finalization
of full scale tank design and analysis, the completion of all tooling,
and the subsequent approval of all the concepts and considerations
by the Air Force and Monsanto Research Corporation representatives.

The manufacture of tne tank test specimens and other peripheral test
components with the results of their tests are discussed in the
Exploratory Test Phase - Subsection D. In this subsection, only
the fabrication of two complete prototype tanks with all their
components will be described.

This program required the fabrication of two expandable and rigidiz-
able prototype tanks with the following difference: one tank would
go through all the different cycles of curing and be completely
rigidized, cured and assembled, but the second tank would be zone
cured, B-staged, and collapsed only.

Both tanks would have finished components such as saddle-door hard-
backs, bulkheads, bolting rings and pans. The saddle-door hardbacks
would be assembled to both tanks prior to shipping. However, the
bulkhead, bolting ring and pans would be assembled only to the final
cured tank. The parts flow diagram in Figure 91 fully describes the
various phases of manufacture of the two tanks and indicates the
chronology and the state of deliverable items.

The tank material was preimpregnated by Monsanto Research Corporation
and the pertinent Material Specification and Process Specifications
were supplied to North American Rockwell Corproation and are included
in this report as Appendices III and IV, respectively. These speci-
fications were the bare minimum requirement6 for processing, and as
the tank design and tooling developed, a new, all inclusive manu-
facturing process specification also was prepared. This process
specification is included in this report as Appendix V.

2. Manufacture of Components

a. Saddle-Door Hardback

The first of a total of three saddle-door hardbacks was fabricated
using tank material in accordance with the details and dimension of
the drawing in Figure 50. Vacuum bag compaction was applied after
each four ply lay-up, starting with the bottom skin and building
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up the thicknesses as required. The lay-up, use of adhesives, bonding
of flexicure and the final cure were performed in accordance with the
above mentioned process specifications. Figure 85 shows the hardback-
tool partially laid-up with the bottom skin,

It was observed that the final cured part had excessive delaminations
and the solid core areas had developed marked corrugations around
the edges. Due to these undesirable features and the fact that the
choice of material for the fabrication of the hardback was optional,
it was decided to change the material to 181 E-glass, Epoxy Resin
system.

Two additional saddle-door hardbacks were fabricated (one for each
prototype tank) from epoxy-resin impregnated 181 E-glass fabric.
The results were satisfactory and these hardbacks were used on the
final tanks as shown in Figures 90 and 98. A metal template was
used to orient the bolt locations. The bolt holes were drilled through
the saddle-door hardback and the hardback land area simultaneously.

b. Main Body of the Tank

In the design of the full scale tank (subsection D above) the tank
material gores were developed into flat patterns as shown in Figure 64.
Since the maximum height of the frustum was limited to 15 inches,
it was necessary to establish overlap locations and scatter them
uniformily in order to avoid unwarranted build-up of thicknesses in
the tank shell. This scattering of overlap locations was performed
both in the longitudinal and transverse directions of the tank. In
the drawing on Figure 92, all the gore part numbers with their
respective overlap stations are called out. A sheet metal template
was fabricated to conform with the stations shown in the above
mentioned drawing and used for, orienting the gores in the process
of lay-up.

The full size drawings of Figure 614 were used to prepare metal tem-
plates which in turn were used to precut two sets of the tank mate-
rial for the lay-up of the ,.wo tanks.

(1) Fabrication of Tank Body 1

Prior to lay-up of 'he tank the solid core of the hardback land area
was laid-up on a separate tool as shown In Figure P2. 9Il.11:s part was
precurecI before assembly, then i.mbedded in the lay-up of the tank.
This was accomplished by allowing one half of the total number of
plie3 to go under anid the other ha'.f to go over the precured part.

The tank gores were laid-up on the horizontal male mandrel while it
was under vacuum, and the wet laminate was compacled by vacuum bagging
after each four pi.y lay-up. Some difficulty was encountered In the
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. ..-.............. .-. .. t ; " ir.!- I t- tne s i11ccne bag of
t:e •a- e randre.. , the 'cr~ss ay-up, in these cases, the
gores -ere held in place temporarily by mens fr n _he24t. t .
Also, due tc thermal expansion, there was a marked dimensional mis-
match between the precured solid core of the hardback land area and
the allw........ d p s i of . .... .,i or this component. The
final stage of the compaction by vacuum bagging and some of the
adhesive tapes are shown in Figure 83.

Both halves of bhe final female curing tool were treated with the

parting agent (recommended by Monsanto Research Corporation) prior
to placing the wet lay-up in them. The Tank No. 1 lay-up assembly
together with the male mandrel, while the latter was still under
vacuum, were placed into the half-shell of the final female curing
tool as shown in Figure 84, and then covered with the other half.

The zone curing and B-staging of this tank was accomplished in
accordance with the Process Specifications and Sequence of Operations
set forth in Appendices V and VI, respectively. A great deal of
difficulty was encountered in releasing the B-staged tank from the
female tool. A new parting agent was then developed and tested as
discussed in Exploratory Test Phase - Subsection D, (pages 21 and 22).
Figure 86 shows this zone cured and B-staged tank, after the removal
of the male mandrel and bladder bag from its inside.

The collapsing of this tank was accomplished as follows. First, a
central fold was introduced from the bottom of the tank toward the
saddle-door area, as shown in Figure 87. Then the forward and the
aft ends were folded into the central portion of the tank thus comr-
pleting the collapsing phase of the tank. The top and bottom views
of the collapsed tank are shown in Figures. 85 and 88 respectively,,
and the completed collapsed tank with.assembled hardtack appears in
Figure 90.

(2) Fabrication of Tank 2

Experience gained in the manufacture of the first tank was applied- -. ii
.to the fabrication of the second tank, where applicable. At the
outset, the interior of the two half-shells of the male mandrel
forming tower, were built-up to a thickness of 0.020 in. with two
layers of 181 E-glass fabric. The purpose of this reduction (0.040
in. in the diameter) of the male mandrel and, consequently, the tank
shell was for easy removal of the part from the final female curing
tool.

Secondly, the solid core of the saddle-door land area was not precured
for this tank, as it was done for Tank 1. Instead it was laid-up,
vacuum bag compacted and B-staged only. This B-staged solid core was
imbedded in the shell skin during the tank lay-up process.
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All the steps if I fir, ' c,-:. n Z up . he ,o ipslg
point., were simtiar" - ! f `ar"k !, except as noted above. The
use of the newly developed parting agent xreatlv facilitatpd thp
b-stagea part removal from the final female curing tool.

After the n11R~nQ1ng opp " t Tank was unfdlde aiid•, .xpaiijed
by introducing a small amount of pressure in the bladder bag. The
B-staged, expanded tank shell and bladder bag were placed inside the
final female curing tool for the second time. Both halves of this
tool were treated again with the new parting agent prior to placing
the tank in them.

The entire assembly was put into an autoclave, and after connecting
the thermocouples and water conduits the tank was cured in accordance
with Process Specifications in Appendix V.

c. Bulkheads and Slosh Baffles

In addition to shell stiffeners, the bulkheads also served as anti-
slosh devices, to prevent the unwarranted center-of-gravity shifting
from fuel sloshing. The bulkheads were sandwich panels fabricated
from epoxy resin impregnated 181 E-glass fabric and aluminum core.
For the manufacture of each set of two bulkheads, one large inte.;ral
panel, approximately 3 ft x 6 ft was laid-up and cured. The exact
shape of the bulkheads then routed on this panel to conform to the
dimension of-the drawing in Figure 51. The slosh baffles consist of
two unimpregnated and uncured layers of 181 E-glass fabric imbedded
in the edges ir Pour precured circular laminates. This assembly
was bolt connected to the stiffening bulkhead. Two circular holes
were precut in the bottom part of the bulkhead to minimize the effect
of the hydrostatic fuel head build-up on either side of the slosh
baffle. One of the four cured bulkheads, with slosh baffle and
attachment clips is shown in Figure 95

d. End Attachments

Two sets of two bolting rings and pans were manufactured in this
program, one-set for each tank.. Since the choice of material for
these components was optional also, based on the experience gained
in the manufacture of test bolting ring and pan specimens from the
tank material, it was decided to fabricate these components from
epoxy resin impregnated 181 E-glass fabric

To conform with the shell thicknesses obtained from the stress analysis,
the aft bolting ring and pan were manufactured from nine plies of
fabric. First, the bolting ring was laid-up on the male mandrel shown
in Figure 80. The nut plares were attached after the above ring was
cured, Then, the pan was laid-up, cured, and bonded to bolting ring.
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,he dupulcat I r 4. thicknes. 't the b.)nd',ng interfac.! was intentional
in order to acýhieve additlnal stiffeiners at eiLher ena of the tank.
The fabricari:cn -f the forward bolting ring: ;nd nqn wnc __et c*1t
that or ari end except six plies were used, again to be compatible
with the previously obtained shell thicknesses The outside and inside
views of one pt nrf belting ring and pan are s61wm in Figure 93 and
94, respectively

eý Miscellaneous Components

Since the suspension lug bushings, air pres;sure fitting, and water
drain fitting could nzt be furnished either by Monsanto Research
Corporation or by the Air Force as initially required, it was necessary
to fabricate these components to better simulate the metal tank, The
air pressure and water drain fillings were machined from 7075-T651
aluminum bar stock, and the suspension lug bushings were machined
from 7075-T6 bare aluminum alloy plate stock. These parts are shown
in Figures 5 4, 56, and 53, respectively. One set of each component
was fabricated for each tank.,

3, Repairs

After the complete rigidization of the tank main body and its removal
from the final female curing tool, several defective areas were observed
which needed repairs. These repairs were of four distinct categories
and, in all four cases, room temperature cured Bond Master M611 resin
system with DTA catalyst was used, The room temperature cure was
necessary due to unavoidable softening and deformation of precured
part in reheating cycle.. These four repair areas are:

a Internal Blisters

On the inside of the final cured tank there were three spots where
internal blisters had caused delamination of one or possibly two
plies of tank material. Thu cause O6' these blisters is attributed
to the fact that atmospheric moisture may have condensed in certain
areas of the tank material just removed from the cooler. These
three spots were approximatel.y 3, 4, and 6 inches in diameter..

The above blisters were "peel-plied" and sanded in a step-wise manner
to allow one inch overlap for' each ply of' uncured material for repair.
Epoxy resin was injected in those areas prior to lamination and cured
at room temperature,
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b Joiiapin• Fold Wrinkles

On both sides of the saddle-door hardbuck land area, at about sta..
tLions 50 and 121 of the tank, wrinkles we',e created due to incomplete
un* ~.1k*31 h

0  
and~u il, l.crlami,,aA.- rc4 n CA t h-S tank. 'm~hl ateri,.al. d.urin u L,, ue

expansion process. These wrinkles were U-shaped in cross section and
were rigidized in the process of final cure. The U-shape internal
protrusions were ground off and the laminates on both sides of the
remaining hole were "peel-plied" in a step-wise manner, sanded and
layers of repair cloth laid-up as required by previously established
shell thicknesses. The above repair areas are shown as shaded lines
on Figures 97 and 98.

c. Mold-Line Dimples

On both sides of the tank main body where the two half-shells of the
final female curing tool meet, there weve two longitudinal dimples
1/4 inch wide throughout the length of the tank. These dimples were
the direct result of excessive deflection in the flange of the female
tool caused by pressure build-up and thermal expansion due to heat.

The repair of these dimples was similar to the repairs of collapsing
fold wrinkle above, i.e., the external protrusions were ground off,
the laminate was "peel-plied", sanded and repair cloth laid-up as
required.

d.- Saddle-Door.Land Area Gorrugations

The longitudinal portions of the saddle-door land area, i.e., the
sides parallel to the main axis of the tank precured by zone curing,
developed two one inch wide corrugations. This corrugation is
believed to be the result of softening of epoxy base materials in
the process of reheating.

The curvature of the corrugations being slight., they were smoothened
by sanding and filling in gaps with M 611 - Bond Master where
necessary. Additional repair cloth was laid-up on top and cured
under vacuum bagged pressure,

4. Final Assembly

After performing all the above repairs on the main body of the tank,
the tank shell and all the other components were ready for final
assembly. All the parts were dry fitted first to assure perfect
fit. A limited amount of sanding was necessary.
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7he groove for the O-ring sea] of the saddle-door was routed in the
hardback land area next. Nut plates were riveted to the inside of
the hardback land area and the saddle-door was positioned and bolted
into place. The bulkhead and slosh baffli meeblics *vier- positioned
and honded t L the Lank witn precured clip angles and adhesive as I
specified in Process Specification, Appendix V. The inside view of

the tank with bulkhead and slosh baffle b'ldecd in place is shown in
"I~gure 96.

The nose cone and tall cone bolting ring and pan assemblies were
bonded to the main body of the tank in accordance with the above
mentioned Process Specification. This assembly can be seen in
Figure 97.

The cavities or depresc.ons remaining around the saddle-door and end
"attachments after assembly were filled with aerodynamic filler for
smoothness. The final rigidized tank with complete assembly is
shown in Figure 98.



The objective of this study has been to conduct exploratory develop-
ment of an expandable rigidizable external aircraft fuel tank design
in order to determine the feasibility of such a concept.

With the successful production of the test specimens, the test
tools, the full scale fabrication tooling, and the two prototype
Lanks and their results, it is concluded that although all of the
above mentionea tasks were to some degree exploratory, the con-
struction of collapsible, expandable and rigidizable tanks and/or
structures is in the realm of possibility. This feasibility con-
clusion is based on (1) the demonstration of a concept by its physi-
cal production; and, (2) the pro and con experiences gained in
regards to the factors affecting the successful materialization of
such a concept.

Although the above conclusion is significant the results clearly
indicate the necessity of a more fundamental approach to the
considerations given to the design, the analysis, the tooling,
and the fabrication of this type of structure in the actual pro-
duction. The following recommendations are made in a systematic
fashion following the order of the headings appearing in the out-
line of this report.

1) Improvements and optimizations can be made in the design
concepts to increase the nesting ratio and enhance the ease-of
collapsibility. For example, the sa~dle-doorhardback, sub-tend-.
ing angle e, can be reduced from the present 1800 to a much
smaller angle, thus attaining a higher nesting ratio. The extent
to which this angle can be reduced is dependent on the buckling
mode shapes of the tank shell and the results of stress analysis
optimization.

The beveling of both ends of the, saddle-door hardback and
consequently the hardback receiving land area can be.elirinated
to increase nestability. This modification not-only reduoes the
length of the hardback but also places the saddle-door in the
cylindrical portion of the tank. Because of single curvature-
of the tank-in this area, both tooling and fabrication tasks
become simplified and economical.

Both reduced subtending angle and the rectangular ends of
the saddle-door hardback, tend to facilitate the zone curing
process, due to the fact th-atonly one half shell of the final
female curing tool need be imbedded with electrical elements.
The above design concept improvement, in general, reduces the
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com[_iexity Dt ':ncludltng the Laddle-d&or im[preosion in both
halves of the male mandrel forming tower, final female curing
tool and minimizez the physical difficuities encountered in
the lay-up prcc,1ss.

2) In the design of the full scale tank, it is possible to
reduce the tank wpight ccnz-dnrabl.y vv to eliminate the bulk-
heads altogether by means of improving the material properties.
One way of accomplishlng either of the above mentioned object-
ives is to investigate the possibility of using the present
resin system in the filament winding technique, which increases
the Ycung's Modulus of Elasticity considerably. This recommenda-
tion is based on the comparisons of data of several other epoxy
base glass fabrics, and it is anticipated that the material used for
this atudy will exhibit a simiiar improvement.

It is considered that, in addition to improved material prop-
ertie6 and more advanced stress analysis techniques, a reliability
study would also be in order. A higher confidence can be placed
in a structure by a factor-of-safety method as is the case in the
present study. In an Indivicual component analysi.s a large posi-
tive factor and/or margin of' safety is commendable, but, no matter
what magnitude the factor of safety has, the actual reliability
of the structure is never known. In contrast, the reliability
design approach .onsiders the statistical nature of the design
factors and, in this way, requires nOL only a known reliability
but also the Confidence level associated with the statistical data
utilized,

3) In the initial studies of a feasibility type program, some-
times, it is considered that "soft" or nonproduction tooling is
more-expeditious and economical. However, in the final analysis, , -

the disadvantages assocl.ated-wlth temporary.and non-production
type toling, su..ch as tool malfunctioning, repairs and fabrica-
tion of sub-standard production parts offset time and money saved,
if any.

-If the -granuies used for the formation of the male mandrel
are blown into the bladder bag rather than being precipitated by
gravity a great deal of time can be saved in the production
process, The centrai manifold of the mandrel, used for evacuat-
ing the air from the granules, could be redesigned to allow faster
filling and purging of mcrdules after tank lay-up and compaction.

To minomize longitudinal deflections the side flanges of the
final female curing tool half'-shelli should be increase in thick-
ness and the distance between the attached bolts and interior
edge of the flange should be reduced. It is also possible to pre-
vent excessive deflections by intermittent;ly strapping the two half-
shells of the tool together These methods will eliminate the ex-

tensive, uneconomical, manua.L repairs of the produced darts.
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The bladder bag used for the application of positive pressure
should be either molded from a stronger material or be reinforced
throughout its length to alleviate the damages brought about by its
extensive use. Since the bladder bag is the focal point of several
functions and is instrumental in the production of the malor tools.
its thicknesses at various stations of the tank should be more
rigidly controlled.

4) In the manufacturing phase a great deal of time and labor
will be saved if the number of gores are kept to a minimum.
This objective can be achieved by a process of optimization and
the automation in the layout of the gores and templates. It is
also possible to accomplish the same result by changing the
direction of the gores from transverse to longitudinal and pre-
weave the cloth to conform with the tank mold lines.

Finally, instead of simulating the present metal tank, the
entire tank, including internal plumbing and other external
components and appurtenances can be redesigned to comply with
the concept of collapsibility, expandibility, and rigidization.
The plumbing should be redesigned to conform with the concept
of the collapsibility of the tank.
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Figure 2. Molded Hardback (SN-I) Molded
Thermoelastic Part (SN-2) for
AF Demonstration
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Figure 3. Assembled Hardback and Thermo-
elastic Nose Section for AF
Demonstration
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Figure 4. SN-! and 2 Parts after Attempt Was
Made to Fold the Thermoelastic NoseSection at Approximately 250 0 F for
AF Demonstration
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Figure 5. SN-1 and 3 Parts after Attempt Was
Made to Fold the Second Thermo-
elastic Nose Section at Approxi-
mately 250OF for AF Demonstration
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Figure 6. SN-I and 4 Folded at Room Tempera-
ture for AF Demonstration
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Figure 7. SN-I and 4 Deployed after Being
Folded for AF Demonstration
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Figure 210. Spot Curing Using a Pavess
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Figur'e 11. Spot Curing Using Infrared Light
and Vacuum Bag Process
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Figure 12. Spot Cured Specimens Using Press
Molding Process
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Figure 13. Spot Cured Specimens Using In-
frared-Vacuum Bagging Process
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Figure 14!. Zone Cured Honeycomb Panels
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Figure 15. Folded Uncured Section of
Zone Cured Honeycomb Panel
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Figure 16. Front (Top) and Back Views of
Molded Honeycomb Panel after
Folding
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Figure 22 - Compaction Test Equipment and Set-up

Hose to

Granules

Vacuum l
Bag

Seal _

Figure 23 - "SCR Veri-Lite" Granule Compaction Test Set-Up
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Figure 24 Electric Blanket Heat Applicatiocn Set-up
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Figure 30 Precured Partial Hardback of~ "Saddle-type" 
Concept c.(2)

Figure 31 Collapsed Cylindrical Testv Specimen, 0.(2)
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Figure 32 Fur.rther Collapsing of B-staged Portion, o,(2)

Figure 33 Rigidized Cylindrical Test Specimen of

"Saddle-type" Concept, c,(2)
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Figure 37 Tool for Cylindrical Test Specimens

Figure 38 Vacuum-bagged Cylindrical Test Specimen, c.(l)
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Figurwe 39 Collapsed cylindrical Test Specimen, c.(1)

Figure 40 Rigidized Cylindrid~al Test Specimet, c.(1)
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Figure 43 Collapsed Conical Test Specimen c.(3)

Figure 44 Expanded Conical Test Specimen c.(3)
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Figure 45 Rigidized Conical Test Specimen c.(3)

* L5

- * . *1.sI. - , , J

Figure 46 Vacuum Burst Test Set-up
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Figure 47 Inside View of Bolting Ring and Cap

Figure 48 Outside View of Bolting Ring and Cap
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Figure 76 Male Manarel Forining Tower
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Figure 77 Silicone Bag Male Mandrel

Figure 78 Top Half of Final Female Curing Tool
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Figure 79 Bottom Half of Final Female Curing Tool

Figure 80 Bolting Ring arid Pan Turned Tools
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Figure 83 Final Vacuum Bagging For Compaction

Figure 84 Wet Lay-up Tank in Female Tool
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Figure 85 Hardback Tool and Bottom Skin Lay-up

Figure 86 B-Staged and Zone Cured Tank
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Fi~gure 87 Tank Folded Centrally

Figure 88 Bottom View of Folded Tank
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Figure 89 Partial Collapsed Tank

Figure 90 Complete collapsed Tank
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Figure 93 Outside View of Bolting Ring and Pan

Figure 94 Inside View of Bolting Ring and Pan
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I.I
Figure 95 Cured Bulkhead, Slosh Baffle aridClips

Figgure 96 Installed Bulkhead and Slosh Baffle
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Figure 97 Rigidized Tank
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Figure 98 Rigidized Tank, Complete
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'FABTE II
Page 1 of' 2

WIN TA::AGEING TEST 165 0 F
'21 3ttpecoman Test Lit.Material Parts -l FarctSat End 6

0
Reak

EFN e 250 "' Y xs~ok7, Lelanhnated

16 i-rc'4C4931 -36 -56 10-2.67 49laDraysEPON 828 2503..,Dea-a~
BF3 7.5

25 BaTVAR 100 6-30-67 8-15-67 10-2-67 -49 Days ABC Ohm.srtApc% 828 2501...Dewt;,~

2) BLITOAR 103 6-30-67 8-15-67 :0-2-67 -49 Days :DmriaaEPOIN 828 250 1 eaiqa
D~i 7.5

33 107769R 100 7-:4-67 8-15-67 1:-i-C7 '19 Day, ,0Lc~nnu
E.9L-2256 250 UU-ula,,
.3i 7.5

37 ILTVAR 100 7-14-67 8-.5-67 U1-i-67 .79 ys 0EHL-:2?56 25C ,u- .. it-

73 PCR COo 7-2A-67 86-15-67 1-2-58 '19'a , *ERL-2256 25 C. 39us .' EP D101"
BFm 1.5

77 PVC4RS31 100 -ý68157t9I.-2,156 250 -i6 1--C '112 Da-y CS . 'S, ; .

81 FVC-R-S 3 100 7-25ý-67 8-15'-67 1 ;-4-t '11 L;,
C9Z-:11 2110

UFs 7.5

a'. LPVC*2 3 250 7-a5-67 8-15-67 5-9-66 ý269 Oaya a Dolarinated
0000 10

98 I'VCC3 8-9-67 8-15-67 5-9-68 1269 Days 0 DeleanlnatedV61 750
t-IIUTYL 

0
118B11:ZOAPC. 12

101 078 100 7-70-67 2-15-67 5-9-60 -269 Days r. rDeissn~tnareEELt-4221 250

10 100UVA 100
10 HCL-422: 250 7-20-67 8-15-6'( 1 0-2-67 -49 ,aye A.B,0, Delanlnatud

BK) 7.-5
127 8'J7008e803] 100 8-48-67 82;8-67 -- 8 *7 as0y,00701 8A8 1581-68 ý;BDy C. KF

MNA 142
80858 1.38

130 I1UTVAPl+RS3i 100 9-1-67 916 11C 6 a: , DlmhaeEPON 878 300 916 116 0Ly ,L eaiae0:00 9

il UDTVAR+R331 100 9-1-67 9-1-67 11-1-67 '60 !;ays C, VUL-Oslanata-dEPON 8Ž8O 300
000? 7.5

13 UHTVAR+RS3jo 100 9-1-67 9-1-67 11-1-67 -6o Diysy; C. L) Delan!'::a•-jCI'p0". 8P8 300

'33 BUPVA4RS931 130c 9-1-67 9-1-67 il-1-C67 0Uy , c~i.•
010?Y 4. 5

166



Table Ii '^ontinued

WINd TAVK1
00101 TR07 1691 N

Pto
ýetDate Specimen Test 1,ire

No Mterial PrsFabricated Str nd AdEemarks

136 sOVIVAN+tdfl1 100 9-1-67 9-1-67 :1-1-67 '60 Days C. !; "Aninated
01014 828 300
Bps 7,5

0109 828 300

BI'g 5

10c 8L'TVAR+PS3' 100 9-1-67 9-1-67 11-1-67 '60 --y C, D Ln~ar.insteJ
LION 828 300

141 BUTVP.R.6i31 100 9-11-67 9-11-67 '-2-66 .112 Days 0, F Dvlrinr.InntC'j

01080 828 300
BF3 2

1142 87TVAH4fl831 100 9-11-67 9-11-671 -2-68 .112 Days r L~clarlinotu'c
0106 828 300
8F) 1.5

143 BLTVA8491R31 100 9-n1-67 9-11.67 5-8-68 -2.2 Days I Mold'.bbc
0100 828 300

1441 BUTVARIR031 100 9-11-67 9-11-67 5-9-68 '242 Days 3 moldalle
EP09 828 300
8?, .5

i1ls BUTVAN+11331 100 9-02-67 9-12-67 11-1-67 .u.9 Days D I teiant ihlt
LION 828 300
lICY

146 B0TVAo+P031 100 9-12-6i 9-12-67 11-1-67 .1.9 Dsyc De'anlirat-)
0100 828 300
D10? 3.5

14.7 8tJTV.,R+PS31 100 9-12-67 9-12-67 12-4-67 .85 Days 4 E, F.,icw
E10)N 828 300
DICY

108 BUTVAR+8031 100 9-12-67 9-12-67 1-2-68 .110 Days F Delamioated
0109 828 300

1.49 BUTVAR+R831 100 9-12-67 9-12-67 12-14.67 c83 Days E , le5:l'
01014 828 300
DICY 2

150 BUTVAR4R031 ~ 100 9-12-67 9-12-67 5-9-66 .2JJI Day. 0 Moldable
01014 828 300
DIC? 1.5

151 8TAR01 100 9-1-7912-67 5-9-68 0241 Days Ai Moldable
01014 828 300

152 BITVAR#SHS3i 100 9-12-67 9-12-67 5-9-69 .21.1 Days 0 Moldable
LION 828 3100
DICY .5

MN-Z0i11-2-61 12-12-67 5-9,68 .149 Days G Moldable

A,D,C Parts stiffened during aging teat
A * 8-25-67 Placad PC. or test specimen In 3000? oven to check for softening

and placed ýn 403o? press at 30pai to check for flow. All checksd O.K.
b . - 9-6-67 Recheck,,,] (I 5-9-68 Rechecked

C - .0-2-6? Rechecke~

D . ',1-1.67 1.echeckll

- 12~.,-67 RlecjlrOýcd

;4:.26P Hechec.kod
NO0TE: For each day a atmenins 1s ,ubjecte4 to 1650F. It I1. "ua1 to spproalr-Steiy

13 Jays allowln,.o 16 c)r5. at 850F, 3 bra to go from 05,.,~ to .25'F, 2 ):r3aAt 125'P ;-j
3 bra to go back. to 85*F.

p419 days at 165'?- 21 months at raw schedule 11.9 days at 165'? 6L. months at new schedule
79 days at 165?-F 31. m~onths at new Schedule 241 dAtas at 165*P 103 months at 50 sche1dullc
61 days at :65*F 26 rmonths at new schedule 21.2 days at i65*F 103 months at new nchc';-.ic
63 days at 165'?P 36 months at new sc~hedule 256 days at 165*v 110 tonths at sew schedule,
85 days at 1656? 36 mnorths at new schedule 269 days at 1651F 115 months at new sebtdule

1iD days at 165P*F 1.7 months at new ehA.i
102 days at 165r-F 48 months at new schedule
IO Asv1 se - 180 -, 0, cnetl At new schedule
139 days at 165'F - 60 mnoths at new schedule
183 days at i65'*F - 79 nonths at ne cit'
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ý'V/II
* Tes' Specimen Test Sa

to atral-Parts Pliadotr EnLie- hRqnrks

HS- 31 3
FPO"; SaG 260
BPI 6

P, ELACAR 0 6-23-67 1056 -22-69 -tl looi
IPR-R31 3
EPSON 828A 300
SE13 9

31 003940 i00 6-3o-6", '0-5-67 1-22-69 S~tlii :Qod
EPiS 828 300

31. IJOSYAXI 100 7-14-67 10-5-67 1-22-69 Stilt 'load
181L 2210 300
BI, 9

38 13I31VAB 100 7-14-67 .0-5-67 1-22-611 Stlll 'load
ER'- :1256 300
;.I. " 12

46 BUSOAR Cos 7172-67 10-5-67 1-"2.69 stl load
RS-31 3
IpON: 628 100

UFJ 9

61 ZIUTVRA 105 7-17-67 10-5-67 1-22-69 StIll1 'lood
RS-31 3
ERL 2256 250

5000 10

71 H!OAGP .00 p.z-6ý4 10-5-67 1-22-F9 s:tlli 'load
P3-3: 3
081 2256 300
BF) 9

77 BLACAR 100 7-lIJ-67 10-5-67 1-22-69 Still' 'Irod
RS-31 3
EEL 2256 250
:)Icy 10

8: BLACAR 100 7-25-67 10-5-67 1-22-69 St111 (laod
00-3- 3
ER'L 422,. 250
BF, ?.5

85 814108R -0 7-25-67 10-5-67 1-22-69 Still Gooad
P0-31' 3
EEL 11221 250

9000 10

101 BUTVAR 100 7-2C-67 :3-5-6? 1-22-69 Still Gbed
081 422125
2501 ic

12c BUTVAB 000 7-2-67 10-5-67 1-22-69 Still 0oad
P0-31 3
EPI 4221 310
DICY 1

.13 OUTVRA 110 y-21-67 10-5-67 .1-22-69 Still, (load
PS-31 2
CR1 022: 250
BF, 7.5

118 BUTVAS i00 8-17-67 10-5-67 -1-22-69 Still 'load
CAP 200
t-OTYL PEPOENZOATE 8

-.26 OJTVAIS 100 9-25-v1 !C-5-67 1-22-69 01±11 load
A3-31 3
SPOt 828 131.5
MNA

127 BUTRAR 103 8-25-67 10-5,-67 1.22-69 St-ll 'load
P0-31 3
0906 823 ;56
P.NA 142
BC8A 1.58

16 hrs at 850F; 3 hrs to go from 850F to ).25 0F; 2 hz's at 1250 F;
3 hrn'ý to r o n bcml*:! to Th
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TABLE VIII

"EXFANDABLE RIOIDIZABLE WIN() TANK MATERIALS AND 4>

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT"

I

List of Physical Tests

(Revision A 11-17-67)

All tes•tf; to be run at ambient temperature.

Total No. of
Specimens To

Test Be Tested (A) -SpecIficatien

*T1n:•l~e 1 x 3 = 45 ASTM D 6

*' rs;1le Modulus3 15 x 3 = 45 AST'.' D 38-6L-
*i, r:,r;,-,tIon 1 5 x 3 = !5 ASTZ 1 633-6 v4

*Compression 15 x 3 = I15 ASTI T) 695-63T

*Compression Modulus 15 x 3 = 45 ASTPM D 69--6YTI
WIlexura1 15 x 3 = 45 ASTIM D 790-66

*Flexural Modulus 15 x 3 = 45 ASTIM D 790-66

*';hear (notched) 15 x 3 - 45 ASTlI D 2345-65T

BI earIng 15 x 3 = 145 ASTTi D 953-54
*r4odulus of' Rigidity 15 ASTI D 1043-61T

!1c::l n Content 20 x 5 = 100 (0) Fed. Test 'ethod
Std. No. 406.-7061

*"wCC.ICI Gravity 20 x 5 = 100 (B) AS¶"G 2 792-61r;

* ':opertles'.Jwil be measured at angles of loadliri: of,
0' 1415" and 90" to the .'arpo d'rectlon of' the f..bric

. i':ue I a" x tbree d,,IP sj-rec;Ior1 : e .

'farce ,pa: :2e5n each,

20 = 'TotGaI I ýC t(:;t T- "Ine s.

5 'Totz i te:;t :;pe! imen:; f'r!ot em 0a']h a nel.
p
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Table XIII - Compression Modulus and Ultimate Compresienn Stress

32•5", 30 P510 1 i/i Roura •ure TtIe
Spec, Load Compression rUlt.CompressiorComp. Modulus I

, N Ib i.v i• Pl ps i 5 s1 101 3,810 25,940 490416 3 ,44x x0b

2 3,760 25,906 48,7o4 3.61 x 106

3 4,100 25,873 53,040 3.47 x 106

Average - 25,906 50,386 3.50 x 106

425*F, 15 PSI, 1 1/2 Hours Cure Time

Spec. Load Compression UltCompresstorCoinp. Modulus
2Io. 1be. ... psi psi ps1
1 3,576 29,629 52,962 3.88 x 106

2 3,760 29,806 56,035 3.93 x 106

3 3,600 29,850 53,731 4.78 x 106

Average - 29,762 54,242 4.19 x 106

Table XIV - Bearing Strength of Tank Material

Speo. Hole Load Bearing Stress Load Max. Bearing
No. Diam. lbs. psi lbs. Stress psi
1 .126 350 28,058 957 76,719

2 .126 430 34,471 910 72,952

3 .126 * 970 77,761

4 .126 320 25,653 1,O60 84,976

5 .126 300 24,050 987 79,124

Average-- (4%) 28,057 (Max.) 78,306

* Bad Curve
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Table XV Tank Shell Weight Trade-off Studies

WITH BULKHEADS 6 34 INCHES

Shell % of Tank % of
Case F.S, lb.. Shell lbs. Tank

I 1.25 64.52 111.24 146.52 104.66

I 1.50 67.25 115.95 149.25 106.61

II 1.25 70.95 122.33 152.95 109.25

II 1.50 75.95 130.95 157.95 112.82

WITHOUT BULKHEADS

Shell % of Tank % of
Case F.S. lbs. Shell lbs. Tank

I 1.25 90.41 155.88 172.41 123.15

I 1.50 96.17 165.81 178.M y 127.26

II 1.25 103.00 177.59 185.00 132.14

ii 1.50 109.31 188.47 191.31 136.65
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APPENDIX III

WING TANK MATERIAL
SPECIFICATION

MATERIAL CL07H

£ Th MRC-M - 001•

REVISION "A" 12-4-67
1. Scope

1.1 This specification establishes the requirements to be
met for B-staged epoxy resin impregnated glass fabric

1.2 Classification

1,2.1 Types - The material Is &vailable in the following
types:

Types I - 18.. style E- glass fabric constructed from
yarns designated as ECDE 75-1/0 impregnated
with an epoxy resin (See 3.4 and 3.5)

2. Applicable Do.ýwjents

2.1 The following documents, of the losue in effect on date
of initiation for cia or request for proposal, form a
part of this spe.ification to the extent specified
herein;

Specif icati,)n

F'edea -- Pliastic film (polyethylene.
thin gage)

Milita. [I4.,-F-9i±8 Finish, for glass fabric

r•'iu-H-53C0 resin, epoxy, low pressure
iaminating

Standards

Pedera ±

Fed Tcst Mllethcd Plastics: Methods of Testing

Std --

NOTE: The information presented on this page is proprietary and

shall not be disclosed without consent of Monsanto Resear'ch

Corporation.
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.3. Requirements
3.1 Qualification - The impregnated cloths furnished under thIsspecification shall be a product which has been tested, andpassed the qualification testa rnX.m4fl4%"f.A .i . ..Sbee i/s ea n or appr ved for • .. ... .... .,, i. hasbeen listed on or approved for lsting on the applicable

list.

3.2 Materials

3.2.1 SiZes Available - The material shall be supplied As broadgoods of tke type listed In 1,2.1, and shall conform tothe following requirements.

A 3.2.1.1 Impre natd Pabric - Fabric shall be supplied as yard-age 3T0 * 2.0 inches wide, with a minimum roll lengthof 35 yards and a maximum roll length of 75 yards.There 6hall be no more than two separate lengths offabric per roll, and neither shall be less than 20 yardsIn length. The minimum roll length requirement shallnot apply when the order weight limitation preventsconformance, However, in no case shall there be morethan 75 yards in one roll.

3.3 Pinish

3.3.1 The glass fabric prior to impregnation shall be treated
with Voian "A" finish in accordance with MIL-F-91.1,

A 3.4 Resin Form• ation:

Solids N X
% Ani~it By _e ijh t

Epon 828 31 ý2DICY (Dicyandiamide) 1.11 1.11Butvar 876* 12,•i 12.jIThermollte #jl * .37 .37
Acetone 42 39
DMF (Dimenylizormamide) 6.00
Deionized H0 5-
TOTAL 51.11 100.00

3.5 Properties Qi ihe Uncured Preimpregnated Fabric:

Resin so-ids content .dry) 38 , 2%Voiatile content Less than 1%
Resin flow 14 - 3%
Gel time milnutes; 4 to 9

NOTE: The information presented on this page is proprietary and"shall not be disclosed without consent of Monsanto Research
Corporati on.
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3.6 Storage Stability - The impregnated fabric shall meet the
reguirements specified herein after storage for three months
from date of manufacture at a maximum temperature of 4 0°F.
No material shall be shipped after 30 days from date ofmaru fav t41i-=, I

3.7 Approval - Material furnished to the requirements of this
specification shall be a product that has received approval
from the procuring activity, and is listed in 6.4. The
supplier is advised that no material formulation or con-
struction can be changed without approval.

3.8 Workmanship - This material shall be free of foreign matter
and shall be prepared in accordance with the best co..mrcial
practices for this material.

4. (uality Assurance Provisions

L'.1 Responsibility for Inspections -. Unless otherwise specifiedi
in the contract Dr purchase order, the supplier is .esponn.lble
for the performraao,¢e of al! Inspection requirements as spec ,tfI•.
herein. Except as otherwise specified, the supplier, nay
utilize his oei, or any commercial laboratory acceptable .
the prozurin act , The procurirng actiilty reser ves ,
right to per*'-.- -any of the inspections set forth .. n
Ificat-on w crýe s.zch f:;suections are deemed r.et..ss .
assure sup.; .i.s ;nd 5ei'v±ee conform to .resctrii-d !cq."i ernt

4.2 Q'ýualiflcati o ,', ;ualiicat.ion tests f,-,, t' l" ..
supplied ur, hi•r ýii 5pt:'.fi,.:t or shall cori. i.z . o . .
necessary to .,.cwndv;.r+iance with all the require
this sp'te~z fi; ':,-,

4 3 Acceptance n o. - i eeeptance in.rectlo;•.$ •:::l} .
of the fol I.in!'

a. .i1css

e. 'rel •t nigth (ambient terperature)
f. tex-'rai a strength (ambient temperature)
g. laen 1 tlcatiIn

1!.3.1 Acceptance Te o!. The supplier shall Include Atiti.
lot shlpped, two copies of a written test report statii; ,.
results confornir.g to all the acceptance inspection ttst6
specified In ".3

NOTE: The information presented on this page is proprietary anc!
shall not be dtsclosed without consent of Monsanto Research
Corporat ion.
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II
4.4 Test Methods

.4.4.1 Volatile Content - Using a template, cut four (4 x 4 inches)
square specimens on the bias from random locations on each
sample. Weigh each specimen to the nearest milligram
(0.001 g) and then suspend each in a circulatina air oven
-t J&.$ - r o . 13 minutes - 1 minute. On removing the
specimens from the oven, cool in a desiccator to room temp-
erature and reweiph each specimen to the neareet milligram.
The average of the four values shall be recorded. Calculate
the volatile content as follows:

W - W
Volatile content, weight percent o x 100

where: W N original weight (in grams)

W - weight of specimen after volatiles removed
I (in grams)

4.4.2 Resin Solids Content - The four specimens used for the
volatile content tests shall be placed in previously
ignited, cooled and weighed porcelain evaporating dishes.
The specimens shall then be ignited in a muffle fuý,nace
maintained at 1050 t 50°F for a minimum of one hour or
until the glass fabric is white in color. Cool the
specimens to room temperature in a desiccator and re-
weigh each specimen to the nearest milligram. ,.aculata
the resin content as follows! and record the average of
the four values:

W- wi

Resin Solids 2ontent, weight percent * 100

where: W we-izht ol specimen after volat iles,. 'mc"vc.,
t. Iri gr'arns)

W 2 weight of -pecimen after ignitioni (in gSrams)2

4.4.3 Wet Resin Flow - Using a template, cut twenty-one (4 by 4
inches) squares on the bias from random locations on each
sample. Stack sevcrn of these squares to form a specimen,
weigh to the nearest milligram and then place a sheet of
.005-inch thick Teflon or other suitable parting film on
each side of the specimen. Place the specimen in the
center of a preheated press with platen maintained at
325 1 50F. immediately close the press and apply a dead
weight pressure of 15 psi. Cure the specimen for 15 minutes
minimum, remove the parting film from the specimen. Allow

NOTE: The information presented on this page is proprietary and
shall not be disclosed without consent of Monsanto Research
Corporation. 206



to cool to ambient temperature and carefully remove the
resin flash. Then reweigh to the nearest milligram.
Calculate the resin flow as follows and report the
average of the three results:

Resin flow percent - W3 W4Resinflow ercen - ~J I 00
W

3

where: W3 a original weight of specimen prior to cure

W4 - weight of specimen after cure with flash
removed.

4.4.4 Gel Time - Before fabricating the mechanical test speci-
mens, determine the gelation time of the material as
follows:

a. Prepare a laminate using a template to cut a
sufficient number of squares (4 by 4 inches).
Sandwich this specimen between sheets of tetra-
fluoroethylene-coat;d glass cloth or other
parting material. The total thickness shall be
compatible with the procedure defined in (c)
below.

b. Place the specimen in the center of the platens
of a preheated press which has been stabilized
at 325 - 5nF and close rapidly applying a
pressure of 30 psi.

c. Probe the extruded resin with rigid 1/8-inch
diameter wood stick until gelaticn occurs.
Preceding gelation, the resin will adhere to
the angled surface of theprobe and long strings
will form as the probe is withdrawn. Gelation
is defhned.as the time after pressure application
at which the resin will no longer form strings.
Report tne average of two determinations.

4.4.5 Mechanical Test Specimen Preparation

4.4.5.1 Laminate Preparation - Prepare a laminate approximate]y
10 by 12 inches with the warp direction parallel to the
10-inch dimension A sufficient number of plies shall
be used to give a cured thickness of .125 + 0.010 -
0.020 inch. The lay-up shall be placed between a
.005-inch Teflon or other suitable release film leaving
the ends open. Place the laminate in a preheated press
maintained at 325 10oF and apply a pressure of 30 psi

NOTE: The information presented on ýhis page is proprietary and

shall not be disclosed without consent of Monsanto Research

Corporation.
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II
6. Notes

6.1 Intended Use - The material covered by this specification
is intended for use in the fabrication of laminated struc-
tural components which may be subjected to temperature of

6.2 Ordering Date • Procurement documents should spenify the
following:

a. Title, number and date of this specification

b. Material type required

c. Quantity required in yards

6.3 Definitions

6.3.1 Impregnated Fabric Lot Size - A lot of epoxy resin impreg-
nated fabric shall consist of the original rolls of one
lot of fabric and one batch of resin used for impregnation
at the same time in one continuous uninterrApted 24-hour
coating operation so that the length requirement of
3.2.1.1 shall not consist of material from more than one
lot number.

6.3.2 Resin Batch - A resin batch is defined as that quantity of
material which has been subjected to unit chemical processing,
or physical mixing, or both, designed to produce a product
of substantially uniform characteristics.

6.4 Source of Supply:

6.4.1 Cordo Division of Ferro Corporation, P. 0. Box 72, Mobile,
Alabama 36610

A * Purchased from Monsanto Company
St. Louis, Missouri.

e Purchased from M & T Chemical Company
Rahway, New Jersey.

NOTE: The information presented on this page is proprietary and
shall not be disclosed without consent of Monsanto Research
Corporation.
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APPENDIX IV

REVISION-c

REVISED 12-29-67

WING TANK MANUFACTURING
PROCESS SPECIFICATION

No, MRC-MP-O01

SUBJECT: Preesure bag molding reinforced thermoplastics for

making an expandable, rigidizable wing tip tank.

1. Scope

11i This process d.escribes and establishes the procedures
and requirements for the fabrication of an expandable,
rigidizable wing tip tank

1.2 There is no equivalent government process specification.

1,3 Types oi' Classes

1.3.1 Type i - Fabric, 181-75ECDE yarns "Ell glass fabri:
impregnated, MRC-MS-OOi Type I

1.4 Applicable Documents:

The following documents of che issue shown form a part
of this specification to the extent specified herein,

1.4.1 Government Spe-ifications and Stahdards:

Federal test method standards 406-plascics,
method of testing

2. Materlals

2,1 181 Style L-glass fabric constructed from yarns designated
as ECDE 75-1/0 impregnated.

Spec; MRV-MS-0(-.

NOTE: The informaticn presented on this page is proprietary and
shall not be disclosed without consent of Monsanto Research
Corporation.
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Source: Coast Manufactur~ng & Supply Compan~y
Cordo Division of Ferro Corporation
Narmoo Materials Division

2.2 EPON 828 Resin

Source: Shell Chemical Company, Cleveland, Ohio

2.3ý Dicyandiamide (DICY..

Source: Matheson Coleman & Bell, Cincinnati, Ohio

2,4 Butvar B-76

Sour:e: Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Missouri

2.5 Thermolite 31

Source: M & T Chemical Incorporated, Cincinnati, Ohio

2.6 Solvent, %imetijylformanide \DMF)

Source: Amsco Solvents • Chemical Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

2,7 Solvent, Acetone

Soarce: Amsco So'vent & Chemical Company, Cincinnazi, Ohio

2.8 Solvent, Naptha

Sour.e: Amsco Soivent & Chemncal Company, Cn.nnata, Ohio

2.9 De.onized .U0

2,10 Polyethylene Bag 002" thizk

2,11 Capron 80 filrr *00&" thacx

Source: AlJled Chemical Corporacion, Morristown, New Jersey

2.12 Tedlar Fi1m .002" tnlck

Source: B. i DuPont De Nemours & Company, Cleveland, Ohio

A2-13 Mold Release, 2.2-C Solution

Source: Axes 'LassIcs Research Laboratory, Long Island City,
New Yori

AV.14 Nylon Bleeder Fabric Style #3921

Source: Miltex, Incorporased, Fort Washington, New York

NOTE: The information presented on this page is proprietary anci
shall not be disclosed without consent of Monsanto Research
Corporation. 210



A~ 2. Co~ltor4 Bleeder' Cloth Z...jie 2;oldt~ex fid C'

So~irc: _ndustrial 'Textiles, incorporated, C.ncina.r~ 1, 'Ohio

I 3 1 Vacuum pump-capable of culli.ng minimu1m .,f 25 incThes H-.

3 2 ?ressure pump-crapabae of pum.uping air to 45: psi..

3. 3 Pressure regulator-capable of controllinx pressure + I psi-

3.4 Female Thermno Rubber Bag "to take inter-nal presSu~re 30 psi
arid to 350OF and with cermocauple outlets and thermo-
6tatic conrolr.J to meet Lhe temperature requireinent. ox
this pro-,ess

3,:", Weighing equipment capable cýt' an a-,curaCy of ~ foný_
percent

36 Wa.L.k-in Lco'er or refripeartor' capable of mantaining.
;40:F' or- bel~ow

3-. Instr.Am erta.1o n az i'ei.' by th;is process,

'4 Proceduire

'. [MI oId P r a iaý, n

I~ in niew :n,ýL~o .--:erove ili gýtceasc. , ýi. ,.Uii

2cn~a~~r~l:. wZth N1aprv"_

A;). ,2 Coat tne zurfaces of Lh,ý !,. -;ha-- ant.0,i.

I A~~~f, er f or : rig ~ ~ a .LI~;: cF- ~ .

9.1 Cut Lh peire;d i~~r n pa.L7Go'r 0 ~i;,
Layer of 'u.nifor :n ~vei'ap~ ovc:r che, s-urfadýe of ',he Z:)." .o
Cverlap ea-n jo~rnt i,'-i" P izI

He- -1C ea~..b ply q:-th r~a ar t form ply t...........
ana to debu4. ar.dj bo:nd ra.; y .- ,h:e prev] c.i..ii~

A4 2.3 Continue operations 4 - ~. & 4 t2.ii desired nmrmber of
plies have been piaced in layup,

N'ote: Ro~ate over.ap jcýIftz z~o Lhat. ,one acc.x.-ýe :rn
samT:e area

N OTE: The informatio'-. presented on thIi~s page 'pi r-:
shal I not be disciose witho~ut consent ',k nsyirtn Fes:,1.t
Corporation. 211



2 . Place nylon bleeder ply over layup

A4.2,5 Place two or more ply of cotton bleeder over nylon
biceder ply

A4.2.6 Vacuum bag part and check for vacuum leaks. Part
ehould have a minimum Of 25 inches Hg. during this
period. Place part in oven and heat part to 170
+ 100F for 20 + 5 minutes allowing part to cool
+ 10OF -0 for 20 + 5 minutes,-O allowipg part to
cool outside oven with full vacuum till part researches Poor;

'..2.7 Remove vacuum bag and bleeder material temp.

A442.8 Remove preform from mold

A4.2.9 Trim preform using hand shears

5 Deployment of Wing Tank

A5.i Molding (See paragraph 4.1, 4_1,i, 4.L..2 and 4.1.3)

5:1.1 Loading

C~ .1-1i Loading preform wing tank assembly into female thermo
rubber bag or female mold. Vacuum bag part in female
tool. Apply 30 psi total on part.

5,2.1 Molding and Curing

C5,2.1.1 Cure resin systeiii at 335°F + 10'F for 3 hours -0 +
10 minutes at 30 psi.

5.2.2,3 The molding pressure shall be removed only when the
wing Lank is cooled to a temperature of 190'F or below.

Material Storage

Store MRC-MS-001 materi.al at or below 40OF in sealed
polyethylqne bags- ldent-iy of the material shall be
maintained Material shall not remain out of refrigera-
tion more than 24 total hours prior to being used.

NOTE: The information presented on this page is proprietary and
shall not be disclosed without consent of Monsanto Research
Corporation.
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION
Coo9 gOeNT NO. 89372

NUMbER ST60.A M REVISION LETTER PAG 7.

This specification outlines the materials to be used and the procedures

to be followed for fabricating a collapsible vn&g tank from composite
materials.

1.2 This document describes the in-house fabrication of subassemblies and

the on-site assembly of the completa structure. Provisions were mcade
in the selection of materials and processes for the final assembly to

accommodate relatively unsophisticated processing equipment normAlly
available at on-site installations.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCWUM TS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

2.1 Documents

Drawings

TT-17901 Tank-Corplete, 150 Gallon Collapsible W4ing, Assy. of (Test)
rr-17902 Hardback - 150 Gallon Collapsible ','ina Tank Assy. of (Test)
TT-17903 Bulkhead-Collapsible Wing Tank, Assy. of (Test)
TT-17904 Clip-Bulkhead, Collapsible Wing Tank (Test)
TT-17905 Bushing-Collapsible Wing Tank, Suspensioti Lug (Test)
TT-17906 Fitting-Air Pressure Adapter, Collapsible Wing Tank (Test)

TT-17907 Bolting Ring-Collapsible Wing Tank, Assy. of (Test)
TT-17908 Fitting-Water Drain, Collapsible !;ing Tank (Test)

Tr--7909 Tank-Collapsible Wing, Assy. of (Test)

Sketch No. 3 Overlap Stations Parallel to the Longitudinal Axis
Sketch No. 4 Flat Patterns of Gores, Sheet 1
Sketch No. 5 Flat Patterns of Gores, Sheet 2
Sketch No. 6 Flat Patterns of Gores, Sheeot 3
Sketch.No. 7 Flat Patterns of Gores, Sheet 4
Speci fications
)Ic-ms-001 Specification for Impregnated Cloth for Making an

Expandable Rigidizable Wing Tip Tank

MRC-HP-001 Wing Tank Manufacturing Process Specification
M:L-T-7378A Military Specifications Tanks, Fuel, Aircraft,

Ixternal, Auxiliary, Removable
HIL-P-25421A Plastics Material, Glass Fiber Base-Epoxy Resin, Low

Pressure Laminated
LA-0103-004 Tolerances and Processing of Machined Parts

2.? Equipment

Tooling

Tooling shall be of metal, reinforced plastic or ceramic suitable for
vacuum bag, autoclave or positive air pressure molding as required for

the individual parts, assemblies or operations.

1#0A.4 111-M-8 ACV 616 2 1J4
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COO! fObNT NO. 89372
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.2" (cont'd.)
lot Air Circulating Oven

A hot air circulating oven of sufficient size to enclose the largest
part. The oven shall produce even heat, controlled to + 5** up to
335OF as indicated by thermocouples throughout the part.

Autoclave

An autoclave capable of molding materials up to n1ne (9) feet long and
throe (3) feet wide. Even temperature (+ 10oF) to 3500F, augmented
pressure to 50 psi, and vacuum of 25 inches of mercury are required.

Vacuum Pumps

For bag molding operations, vacuum pumps capable of 25 Inches of mercury.

Automatic Temerature Recorder

Kultiple channel recorder to continously record temperature cycle during
the cure of resins and adhesives.

Cold Storage

Refrigerated boxes to maintain temperatures of 35±20F and -10 + 100F
for material storage.

Pressure Ph.o

Pressure pup capable of producing air pressure from 0 to 45 psi and
regulated to + 1 psi at any established point within the range.

Beat Gun

Electrically heated, blower type heat gun capable of producing and
uaintaining an air temperature of 300 0 F.

Sander

Mechanical type (Jitterbug) operating on 110 volt, replaceable paper.

Sand Blast Eqquipment

Of sufficient size to enclose the largest part, requiring sanding.
Hust use clean silica sand.

Spray Eq.uipment

Equipment must be capable of airless spraying of liquid adhesive primers.

Volhd W2.4-1 N fill 2ig1
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2.2 (cont'd.)ilgan In Tanks

I i A line of cleaning tanks capable of immorhLng the iargesa aluminum
details. The line must contain acid etch, alkaline cleaner, waterrinse, dionized water rinse and trichloroethylene vapor degrease.

Weighing Equipment

Must be capable of weighing to an accuracy of 0.25 percent up to three
(3) pounds and within 1 percent above three (3) pounds.

Support l~gulucent

Equipment such as band saws, routers, drills, and other necessary for
mechanical operations.

Miscel laneous

An assortnent of layup benches, knives, scissors, rubbing tools, clean
rags, clean white gloves, solvent cans, cla!nps, spatulas, mixing equip-
wgnt and other miscellaneous Items.

2.3 Materials

Productive

Epoxy Resin HIL-R-9300
Catalyst APCO 320 (Applied Plastics Co.)
Pre impregnated Fabric HRC-MS-001 (Monsanto Research Corp.)
Film Adhesive 1994-A-132 Type I, Class 2 (AF-126-2,3M

Co.)
Paste Adhesive Mft(-A-132 Type I, Class 3(Bondmaster

sM602/M611(Cl-l)),FPG Industries)
Paste Adhesive Room

Temperature Cure MIL-A-8623 Type I (EC-2216, 3M Co.)

Glass Fabric MIL-C-9084, Type VITI

Aluminum Core (Flexible) Flexcore (Hexcel)

Aluminum Honeycomb Core MlL-C-7438

Inorganic Filler 1557 AB Levigated A12 03 (B. Buehler Ltd.)

Thermocouple Wire Iron-Constantan GG-30-AT 30 Gage Fiber
Glass Shielded (Thermo Electric Co., Inc.

po,0a..w-.8 RV ~,/. 216
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2.3 (cont'd.)

Plastic File 2i-Temp Nylon Vacuum, Bag Film
(Nolan Film Co.)

Separator Sheet TX1040 Teflon Fabric (Pallfex Products
Corp.)

Dan Material IK 153 Corprene-Adhesive Backed

(Armstrong Cork Co.)

Hold Release Mold Whiz 249

Hold Release Duco #7 Wax (Dupont)

Mold Release Kish 250A (KLish Plastics)

Hold Release 252-C Solution (Axel Plastics Research
1ab.)

Aerodynamic Filler MIL-S-8802, Class B

3.0 REQUIRDENT-S

3.1 General Require-e ns

3.1.1 Certification of Materials

All materials shall be procured with certification for meeting the
requirements of the applicable military specifications. Receiving-
Inspection tests shall be conducted upon material receipt to assure
conformance to the specifications unless a certified test report
assuring specification conformance is supplied by the vendor.

3,1,2 Storage of Materials

3.1.2.1 Raw Materials

3.1.2.1.1 Epoxy Resins shall be stored in closed containers at 75 +10OF but
refrigeration (below 40 0 F) is permitted. When refrigerated, the resin
shall be warced to room temperature in closed containers to prevent
moisture contamination.

3.1.2.1.2 Catalysts shall be stored in their original containers at 75 +50F with
all precautions necessary to prevent contamination. A small amount
(I pint) of catalyst may be heated to 120 +lO°F in a tightly closed
container inrediately prior to use to facilitate mixing. If complete
liquefaction is not achieved, all materials of that batch shall be
scrapped.

3.1.2.1.3 Prepregged Materials shall be stored under refrigeration (Below 40 0 F)
vWch the protective liner left intact. They shall be allowed to reach
room temperature prior to removal of separator sheets. No more material

FORM itI*H-1I I /sV 2I1 7217
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shall be left at room temperature than can be used within a 16
hour period.

3.1.2.1.4 Adhesives

3.1.2.1.4.1 AF-126-2 Film and EC-2320 Primer

3.1.2.1.4.1.1 The adhesive shall be stored at a temperature of O°F or lower
when not in use. The primer shall be stored at a temperature
of 35 0-45 0 F. Lower storage temperatures shall not be used for
the primer in order to avoid freezing of this material.

3.1.2.1.4.1.2 Details to which adhesive or primer have been applied shall
oat be returned to refrigerated storage.

3.1.2.1.4.1.3 Maximum shelf life of the adhesive and pricer described in this
specification is 6 months from date of receipt from supplier if
maintained per 3.1.2.1.4.1.1. Materials stored in excess of this
period shall be referred to the Quality Assurance Laboratory for
recertification or disposal.

3.1.2.1.4.2 Bondmaster M611 Adhesive. CH-1 Curing Agent and Bond.master
M-602. Parts I and II Primer

Storage life of the unmixed adhesive, curing agent and primer
shall be a maximum of 6 months at 75F or one year at 40F (or
below) from date of receipt from supplier. Xatefials stored
in excess of this period shall be referred to the Quality
Assurance Laboratory for recertification or disposal.

3.1.2.1.4.3. EC-2216 Adhesive. Parts A and B

Storage life of the unmixed adhesive shall be a maximum of
6 months at 75F or one year at 40F. (or below) from date of
receipt from supplier. Materials stored in excess of this
period shall be either scrapped or referred to the Quality
Assurance Laboratory for recertification or disposal.

3.1.2.2 Woven Materials

Unimpregnated glass fabric may be stored at room temp-rature

but shall be wrapped to preclude contamination from dust, dirt,
oils and other contaminents.

epouttH2 e .6 1
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3.1.2.3 Core Haterial

IMetallic core must be stored in such manner as to prevent damage
from stacking or handling.

3.1.2.4 Cured Material

Freenred laminates, core and other details shall be stored in
the "as-molded condition". They shall be interleaved with
kraft paper and stored in such manner as to prevent contamina-
tion from dust, dirt, oil and handling.

3.1.3 Tool Preparation

The surface of the tool shall be highly polished and free of
scratches, pits or foreign matter which would impair the part-
Ing, smoothness and cure of the laminate. The surface of the
tool shall be coated with the parting agents listed below in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Where bag
sealant will subsequently be applied, the tool must be masked
prior to application of the release agent. Vhere the MCR-HS-O01
material contacts any tool surface, regardless of the tool
material only Mold Release 252C Solution shall be used and must
be renewed after each laminating operation. Silicone Parting
Asents such as DC-7 shall not be used.

3.1.3.1 Metallic Tool Parting Agent

Spray a double cross coat of Fold Whiz 249 air dried for five
tinutes and cured for 25 minutes at 225 +100 F. This material
need not be renewed until .difficulty in part release is noted.

3.1.3.2 Non-Xetallic Tool Parting Agent

Apply a coat of Duco #7 hard wax to the mold surface and polish
to a high gloss. Spray a double crobs coat of Kish 250A air
dired 10 minutes between coats. This release must be renewed
after each laminating operation.

3.1.3.3 Flat Surfaces - All Tool Materials

Cellophane or similar plastic film may be used where part
configuration will not cause wrinkling of the film.

3.1.4 Processin,& Wet Resin Systems

3.1.4.1 Resin Formula and Impregnation

The following formula shall be used for impregnation of all
glass fabric and shall be accurate to + one (1) percent. The
components shall be thoroughly blended prior to use and no more
than a four (4) hour supply shall be mixed at one time.

lo Rl ili.- Sa AlNV i t 2 19
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3.1.4.1 (cootld.)

Component Desi•nation Parts by Wt. Percentj

Resin EpiRez 510 or 80 78.4
equivalent

Catalyst APCO 320 22 21.6

3.1.4.2 Reinforcement Impregnation

All reinforcement shall be impregnated to 40% wct resin content
by weight. The amount of resin formula required for any amount
of glass is: the glass weight times 0.75. This allows a ten
percent excess for resin loss. The resin may be applied by
impregnation of each ply on the Lool or, where large quantities
if material are required, it may be applied by a doctor blade
or similar equipment as detailed in paragraph 3.1.4.3.

3.1.4.3 Lay-Up Procedure

3.1.4.3.1 General

The engineering drawing will designate the type, dlrection and
aumber of plies (laminations) of reinforcing fabric. Butt Joint.
are not permitted and laps shall be held to a mlninum. ¶.Wen lzp.
are necessary they shall be held to 3/4±1/4 inch in width and, in
successive plies, shall not be superimposed over one another. Tear
or peel plies shall be added on all surfaces where secondJary
bonding is reqUIred within the limitation established in paragrapph
3.1.7. Thermocouples shall be integral with all lay-ups for the
purpose of controlling proper temperature of the resin during
cure and the time-temperature history shall be recorded by auto-
matic equipment. Location of the thermocouples shall be by Inspection

3.1.4.3.2 Rand 2.nre;,enation

The reinforcing material shall be cut to pattern (allowing I to 2
inches for trim) and weighted to the nearest gram. The amour..t of
resin formula shall be calculated and mixed in accordance with
paragraph 3.1.4.1. A light coat of resin formula shall be spread
over the tool surface which has been prepared pcr paragraph 3.1.3
and a ply of reinforcing materiel smoothed over the surface.
Additional resin and reinforcement shall be added and smoothed
out until B/P requirements are obtained.

22
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3.1.4.3.3 Wet Preimpregnation

The fabric which has been impregnated by mechanical processes to
the requirements of 3.1.4.2 shall be cut to pattern and applied to
the tool previously prepared per paragraph 3.1.3. Plies shall be
added individually and smoothed on the tool surface using a
squeegee or similar tool. This sroothing operation is to eliminate
wrinkles snd pressure should not be such as to remove resin from
the laminate.

3.1.4A4 Pressure Application and Curing of Woven Naterials

3.1.4.4.1 General

Pressure shall be applied to the laminate during cure to insure
intimate contact of mating parts. The pressure shall be constant
and evenly distributed and may be applied by vacuu- bag, auto-
clave pressure, positive pressure or combinations thereof.

3.1.4.4.2 Vacuum Bagnd Cure 0perations

3.1.4.4.2.1 Vacuun Bag and Rub-Out Operations

After the part has been laid up per paragraph 3.1.4.3 bag sealant
material and hair-felt or bleeder material shall be positioned
on the mold to allow a minimum of 3/4 of an inch between the
bleeder and the edge of the lay-up and the bleeder mat during
the rub-out. The peripheral bleeder shall be thicker, under
vacuum, than the exposed edge of the part being made. The
vacuum bag shall be tailored over the layup and sealed with
zinc chromate putty. A vacuum hose shall then be connected so
that It comes In contact with the bleeder mat. In no case
shall the vacuum hose come in contact with the lay-up. Adequate
vacuum ports shall be provided so that the vacuum never has to
be pulled more than two feet in any direction. If greater dis-
tunces are necessary, an expanded spring, adequately protected
against bag rupture shall be used as a manifold. After the vacuum

-pressure is applied the bag wrinkles shall be worked out to a
minimum. If necessary the vacuum may be removed for a few minutes
in order to relax the bag and further remove wrinkles and the
yacuum then reapplied. This must not be done afLer the resin
starts to harden, or after rub-out has started. The vacuum bag
shall be checked for leaks and a minimum pressure of 124 psi or
25 inches of mercury must be maintained throughout the rub-out,
pre-cure and cure cycles except as specified in paragraph
3.1.4.4.2.2.
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3.1.4.4.2.1 (cont'd.)

Imb-out snall be accomplished with doft Cuý-ouL "pa-dluS" or

"squeegees" free from sharp edges. The rub-out shall be started
near the middle of the part 4nd worked to%'.ard all edges evenly,
Insuring a dam oi continuous resirn to trap air toward the outside
of the part. The part may be heated to 1400 +1OF (as deter=Lned
by the thermocouples In the part) for ao longer than 20 minutes
maximum to facilitate rub-out. Rub-out&s shall be contirued until
Initial prominence of fabric weave and a continuous homogeneous
appearance Indicate sufficient rub-out has been accomplished.
Zxcessive rub-out pressure can cause resia starved areas or results
in a final part vith too low a final resin content. (Optimum a 32
+ 2 percent by weight). Rub-out Is not r-quired where matched
tooling or pressure plates prohibit the operation. In these areas
extra care must be exercised to eliminate wrinkles during lay-up.

3.1.4.4.2.2 Cure Cycle-Vacuum Bag Operation

Details containing the resin formula of 3.1.4.1 shall be cured
by the following cycle. The temperatures shoun- are those of the
part and not the heating systern or the visible surface of the
tool.

Condition During Temp (OF) ( .) Tt.e at Temo. (•Minutes)

Pre-cure 170 +10 60

Cure 250 ±10 60

Post-cure 325 ±10 120

1. Time at temperature is the actual mini;-2=i time for the
part to be at the temperature shown for the specific
condition. This temperature shall be established by
thermo couples In the part. Temperatures shall be
automatically and continuously recorded during the
heating and cooling cycles.

2. The time for the part temperature to reach 170 +100F
(precure) shall be 25 ±5 minutes. Heat up rate for
other cotnditions may be maximrum obtainable with the
equipment and still hold required teperature
tolerance.

The part shall remain under pressure for the complete pre-cure
and cur* cycle. Vacuum bag pressure may be released for the
post-cure but the parts shall not be removed from the tool
until they have cooled to 150oF axeimum.

PO SHM 13.1-l2 AV $S 22
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13.1.4.4.2.3 Autoclave Pressure Molding and Curine

The laminate shall be laid-up in accordance with paragraph
3.1.4.3.. Around the periphery (within 1/4 inch) place a dam
of adhesive backed rubber impregnated cork (Corprene DK 153).
Place a separator sheet (IX 1040) over the lay-up extending
over ,th dam. Place bleeder fabric over the separator sheet
and extending over the manifold vacutu (expanded spring wire).
T•h rumber of bleeder plies shall be established as follows:

Using: 181 fabric - 1 ply for each three plies of 181
within the lay-up

1557 fabric - 1 ply for each two plies of 181
wlthLn the lay-up

Position thermocouples and vacu= bag the entire lay-up, making
sure there are no leaks in the bag or around the periphery of
the part. Allow the part to stand for 30 minutes, under full
vacuum but with no heat applied. Place the package in the auto-
clave with full vacum pressure (25 inches of mercury) and apply
heat per paragraph 3.1.4.4.2.2(2). ;h'en the part reaches 1300 F,
again allow to dwell for 30 minutes. Apply 50 psi positive pre-
sure at the maximum rate of the equipment. When the pressure
reaches 25 psi, remove the vacu- and allow the part to be vented
to the atmosphere. Increase the temperature to 170oF and continue
cure paragraph 3.1.4.4.2.2.

3.1.5 Processinx of "B" Staged Resin-Systen

3.1.5.1 Lav-V,

The preiipregnated material shall be cut to pattern as per
Flat Pattern of Cores, Sketches 4, 5, 6, and 7 and uniformly
placed in individual plies on the tool. Any laps shall be
limited to 3/4 + 1/4 inch and shall be staggered to minimize
thickness build up in any one area, as per Sketch 3, Overlap
Stations Parallel to the Longitudinal Axis. Each ply shall be
heated with a heat gun to "weld" successive plies to the previous
ply. As each layer is applied, it shall be smoothed onto the
surface using a squeegee or similar tool. This operation eliminaces
wrinkles and reduces the uncured thickness of the detail. The
operation shall be continued until drawing call out thickness
is achieved.
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Thiermocouples shall have been or will be placed against the

17y-up where it is believed will have the slowest heat-up
rate. Pressure shall be ap?lied and, if by vacuum, the assembly
will be checked for leaks in accordance with paragraph 3.1.4.4.2.1.
lull vacuum or 15 psi positive pressure shall be applied and the
assembly heated to 170 +1o0F. This temperature shall be main-
tained for 27.5 +2.5 minutes. The heat shall be removed from- the
part but pressure shall be maintained for 12 hours.

3.1.5.3 Cure

Cure of the comyacted assembly shall be accomplished at 335 +10oF
for 3 hours minimum under 30 psi (autoclave pressure required for
vacuum bagged parts). The cure time shall be started w.hen the
coldest thermocouple reaches 325°F. The pa.t shall be allowed to
cool, under full pressure, to 190°F on the hottest ther-nocouple
before removal from the tool. .1caove aLr pressure before removing part
from tool.

3.1.6 Fabrication ax~d Prefittin'g o! Detail Parts

Metal and precured details that will be used is part of a
composite assembly shall be fabricated such that when prefLt
prior to fabrication, will conform to the following requirements:

3.1.6.1 The honeycomb core blanket shall not deviate from the required
thickness dimension by more than + .005 inch.

3.1.6.2 The juncture of abutting honeycomb core blankets and motal oc
precured reinforced plastic details shall not deviate in thick-
ness by more than + .010 inch.

3.1.7 Surface Preparation of Details for Bondin%

3.1.7.1 General

Both metal and precured reinforced plastic surfaces shall be
prepared Immediately prior to bonding unless otherwise noted
in the Detail Requirements. The surface preparation varies
vith the type of material to be bonded. Specific methods are
presented below.

FORMk IiI.4.2 P6V Iles
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2.1.7.2 Precured Fabric Laminates (0.030 Inch or Creater)

These surfaces shall be prepared by reoval of a peel ply or
plies Incorporated into the initial lay-up. This operation
will be accomplished wearing clean white gloves, using clean
tools to initiate peel, and in an area where contaminants
util not be deposited on the cleaned surface during or after
the rperation. Where contour will cot perit- removal of plies,
the surface shall be prepared in accordance with the procedure
for "Fabric Laminates - Less than 0.030 Inch".

3.1.7.3 Precured Fabric Laminates (Less Than 0.030 inch)

These surfaces shall be thoroughly scuff sanded preferably
vite a jitterbug using 200 grit sandpaper, followed by solvent
cleaning per paragraph 3.1.7.4. Surfaces sh.all be considered
aatisfactorily prepared when all resin gloss has been removed
fron the laminate surface. In no case ray the sanding e:itend
through a ply of the reinforcing fabric.

3.1.7.4 Solvent Clear, in;

A.1,.l. Eandlin_- of Solvent

Within one hour prior to adhesive applicaticn, all sanded
bonding surfaces shall be hand cleaned with clean cheese-
cloth and methyl ethyl ketone. The solvent used shall have
been previously certified as free froo ccnzaninants and shall
be stored in a separate container w.hich has been identified
for solvent cleaning use only. This solvent shall te applied
by pouring onto the clean white cheesecloth; this will eliminate
contact of the solvent supply with the cleaning tissue and
reduce the possibility of solvent concamination.

3.1.7.4.2 Solvent Cleaning Procedure

Bonding surfzces shall be vigorously scrubbed with solvent-
si.turated cloths and immedlately wiped dry with additional
clean tieliues before thi soo.vent has evaporated. Surfaces
upon vbich the solvent has been allowed to air dry are not
&-.itable for adhesive bonding. Clean rubber gloves shall
be worn throughout the aolvent cleaning operation. A minimum
of three separate solvent application-ý.ipe dry operations
shaal be performed on all bonding surfaces; additional
cleaning cycles shall be used, if required, until fresh
white drying tissues show no trace of discoloration.

FO RM , 8 1.- H. ,t %V &, G o 2 2 5
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3.1.7.5 Aluminum2 netails

3.1.7.5.1 General Rquiremen It
Subsequent to all prt-(It aperscions and pre-treat=en|t per
Table 1, all alutinu= bonding surfaces shall be treated per
Table II as soon as possible prior to adhesive application.
Unless otherwise specified on the applicable engineering draw-

ing. adhesive primer shall be applied to the bonded area with-
in 24 hours after final cleaning. Details exceeding maximnum
allowable time limits shall be recleaned.

3.1.7.5.2 Water Break Inspection

All zetal surfaces cleaned by Lamersion methods in acids or similar
chemicals shall be thoroughly rinsed with water subsequent to
chemical treatment. After rinsing, a&l surfaces shall be inspected
to insure that a "water-break free" condition exists, i.e. the
vater film is continuous over the entire surface. Details which
exhibit a break in the water film shall be recleaned until no
water break is observed. After final rinsing and inspection,
details may be either air or force dried at te:peracures not

to exceed 150F. All parts must pass water break test one (1)
hour before primed.

3.1.7.5.3 Handling of Cleaned Details

After final cleaning, details shall be handled with clean white
cotton gloves only. If transporation is required between the clean-
in& and bonding areas, details shall be protected by wvapping In
fresh, clean kraft paper.

3.1.7.6 Altmnn- Honeycomb

Vapor degrease in triehloroethylene. Randle In accordance with

3.1.7.5.3.

Uo.- ,,,.-,4 REv I•,, 226
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TABLE I

SURFACE PRETREAMN.T - ALUXIhUM DETALLS

STEP OPERATION

1 bRmove all organic finishes (paints, prLmers and similar coatings)

from bonding surfaces with an i=ersfon stripper.

Alternate Method

Remove by sanding with 180 grit abrasive paper and solvent wiping
with methyl ethyl ketone. tse only where immersion or brush-on
strippers cannot be employed because of possible solution entrapment.

2 Remove chemical films or anodic coatings from bonding surfaces
(a&I=nnum alloys only) with either an I=uersion or abrasive
stripper.

3 Solvent clean to remove all grease, oils, ink markings, fingerprints,
etc. with.methyl ethyl ketone.

4 Vapor degrease in trichloroethylene

POPM t18-M1 N1 l,22
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ALUMDIUM ALLOYS - CAMISIO% PROCESS

STEP OPERATION CONSTITUENTS TEMp, F. TDCIM RM4ARIUS
MINUTES

1 Surface pre- Pre-treat bonding
treatmenc surface3 per Table I

2 Alkaline Comercial Alica- 165- 10-15 Constant agitation
Clean line Cleaner 1757 required during

cleaning

3 Imiersion Hot vater 150- 5 Min. Inspect for "wacer-
rinse 1607 Minintu break free" surface

per Paragraph
3.1.7.5.2

4 Acid Etrh Sodiun Dichrciate 150- 10+2 Constant agitation
1 part, Sulfuric 160F -0 required during
Acid 10 Farts, Dis- Minutes immersion
tilled or DeLionized
water 30 parts, all
by weight

5 Spray Rinse Distilled or Room As Req'd.
Delonized Water

6 Immersion Tap Water Room As Raq'd. Constant overflow

Rinse manda tory

7 Spray Ainse Tap Water Room As Req'd.

8 Inspection Inspect for '%ater-
break free" surface
per Paragraph
3.1.7.5.2

9 Dry Oven (forced air) 150F As Raq'd.
air dry )Iaxfmum

rnom I-,.N- REV 111$ 228
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3.1Prmng of Details

C.ncral

Unless otherwise specified on the engineering drawing, all metal
details bonded to the requirements of this specification shall be
primed. Primer shall be applied within the allowable tL.,e limits
of 3.1.7.5.1. Primer shall not be applied to bonding surfaces
specifically called out on the applicable engineering drawing.

3.1.8.2 Primer Application and Cure

3.1.8.2.1 EC-2320 Primer

3.1.8.2.1.1 This prfmer -.hall only be used in conjunction with AF-126-2
adhesive, when applicable.

3.1.8.2.1.2 Th#! EC-2320 pri.-er is supplied in liquid form and may be applied
by brushing or may be sprayed using conventional spray equio-

ment. Apply sufficient primne to produce a dried film thick-
giess of .0002 to .0005 Inches. Air dry for a minimtmz of 30
minutes followed by a force dry of 30 minutes of 210 + 10F.

3.1.8.2.2 Bondinaster M-602 Pri•,er

3.1.8.2.2.1 This primer shall only beused in conjunction with the Bond-
miaster M-611 adhesive/CH-l catalyst system when applicable.

3.1.8.2.2.2 Stir or rechanically sehake parts I and I1 of the .4-602 adhesive
primer to disperse any unsuspended material before ecmbining
thein to form the priner spray solution. After parts I and It
have been Individually agitated, combine to form the primer
spra7 soluticnl as follows; Add 5 parts of I to 4 parts of -,
by weight, and mix thoroughly. Dilute the primer spray solution
as follows: Add 2-1/2 parts of methyl ethyl ketone (0 ) to I
part of primer spray solution, by veight, and mix thoroughly.

3.1.8.2.2.3 The catalyzed M-602 adhesive primer solution is now ready for
use. If the material is not to be used immediately, it shall
be stored in closed containers to prevent solvent loss by evap-
ation or contamination. Place filled containers in a cool place
ard use within a maxim= rime of three days.

3.1.8.2.2.4 Spray the bondinS surfaces of the sheet metal components, except
the core, with the prepared M-602 adhesive primer to
a uniform, smooth surface thickness of .0005-.0009 Inches.
This may be accomplished by spraying several light box coats
of the primer using conventional spray equipmaiar with an air
pressure of about 25 psi.

'00MI~ till.M 116V¢ 11229
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3.1.8.2.2.5 All spray primed parts shall be air dried for a minimum of 30

minutes after the final coat to permit partial evaporation of
Lus Seaveni in Lie primer. DurLng the arying period care shall
be exercised in protecting the parts against contamination. I

3.1.84.2.6 The parts shall be force dried -n I circulating air ove. at

230-250F for 30 + 5 minutes.

3.1.8.2.2.7 After force drying, the prLied parts shall be cured at 330-340F.
in a circulating air oven for 60 + 5 minutes after the part has
reached this temperature ranje.

3.1.8.3 Randling of Primed Details

Handle all primed details with clean white cotton gloves only.
After curing of primer, protect details by trapping in fresh
draft paper until use. These parts shall be bonded as soon as
possible after curing.

If delays in bonding ire unavoidable, parts with cured primer
shall be stored in a clean dry place, but not to exceed a period
of 60 days prior to bondin;. Cured primer shall be cleaned
immediately prior to adhesive application by solvent cleanin,
in accordance with Para. 3.1.7.4 using fresh naptha or MEK.

3.1.9 Adhesive Application & C-re

3.1.9.1 AF-126-2 Adhesive

3.1.9.1.1 Adhesive Description

AP-126-2 adhesive is a modified epoxy impreGnated into a mat type
synthetic film carrier. The adhesive is supplied in film form with
a heavy paper liner on the outer surface only.

3.1.9.1.2 Hndling of Adhesive "

Upon removal from refrigeration, allow the outer layers of ad-
hesive. to warm to room temperature before unrolling to avoid
cracking of the film or moisture condensation on the adhesive
surface. Return adhesive to refrigerated storage rimediately after
the amount of adhesive required for use is removed to avoid over-
aging of the material. Use clean white gloves.

3.1.9.1.3 Application of Film Adhesive

The AF-126-2 adhesive is a very tacky film and care must be ex-
cerised in application te bondins surfaces. Wherever possible
It Is suggested chat the detail to be bonded be used as a template
in cutting adhesive patternc. Clean bonding surfaces per 3.1.7
immediately prior to adhesive application. Allow the outer separator
sheet to remain in-position until immediately prior to assembly
of details.

3.1.9.1.4 Applicatlon of Thixotropic Paste Adhesive

The past adhesive shall be employed in bonding of all honeycomb
sandwich assemblies (and in other edge bonding applications where
specLfied on the applicable drawing). Composition of the paste
shall be as follows: Mask off area not to be bonded.

POMM Il.N., 141. Ifo 230
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1 3.1.9.1.4 (cont'd.)

Bwndaster M-611 Adhesive 100
1557AB Levigated Aluminum Oxide 100

Curing Agent C1-IjB 6

Pre-mix adhesive and aluminum oxide. Add the curing agent
to t.he adhesive-aluninum oxide mixture and blend until a
uniform color is produced. The paste material shall be applied
to the side macing surfaces of all honeycomb details i.e. core
edges, inserts, closout me.mbers, core splices, etc. Apply the
paste i A thin continuous film to both mating surfaces. Work-
tig life of the mixed adhesive is approxirmately two hours.

3.1.9.1.5 .ressure. 2pl at: on

After assembly of details, sufficient pressure to assure intimate
contact of details shall be appj'ed by vacuum, bag, autoclave or
clamps. In all applicacA.ýns, minL, pressureý utilized shial
be 10 psi (21 -r 2 inches of murcury if vacu•-, b.g pross-.re ir
employed).

3.1.9.1,5 of Adhesive

Ridise temperature to 250 + 15F and cure fc-r 60 to 75 minutes.
Beat up rates oi 15 minutes to 3 hours may be employed. In all
applications, at least one therm.ocouple shall be placed on the
lower surface of the assembly in such a position that the lowest
anticipated temperature will be read.

The oaxfmrn elapsed time between application of the adhesive
to the bonding surface and the beginning of the cure cycle
shall be 48 hours.

3.1.9.1.7 Coolin& of Cured Adhesives

Cooling rates after cure are not critical. Full bonding pressure
shall be maintained, however, until temperature of the assembly
has dropped to at least 150 0 F.

3.1.9.2 Bondmaster 1t.-611 Adhesive/Ci-lh Curing Aen,,t

3.1.9.2.1 Mixing. Insructions for Adhesive

3.1.9.2.1.1 Add one part, by weight, of "1-onastral Blue" Pigment to fifty parts,
by weight, of the curing agent, CH-lB. Stir or shake well to dis-
perse particles; then add six parts of pigmented rixture to 100
part•, by weight, of the paste of Bondmaster M-611 and stir until
the mix becomes a uniform shade of blue - that is, until no streaks
are observable in the blend.

FORM lt.-66.. * tV ag t
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3.1.9.2.1l.L continued

TOXIC FUI'ES •!_.Z GIVMI OFF DUR.:'N THE 'IXVG C'i.-.x1,.. TO .:ý.MIZ.E
Tie DkNGER OF TriE- F.-S, O3B'ERvz ITHF FOLL•.:l:; PR2CALu7C:;S:

1. Add Activator slowly.

2. Cool the paste prior to mi-xing.

3. Mix in quantities of one quart or less,

4. Ventilate the mixing area.

5. Do not breathe the vapors.

6. Koep the activator off hands and clothing.

3.1.9.2.1.2 After the curing agent has beenq blended, there is no ftcS, bu,'.
prolonged contact of blended adhesive with skin Lhoald be .'vcided.

3.1.9.2.2 Avolication of Mixed Paste Adhesive

3.1.9.2.2.1 Pot Life

The adhesive should be applied as soon as possi bl a•,e, ald!,-i
the curing agent. The useful pot life o: the C;At: ned aho•s i' ,
approximately one hour after which it may baco:-.- too th'.nc to
spread and should not be used. Refri~eration prolorgs --he pout life
1yut to practical only when the adhesive is in st.a•l batches that can

be cooled quickly. .

•3.1.9.2.2.2 Applicatlon - | -:-

The adhesive may be applied with a ipatula,'putty kn;de, glue-
spreader, or other suitable neans such as squee:ing frea tubes or
fvow pressure guns. It should be applied in a continuous film to
both bonding surfaces where possible. The coat should be thick
enough to fill any voids that are left as the result of nalformed
mating surfaces, etc. Mask off areas not to be bonded.

3.1.9.2.2.3 Care should be taken to mask external surfaces fro "Squeeze-out"
and clean off excess cement from these surfaces prior to curing.
Alfter curing, the cement is difficult to remo.ýve. Clean all spread-
Ing and mIx!rn equipment with acetone irm•ndiately after use.

,*A, ,31H.2.. ACV ,V$ 232
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S3.1.9.2.3 Fressu,, Aý-31catton

Theav opressure required during cure is that needed to keep parts

In aligtIent and to overcome distortion and thermal expansion oi
the a&dherends.

3.1.9.2.4 Curina of Adhesive

3.1.9.2.4.1 General

The asse-mbly shall be cured as soon as possible after cleaning
the bond to insure proper wetting of bonding surfaces. Maximumn
elapsed tLre between mixing of adhesive and closing the bond shall
not exceed 3 hours for all bonded details.

3.1.9.2.4.2 Primed Detai•s

All ass5-bl-es utilizing M-602 primer shall be cured at a bond
line tepe:-t::e of 250F + lOF for 75 + 10 minutes. Warm up time
shall not exceed 45 minutes. Bonding pressure shall be maintained
throughout the cur.

3.1.9.2.4.3 Unprimed 'e-tals

Assemblies not utilizing M-602 primer shall be cured either I) as
specified in Paragraph 3.1.9.2.4.2 above or 2) at a bond line tempera-
ture of 170 + 10F for 3 hours. Selection of the cure cycle used,
for unpri-ed parts only, shall be at the discretion of the usinZ
manufacturing department.

3.1.9.2.4.4 Cool the assebly to 125F maximu= before reoving pressure.

3.1.9.2.5 Cleaning C-n

3.1.9.2.5.1 Remove excess cemnent with wiping rags wet wich methyl ethyl ketone.
This must be done a few minutes after applying the cement.

3.1.9.2.5.2 Clean all s-.reading and mixing equipment with methyl ethyl ketone
Imediately after use.

3.1.9.2.5.3 Cured adhesive residues and primer, that cannot be removed by
filing or scraping, may be removed with a suitable stripper. This
stripper may be applied with a brush, care being taken to prevent
penetrationinto seams, joints, crevices where removal may prove
difficult. After a few minLtes of soaking the adhesive residues and
primer are rezoved with a soft scraper such as a tongue depressor.
Clean the stripped surface with a rag dampened with water ans wipe
with a dry rag.

POfU bIh-I fUV I/O 233
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3.1.9.2.5.4 Adhesive should be cleaned from hands vith soap and water and13 stiff brush. The use of solvents should be avoided.

3.1.9.3.1 Mixing Instructions for Adhesive

3.1.9.3.1.1 Mix 140 parts by weight of Hardener "A" to 100 parts by weight
of 3iee "B". Stir thoroughly for a minimum of five minutes or
until uniform mixing has been obtained.

3.1.9.3.1.2 The working life of the mixed adhesive is two hours in 100
gram masses. Adhesive which has not been applied within this
period of time, after mixing, shall be discarded.

3.1.9.3.2 Application of Mixed Paste Adhesive and Cure

3.1.9.3.2.1 Apply a smooth coat of adhesive, three to five mils, to each
surface to be bonded. The adhesive =ay be applied by means of
a spatula, notched trowel or tongue blades. Mask off areas not
to be bonded.

3.1.9.3.2.2 Press or roll both surfaces together to eliminate possible
formation of air bubbles and to insure intimate contact be-
tween faying surfaces. The only pressure needed during the
cure of mixed EC-2216 is that req 'red to keep parts in
alignment and to overcome distortc3n and thermal expansion
of the adherends.

3.1.9.3.2.3 The adhesive may be cured as follows:

72 hours at room temperature
or

4 hours at 130 to 150°F

Note: Sufficient cure can be obtained in twenty-four
hours at room temperature to remove clamping pressure
but the parts should not be stressed for seventy-two
hours.

3.1.9.3.3 Cleaning UW

Cleaning shall be in accordance with paragraph 3.1.9.2.5.

3.2 Detailed Requirements

Fabrication of all details and assembly shall be in accordance with
the requirements of this paragraph and paragraph 3.1 as applicable.
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3.2.1.1 prefabricated Details

All prefabricated details (-15, -17, -25, -27, -29, -33 and -35)
shall be fabricated in accordance with paragraph 3.,. 4 using vacuum ba
prensure. All details shall be tri=ned and machined to blueprint re-
quirements. The -7, -9 and -13 core materials shall be processsed
in accordance with paragraphs 3.1.6, 3.1.7.6, 3.1.8.2.1 and 3.1.8.3.

3.2.1.2 Installation of P/N's TT-17905, Tr-17906 and TT-17908
Bushings and Fittings

The noted bushings and fittings sball be bonded into the hardback
with Boudmaster M-611 adhesive per the procedure described in
Paragraph 3.1.9.2. Prior to instpllation, the bushings and fittings
shall be primed with Bondmaster M-602 prizer in accordance with
the procedure described in paragraph 3.1.8.2.2.

3.2.1.3 TT-17902-1 Assembly

Dry fit all parts to assure perfect fit. The surface of the male
tool shall be prepared In accordance with paragraph 3.1.3. The
-19 skin shall be laid-up in accordance with paragraph 3.1.4
and the material at the location of the 431-9 fuel cap removed.
Apply adhesive per paragraph :i.1.9.1. over the entire lay-up
area. Preassembly the -15 close out, the -7, -9, and -13 core#
per 3.1.9.1.4. Position this subasse-bly on the material laid-
up ontho tool. Apply the same adhesive (3.1.9.1) to cap. Apply
adhesive (AF-126-2) to the outer surface of the 431.9 and the
edge of the hole and insert the -27 filler. Apply AF-126-2 ad-
hesive over the entire surface and lay-u- the -3 skin. Bag and
cure in accordance with paragraph 3.1.4 using vacuum bag pressure.
Trim as required. Installation of other p;rts and details is
presented in paragraph 3.2.1.4.

3.1..TT-17902-11 Assembly

The processing sequence for this assezbly shall be identical to
the -1 assembly except the -5 and -23 skins, the -17 and -29
fillers and the SE193-5002-0007 filler cap shall replace the -3
and -19 skins, the -15 and -27 fillers and the 431-9, respectively.

3.2.2 Bulkhead (TT-17903) and Clips (TT-17904)

VOIRM 3It.M-8 ACV II/O
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3.2.2.1 Skins (-3)

The -3 skins shall be fabricated using 181E glasa fabric, the
resin formula of paragraph 3.1.4.1, impregnated by the method
of either 3.1.4.3.2 or 3.1.4.3.3, laid up in accordance with
3.1.4.4.2.1 and cured in accordance with 3.1.4.4.2.3. Parts
shall be trimmed, surfaces prepared per 3.1.7 and stored in
accordance with 3.1.2.4.

3.2.2.2 Clips, Zee Sections and Slosh Baffle (T'T-17903-7. -9, -15 and -17,
TT 17904-3 and -4)

The clips, zee sections and slosh baffles shall be fabricated usino'
181E glass fabric, the resin formula of paragraph 3.1.4.1, iM-

pregnated by the method of either 3.1.4.3.2 or 3.1.3.3.3, and laid
up and cured in accordance with 3.1.4.4.2.1. Parts shall bc
tri=ed, surfaces prepared per 3.1.7 and stored in accordance
wtrlh 3.1.2.4.

3.2.2.3 Core Material (-5)

The core shall be machined, cleaned and handled until used, in
accordance with paragraphs 3.1.6, 3.1.7, and 3.1.7.6.

3.2.2.4 Assembly of TT-17903

Dry fit all parts to assure perfect fit. The -3 skins and the
-5 core shall be bonded with AF-126-2 adhesive in accordance -with
the procedure described in paragraph 3.1.9.1. The parts shall be
trimmed to blueprint requirements and the -7 and -9 clips,

and the -13 channels secondarily bonded using AF-126-2 in accordnnce
with paragraph 3.1.9.1.

3.2.3 boltinq Ring (TT-17907)

The -1 and -11 assembliec are identical except for size. Only the
fabrication of the -1 will be discussed but that information will
b applicable in all respects to the -11.

3.2.3.1 _Pnx and Pan (-3 and -5)

The parts shall be laid-up and cured in accordance with paragraph
3.1.4.4 using 181E glass fabric prepared per paragraph 3.1.4.

POR& 8lt.M-1 *•V l*eD
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3.2.3.2 Assembly (TT-17907-11

The nut plates required for attachment shall be riveted onto
the ring. The ring and pan shall be bonded ivth AF-126-2
adhesive in accordance with paragraph 3.1.9.1. A bond shall
be effected at all contact areas between the two matin; details.
Final trim and prepare surfaces per paragraph 3.M.7 for final
asaembly.

3.2.4 Tank (TT-17909)

3.2.4.1 TT-17909-5

This part Is to be precured prior to Incorporation into the
basic tank. The tool shall be processed in accordance with
paragraph 3.1.3 and 15 plies of I.aterial laid up and co=-pated
in accordance with paragraph 3.1.5.2. This sequence shall be
repeated until the required thickness and taper are achieved.
The bag, under vacuum., shall be left on the lay-up, a lubricant
applied and the female tool positioned. Pressure shall be
applied by conventional bagging and 30 psi autoclave pressure,
with cure accomplished in accordance with paragraph 3.1.5.1.
After removal from the tool, the surfaces of the part shall
be prepared for bonding per paragraph 3.1.7.

3.2.4.2 Assembly (TT-17909)

Before starting this lay-up, consider thernocouple requirezents
and, if necessary incorporate prior to part lay-up. Prepare
the tool surface in accordance with paragraph 3.1.3. Lay-up
one-half the required material in accordance with paragraph
3.1.5.1, and position the -5 insert on which AF-126-2 adhe&Ive
has been applied per paragraph 3.1.9.1. Lay-up the rerainder
of the material as above. Position the lay-up in the split feriale
tool whose surfaces have been prepared in accordance with para-
graph 3.1.3. Compact in accordance with paragraph 3.1.5.2. Upon
completion of this step, turn on the water in the cooling coils
and complete the cure of the area shown in Section A-A of drawing
TT-17909 in accordance with paragraph 3.1.5.3. Remove female
tool. Deflat male tool, but leave the bag in the ansembly, and
trim the fore and aft openings, the saddle open.ng nnd route the
"0" ring groove. Position the hardback and d'ill attachin:' hojcs
through the hardback and the skin. Locate the bulkheads, re-.
position the hardback and pilot drill the bulkhead flan;c.
Remove the bulkhead, drill the attaching holes, and mount the
necessary nut plates.
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1:3.2.4.2 continued

Fold the aft end of the tank at T.S. 102.00 (or closer to the
landing if possible), and then fold the forward end at T.S.
52.00 (or closer to the landing If possible), into the hard-
back area. Part is ready for shipment.

3.2.5 Final Assembly (TT-17901)

Carefully unfold the ends amd with hand pressure, wearing clean
rubber gloves, smooth the compacted material to essentially mold
line contour. Insert the part in female tool. Cover up nut plates
vith a smooth cloth or foam rubber and cure in accordance with
paragraph 3.1.5.3. Remove nut plate cover cloth or foam rubber.
Reposition the bulkheads. Apply EC-2216 adhesive to the faying
surfaces of the TT-17903-3 and -4 flanges, position against the
tank and bulkhead and cure. These operations are covered by
paragraph 3.1.9.3. Using the same process, attach the TT-17907-1
and -1l. install all internal plutbing. Install the XSZ9513-010
"11011 ring. Apply a light coat of petroleu.m jelly to the ed-e of the
hardback. Mechanically fasten the hardback to the tank. Install,
with mechanical fasteners, the nose and tail assembl'es. Finally,
fare the joint between the hardback and the tank with MIL-S-.8O2
Class B, Sealant.

4.0 Quality Assurance

Conformance of production to the requirements of paragraphs
3.1 and 3.2 is the responsibility of Inspection.

4.1 Control of Adhesive Materials

4.1.1 Recetvfpn Inspection Tests

Receiving Inspection Tests shall be conducted on all incom•ing
adhesive materials for certification to the acceptance require-
wents listed in applicable material specifications.

4.1.2 Inspection

All bonded assemblies shall be inspected for conformance to che
engineering drawing. In addition, each assembly shall be virii~ed
to be 100 percent void free either by sound tapinrr (,:%in or
inspection tapping device) or by means of ultrasoni-. ;q;Iipciunt
(Coindascopo, Reflectoscope, etc.).
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4 4.1.3 Rtcords._ 1
Suitable records governing control of the entire bonding process,
final inspection and process control test results shall be main-
tained by Quality Control for each production assembly. These
records shall contain the serial number of the assembly they
represent so that future identification Is readily accessible.

4.2 Final Inspection

The final tank assembly shall be inspected for defects after completion
of fabrication. A record of inspection shall be prepared which will
include a detailed description of all noted defects in the assembly.
These defects shall be reviewed by the Project Engineer to detemine
which defects are allowable and the corrective action necessary for
those defects that need corrective action. T'he recomnmendations for
these corrective actions will be reviewed with the Buyer for his
concurrence and/or coments prior to any corrective action.

4.3 Corrective Action

All corrective action agreed to by the Project En-ineer and the Buyer
shall be conducted subsequently to final inspection described in
paragraph 4.2.

5.0 Premaration For Delivery

Each Individual part comprising the assembly shall be identified
by a rubber stamp marking. This shall be accomplished by cleaning
the area, to be stamped, with naptha or methyl ethyl ketone for

the purpose of removing any grease, oil, dirt or other contaminates.

Apply the applicable marking with a rubber stamp using permanent

black ink.

6.0 Notes

The final inspection procedure described in paragraph 4.2 will
Include participation of US Air Force representative as deemed

necessary by the Buyer.
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1.0.0 A53-3u1;G • 7Y L . -.- , I.
MFUCIG TO;,.'T.

1.1 Asserble the center post :et. -2C7 and the two end locators
(Dots. -203 and -210) -ith -LI. pi1s. Also :et. 2C? pipe and cap.

1.2 ?=1l, the b ag o t-- . .. - t.-r ... -.. sUA!I end of the
assembled post into the large nozzle operning of he bag. Pu-1
the bag up on the post until the snaUl nozzle end of the bar
is even with the step in the sCaft end :etail -210. ;.rap the
bat nozzle end with a ,i.i,.-: of five (5) wraps of cloth or
tape to protect the bag nozzle and apply a steel bw-nd, screw
tightening clamp to the bag nozzle.

1.3 P,,ll the large nozzle end of the bag up until it locates on
the shoulder of detail -203. Apply a mi of five (5) wraps
of cloth or tape around the nozzle area of the aro:e b aend
and apply a steel band, screw tighten.ing clamp to the bac nozzle.
Bag seam is to be 903 rotaticn from tapped hole ccdead up in
:etail -203 and in ILine wit". the tapped hole that is 50, to the
tapped hole coded up.

1.L ir.nstal.l etall 212 !-ftr c. etail 2-1^ shf' sta......
e.ebolt in Detail 2&3 Ln preparation to 'ift r•.rdrel.

1.5 Place the bag with the shaft and end blocks clam-pe" Ln place
in the final oven and electrically curinr- tool and in the lay-up
trun-ion and check for clamp clearance to these tools. P.eadlust
as required for clearan.e.

1.6 Place the ba- assze-l:.- in the .mandrel for.-inE tower tool with

the bag seam line (M•C") opposite the sad•dle door are-.

1.7 Inspect the bag as moun.ted to the randrel for possible leaks
and the cl&aped nozzle ends.

1.8 *'eflate the baE co pletey and secure to randrel with nask&.s
tape to avoid tearing or darzre when loading into tower tool.

1.9 Place half of detail 211 bushing in detail 140 tower tool and
load steel mandrel and bag into tool.

1.10 Remove masking tape and place bag sear. down center of mandrel.
Place second half of detail 211 bushing over shaft detail 21C.

1.11 Remove lifting lug detail 212 and eyebolt froze detail 203.

NORTH- A N (WLL OR ION
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1.13 Bolt the two ha!vii tcrether a.-4 add the clampLnZ rLnz (7et, -2'1)
to the larre ent c: the tool.

L.i1 Apply the vacuut. hose tc the s-! end of the tool. Shut, t;..
shut oif valve and ch-ek the vit'-',-. P-* - t ...-....
then. there is no vac-.'-- loss Ln"`catzing the sht off v-ve 2s

shut off and holdn4r.

1.15 Inflate the mandrel bai oeth five (5) pounds of positi"÷
pressure. At this tine, a chec:: for leaks in connections s
be made. Repair lea.:s as reZ.L•red. (Tool is horizontal)

1.16 Lift the tower mandre. :c--:zýn tool into vertical position and
set it down on the %-vrator table weth the sr3a!U end of the tool
dow,.

Note the vacuum hose shbc"d be ,ed .•to the fra-e wc: "of
the vibrator table .n sr-:h a *". as to al-low the To.wer ,'- -,
For•in• Tool to be i f.:e : n :-e ,ibratcr an: r--rn-
to a horizontal oos ' • - cn -r .-oc r n .no ut s co :- t n tt '•.

vacu:-., lIne or loos":n a~ut -rsre. Tack weld or bc.t and
brace the Tower %an.re_ :,.n-lo Tool to the vibrator table as
required.

1.17 Attach the nodule h•c.er to the -cwt, er rel For'"ni 7ocl.

2.0.0 T"" FILLING 07 -:. . r ;2A ... U.

2.1 Close the shut off valve between the nodule hopper and the tower
tool and connect the air pressure ilne to the large end of the
tower tool.

2.2 'rill the nodule hopper "with ndus to approxL-matelv thr*t (2)

inches fro= the top of th.e hopper.

2.3 Cap the fill hole an4 apply five (3) pounds of positive air
pressure to the nodule hopper.

2.4 Start the vibrator, open the nodule hopper shut off' valve and
check the nodule flow through the clear plegdglass tube bet.;en
the nodule hopper and the to.wer tool. If the nodu.'-l .
not in a steady free flow, the positive pressure in the nc.:'l,
hopper should be increased sliuhn.y until an even free flod is
optainfd.

. RWKDT COLUM&UCS DMVSION
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2.5 When the nodules cease -o flow in a steady strea= indicating
the nndule hopper .s e=-ty, close the shut off valve tetween
the nodule hopper a.nd t*he tower tool. Turn off th.e vibrator.

MWc w -w- **& **W .

2.6 Repeat Operation 2.3 t--.' 2.6 until the pleje-glass tube 13
filled With nodules ,,gcat~n the mandrel bag arnd iar-e end

of the tower too] is f.led conpletely w-ith nodules.

3.0.0 TVS PREL.-ASr, -It AN
PRM-SLPS TO THY :-' 2:.

3.1 Close the shut off va:lve ,o the nodule hopper. -isconnect the
nodule hopper from tie- cwer tool at the tower tool end of the
pls.~xglass tute.

3.2 Remove the fill adar:er (:etail -202) and the air ho5e from the
Detail -109 e11" s" er.

3.3 Remove the :etail -•c :a= from the :etail -2C' va_- tube.
Apply %he Cetall -... can to the Detail -lC8 1'C seal a--!;ter
to seal off the pcsitive pressure parts in the larre '-en-
Detail -2C3.

3.4 Clear all nodules frc -- ' .-e lar•,e bae end Detail -2S3 in "he
vacu-u-.Feal attach area. :--sert the -110 seal into ;laze. Screw
Detail -204 into the _-rge bak end Detail -2C3. Screw; etail
-205 seal nut into h.e -X' detail seallnr off arotln- he -2C6
vacuum tube. Attach t"he vacu'•- hose and apply twenty ( iZ) inches
mercury rinimn- %vacu'/r. t. "oth ends of the mandre in the tower
mandrel forr.d.i tool.

3.5 Check all lines and connections for leaý.s and repair •ýen- as re-
quired. Note vacu"= z.-- should shut off and hold a :-.--.
of twenty (20) inches c -ercury vaculx-, without a.;y a.=;reciab*e
amount of vacuum leLdaEe or decrease in pressure.

4.0.0 RFA:OVAL OF TL; FOc :'.z' C0,171 :0A.D.L FC:.:.-.,
MANDREL FOUJaTNG TOCI

4.1 Remove the bracing and tack welds or bolts holding the tower
tool to the vibrator table.

4.2 Reposition the tool i tn the parting plane horizontal. The same
half must be up to provride access to the lifting lug hole Ln
Detail 203 of the -andrel. Saddle area dow•n.

"OKW W. E Ci:)UL LrMLA' DMSIION
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4.3 Unbolt the two .1_:ves and rez-ove the top half o4 the tool.

4.4 Check for leaks and repair as required (top hall).

5.0.0 POSITIONING 'T•-R AY : 2-. 0: TH-E TRIJION'

5.1 Screw the eye bolt -- to the (-203) large ba. end. Attach the
lift ring adapter (-=')' :o the small end of the lay-up =andrel.

5.2 Raise the mandrel fro= tne lower half of the tower zandrel
forming tool and ;lace it in the indexing lay-up t .- ion stand.

5.3 Check for leaks and repair as required.

6.0.0 LAY-UP OF TEE .A!•*: .. T'E. L7AY-UP IAL.DP-L

6.1 Attach with tape the ther:nocouple wires TCl and TC2 tc the
mandrel at tank station 53.0 and on the maxi.-- half breadth
of the tank. (te!. '-::.:-977 drawing). Thez-ocouple wire ends
mast be prepared in closed loop by engineerin, lab to privent
bag puincture.

6.2 La- up the tank.: per th e.r~ " specification *o. -0. C 5" a
3.1.4.3.1. The...rL. drawin- wl. designa -
direction and nr.-ber of ;1- (lari-.ations) of re~nfcrz:r.-
fabric. Butt joints are not perz.itted and laps s*-a2 *- held -o
a minuan. *n, hen laps are nt:essary, they sh&2. be he-'- to 3/"
t 1/4 inch in width and, iLt successive pl-.s, s.a-21 not be super-
imposed over one anothar.

Also ::ote: 3.1.4.3.3 plvs snzll be added indi,'.-.i.v-_ ---

smoothed on the r•.d-.re! surface usinE a squeegee or si-7lar tcoo.
Note this srmooth.-ng action is tv elirdnate %-ri.kles and ;ress"-ue
should not be such as to remove the resin fro: the Is.-.inate.

6.3 Apply vacuutr bar after I layers or pl:.s IrAve been ln.d up an:
draw vacuum to set t'he cloth. :o not use heat.

6.4 Remove bag and continue lay-up to completion. Re-appl- %acuu-
bag and draw vacuum to set remaining 7 plys of cloth an-d saddle
ring.

6.5 Use calipers to check final diameter of lay-up to inside of
tool M3K 977.

6.6 Transport lay-up under vacuum from supporting dolly "FS 530 to
female tool BFK 977. 'lile supporting mandrel and lay-up over
female tool F.SK 977 remove vacuum bag from lay-up.

6.7 Proceed with instructions in sequence of operations required for
Tool HSK 977.

E COLUMUS DIVISION
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OPEArIVN I
S'1

1.0.0 PLACING Tr, 1AY-UP AND• MWýý-.70- LK T.'-C- .=D'_41Z- .Fr.,%. ct--- TOOK HSK-? -77

1.1 Maintain full vacuum on mandrel while loading. .f'f the lay-up
nW mandrel up out of the lay-up trun-nion stand usin.-:the lift

ring adapter and the e'e bolt in the big end of ta- =a&4-el that
I*CfO C60 £LUI-1 sta:.~ped up. -..,is PIS.-ea t:-.e saddle
back in a down position for lowering it Into the f=a.e ca-it;
half of the final cure tool which also .as 01he U-: -=% :::area
in the lower half.

1.2 Lower the lay-up and :andrel into position over ( -ee•j the
fewale final cure tool lower ?alf,

1.3 Remove the tape from the lead in wires on ther-.occuples (TC1 & TC 2)
that are between the =andrei bag and the set lay-u;. •.-rad the
lead in wires through the holes in the saddle bach area of the
female final cure tool.

1.L Lower the lay-up and za.drel into place 'rt n:: the i . wires
through the holef as the lay-up and r !.3- lowiers -.to place
until they are in place. :his is to prevent kinn- c; .*,a :ead
in ther-,Louple wires. .dd !l."er b'lcc..:e et-ee:een.. ''d neck an!
fe-ale tool on both ends of .r".-

1.5 Seal the lead in'•ire holes on h.-e outsi'.e of the -eza:e tool with
zinc chromate. %ill "he sea&. rroove arou-: ththe seU area
of the fenale final cure tool ith zinc chr•z.ate.

1.6 Install the round s$lico.e seal in the seal groove Ln the top half
of the tool and tape Into position.

1.7 Lower the top half of the tool u-r.il the crass i."-de .i:-s in the
lower half engage.
Make sure that closinE the tool does not pinch the s!-4!3 of the
part. Snug all nuts prior to --ihtenLr.z.

1.8 Apply Zinc Chromate to the tool ends to cozplete the seal wi"th the
silicone seal previously installed In 1.6.

1.9 Connect two portable shut off valves and vacuux a-.ee to t.,e upper
half of the tool. .epeat for the lower half. Shut off the vacuum
from toth ends of the mandrel. while hold'Ing five (5).inches of
mercury indicating vacuw-i on the mandrel gage, and the end valves
to the mandrel closed dra." five (5) inches of rercury on the tool.

1.10 Gradually open the mandrel end valves to release the vacuu;T in the
bag holding the nodules.

_S_____ MATER IAL I
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j OPEATION

LU.1 With five (5) inches of mercury on the ferale tool vacuur, sy-ste--,
And the and valves or. the maLndrel open, att.ach t.he positLve

pressure air Line to the large and of the -ndrei and close the
valve at the =a• end. Apply five (5) pounds ofr positive air

1.12 liintair. five (5) pc-nis of positive air pressre to the =a..re.
disco.nect hoses to va-u-x- sys•em of feral* too. .,%d shut ,&.ves
in Tour places. ^Cose valve to positive fi.ve (5) pournds -In -.ar-lre.
and disco.-nect hose.

Tool is now free of all cor..ections and ray be moved. :.MLndre!. gage
should read from 2 to 5 pounds of pressure.

p
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OPERATION

2.0.0 TrSPORTI'D. FP-.AXZ TOOL TO MI.-ER; tIRO. -,TAL CHAN.BR

2.1 Movement of tool to the chanber must coincide vith negotiated"dto furnished by sax-ineering.

2.2 Maintain 5 psi. air p.essure on bag and lay-up c-ntained in fully f
as-zembled fc:=nle tool.

2.3 Transport tool fr . ) to environmental chanber by lifting
with fork Uf, or on -_41ed itruck or steel skid. Do not roll
tool on vheels of tml.

2.4 Place tool in chamber in position to hook up thermocouples, air,
vater, vacuum and ele. t-ical circuits.

SC AL S
MATERIALt
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WZRATION!

3.0.0 CO?-•rT . -rm-s4LE TOOL TO EdOI,•ERIr:;• - o-vO:'ETAL AvrOCLAVE !

WATER 03 COQLAhT

3.1 After positionIng tool to be atcess:i±e to aii required syst-me,
proceed v'th connections.

3.2 Pipe vater from saddle area to enviro.'ent-.1 co.nect io.-s.

3.2.1 Essentiall~y four %rater circuLs ar* built into tool having
eight 1/2 Inch female connectio-s.

3.2.2 Circulation is to be to engineering requirements in auto-
cdave.

3.2.3 Water is required to limit cxtent of cure zone arotud
saddle land. See Page 13.

3.2.k Water temperature or rate of flow tust "te considered variable
to maintain cure temperature of 35.- on the part therm•o-
couple 1 inch inside and on ne- trl= e.e of part.

3.2.5 Pipe the two side systce.s i.t-•n e 3.n! pce each eni
separstely, this will make :.ree (3) .i-±•'al syster-.a.

MATIERIALt
uo-ame, oNHORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. STANDARD
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.0..O CON, 3 FYA12 .. t.. TO ....h..R...... EVtO.A... CRAM=

4.l Tam strip beaters wre located over the adsdle land maa.. Thiee
wires run from the large one pLeee element and should be vired
shree phue at the too1 Junction box to one controller. The other
9vo elements have tvo vires each and should be vired single phVeW
st the !qattie %ax to I seeond eoenit er.

j *" •:�~ ,-• -e.-able control to one circuit and a second control

j.3 It i# antieipated that manual operation of controllers vill be
nequired to step the various levels of temperature. After coldest

%r f, O,-.'.ed au stwic equipment may be used.

4.i The o•d'u op•erating teperature of the elecents to 5000F.

rom "ONee.
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OPEL&?T(IU

5.0.0 CONNCTING .LE oM TO E O.:,•-?!rAL .r, m
LACUU!J*

5.1 Connect two (2) 1/2 inch vacu- lines fro= upper balf of tool
to two individual lines in c - .

5.2 Connect two 1/2 inch vacu= li-nes fro= lover half of tool to
two individual lines in cbx-azer.

MATERIALs
: S ,, " 0,,,At NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION. INC. STAONARO

a-,aovco, '- t' IKSA/1TO TANK OPERATION Page 7
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OPEPATION

6.0.0 C.crTI.h',G FEMALE .OOL TO IGZ._INQ ENVIRONYFTAL C-'-.nR

AI PRESSURE

6.1 With mandrel pressure at 5 psi and end valves closed, con.iect
air hoses to each id or mandrel.

6.2 Oman valves but raintain 5 psi On mandrel with chimber

MATERIALs
001,Awn, OoU NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. STANDARD

€ OLUMOUl•S 01IiSION

b C KILD 0ATC
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OPEUTION

7.0.0 r.,VIG FEM.L! TOOL TO -G=LQ.NG WVIRCPDI MAL CHAMBER
THEF.40COUPLES

- . -. _ -. __e"'.• p.-. •• t.-*&W.f~j I..1 I . O U.. . .. ..~

tool drawings number of theraocouple, time and temperature of
posltion.

7.2 Check thermocouple nu=Ier and position use only thermocouple
numbering system on tool dra-ing.

7.3 Connect 30 thermocouples to chamber recorder.

7.4 Ctdt all reading froa TC7 , broken wire in tool in build. Also
see 3.2.7 water circulation altered to permit reading of TC7

to be taken at TC5 .

_LATER IALs
iDave NWORTH AMERICAN AYIATION. INC. STA•OANO
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WCATIO?.

=___T COO.ANT

1- -- tol.sA center ga bag
a' ndOr saddle areaF I ~ Ijcoldest location~)

5
6 Kated Readings . yia

8 Tw 'o plys fr=r inside

.~r-[ool-surface::t inner

1edLe of element.

S2

25

16
17 - •sewn into eleyr.ent by
18 * the Briscoe Co.

19 *
30 -

21

25 •
26
2?rw plys from inside

928 L: 7tool~lsurface.

30 %

neWmICAL LISTING OF T U40OUPL;
PWITIONZS AND PERTI'Z2T INIOFO",-

MATINIO•.
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VFEMLATION

8.0.0 OPETIO:; OF F.YA. TOOL TO P.'2,URE (170-.) T TA\X A•D

CtACT THE LAYERS.

8.1 LUvup and andrel is under five (5) usi. air oressure. -

8.2 Chaaber beating for this operation is to be used.

8.3 Follov instructions for pre-cure as contro11ed by engineering
specification STO-60-5-IA-0012, 7-2-68 pasragraph 3.1.4.L.2.2
and set-up chart in this r ipoet in Page 16.

SC€ ALS I ..... ,,,

MATERIALe
oftAWN6 o' NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. STANDARD

h (NEC IJl gOII |O

MONSANTO TANK OPER2ATION Page 14
auei 2ATw2
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OPERATI Off

9.0 OPEFATION OF FD(ALE TOOL TO CURE SADDLE AREA

9.1 Tool is fully connected to autoclave ready ta Una .- _,"_,, -_-
USb ra.ndrel and electrical elements in tool.

"9.2 Tool s ,-5cr ' pzi from bag in a start condition. Heat and
water cooling is off, thermocouples neutral and full vacuum
drawn.

9.3 Safety suggests closing chamber._ door when pressurizing the
tool, to 30 Psi.

9.4 Follow instructions for pre-cure as controlled by engineering
specification STO-605-HA-0012, 7-2-68, paragraph 3.14.4.2.2
and 3.1.!.2 and included set up chart in this report page 17.

MATERIAL,

O @-W-,I 0A NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. STANDARDr k~dlaiOgl..P ..

a ,..tG6, . MI3NSANTO TAhK OPERATION Page 15
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OPERATION

10.0.0 REMDVIKO• PARTIALLY CURED TANK ?0O TOOL TO DENKMSTRATE

10.1 After operation 9.0 Is completed, fully curing the saddle
door land, remove all air, vacuum, water and electrical

10.2 RoU the tool out of the chs=ber clear floor area under
crane provisions In the envira.-mental building.

10.3 'Remove all bolts and rods fro= female tool and lift top half
to the floor. Support the tool with wood.

10.4 Cut thermocouples TC1 and TZ off even with outside of tool to
avoid feeding wlie back through scail boles.

10.5 Re-attach lift ring adapter ani eyebolt to mandrel ends 3s in
operation 1.4 and prepare to lift mandrel.

10.6 TigFhten "C" cla.-V clevis detail 212 of IL3K 976 suppo.tin-.
forward end of mand.-el to prevent slippinC off of shasf.

10.7 Using special hani.i2.Z bea&, lift nandrel out of lo'w'er portion
of female tool. Thread .0-.' thick alum. band under sadile area
to break part loose -ro= l:r. half of tool if necessary.

10.8 Tilt mandrel lo'-'erini aft or la---e end and rest detail 203 large
spherical end on D.'61; fu.--nihe. support.

10.9 Remove detail 204 pluZ by 1a3sanin, 205 around 206 then un-
screw detail 204. This vill open the hole to nodule filler
inside bag and allo:s nodules to drain from baa.

10.10 Catch nodules in suitable container for re-use in second tank
to be cured.

10.11 Return mandrel to horizontal position and support In previously
used layup trunnion, tool number R3K 980.

10.12 Remove cla-ps from each end of bag.

10.13 Remove all vacuum and air connections that -would prevent
removal of trunnion from bai. Mandrel is on stand.

10.14 Screw in 14 foot 3/4" Dia. pipe in forward trunnion end in
former vacuum hole.

•;a•., IMATERIALs

D NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION. INC. STANDARD
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rI
OPERATION

10.0.0 (Continued)

10.15 Lift mandrel and part from trunnion stand .SK 98C, and lower
nwo speciai shop iurnishlea stands supporting n.ndre.L orr

the floor or a table on diameter of large plug, aft end of
part, detail 203, and opposite end is surpor.ed on long 3/L"
pipe 11' fro= tank end. Strip the tank an'd baof_f.mandrel
onto 3/4" pipe.

10.16 While Det. 203, large spherical end, is clamped to trunnion
stand, remove bag from mandrel forward (s$all) end by care-
fully pulling on neck of bag. Use great care not to rip
bag neck.

10.17 As forward end is removed, second operator =-1st push bag off
mandrel large end moving bag and part on to length of 3/%"
long pipe.

10.18 Indent bag at saddle door land hole which is down and remove
thermocouples TC1 and TC2 from inside taW.: between bag.

10.19 Continue re=oval of part and bag by liftinz 3/t" pipe from
special trur.dion stand. Use third suppori ".rer steel ra.drel
end Det. 210 and unscrew 3/4" pipe from 2lZ while the part
is manually supported. Carefully remove )/-' pipe ircn bag.

10.20 Monsanto personnel to be present for folding operation.

10.21 Fold per engineering instructions as guide! by Monsanto
personnel,Attention: Mr. N. Ohanion.

10.22 Tank is to be folded with bag inside and one ti--e only.

10.23 Unfold tank and prepare for dril•i.ng.

10.24 Saddle door part has been cured, hole pattern layed out and
drilled. This part will be used for a drill plate to transfer
the holes into the tank cland.

10.25 Position tank- ir proper working height on low supports.

10.26 Depress flexible portion of tank opposite cured saddle door
lands thru hole. Upper part of bag will be depressed to
opposite side of part.

10.27 Seal off area in back of cured lands to catch all chips in
drilling, and tc prevent puncturing bag.

10.28 Route hole opening as required.

_MATERIAL,
*,• ,,ao, CATS NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. STANDARD
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1i
OPERTION

10.0.0 (Continued)

10.29 AlAU chips rust be removed after drilling because bag Will
1tgain be used in final cure operation.

10.30 Apply and space edge of drilled saddle door to tank opening-

10.31 Drill all holes using depth stops to prevent drill from
puincturing bag.

10.32 Remove saddle door.

10.33 Drill rivet holes around main bolt holes if required per
engineering drawing.

10.34 'Apply nut plates to back of land using s3.op furnished stud
and wing nut to clamp nuts to saddle lar.d.

10.35 Bond nuts to land.

10.36 Remove protective inner coverings vacua:. for cnIps and
clean thoroughly.

10.37 Prepare for final cure.

MATERIALt
DRAWN. oAT9 NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. STANDARD
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OPERATIO:; i

U1.0.0 REiU3,;I;3 FOLDED PART TO F2'-.AJ2 TOOL FOR FN'AL CURE

ta.ot e2 or for continued to be cured tutk id1. Center steel
mandrel has been removed and nodules poured out in either case.

U-.2 Froa the outside totiard center of tank, insert shop furntshed

alu=inum shouldered pluZ, size to conform. to detail 210 on
KSK 976. Insert plug into bai and recla-.-p with plug in e•h

position (fore and aft) as shoun on ESK 976. Use glass wrap
to prevent clamp from cuttinZ bag.

11.3 RepeaL 1.1.2 on lar6e end of tank making plug to conform to
detail P03 on MSK 976. iteel center mandrel is not reused
due tc danger of rupturing bag.

1U.4 Sboulders on plugs are necessar-• to pull the folded ta-iL back-
into the full ler•gth of th- fe-ale tool. S3oulders of the
pluis are pulled over the corresponding shoulders in the fe=ale
tool.

11.5 :.a-nual!:.• lift p-51-t a~ni Pluss In.): the fe•.-_.lý tool and inflat.2
the va!';ze in the lar:-e plul to -7-11 out pa.-t inden:tatilon•.-
This is done -with upper pa-., of fe--al. tool off. Close se
out valve to keep ba6 pressu-r•.

11.6 Push and position part into fenale tool lover half, (aa in .n
Inner tube in a tire), paying pa.-tizular attention to the
location of the cured saddl, l;.i :to .he botton of the sadili
lAnd area in the lower half of the fenale tool.

11.7 Close the upper half of thu vecale tool on the lower half ard
recla=p the vacuum seal throu.ýh re-applloation of zinc chro.-ate.

11.8 Clan- one end block in each end of the femalc tool in front
of the beZ plu~s to prevent pljs from moving out-,;zcwd wh'n
bag is inflated. This is not n-'ceisarj when -ncldrel 4- center
pipe is used because opposin6. shoulders prevent move=ent.

11.9 Roli tool back into chamber and re-establish connections
to air, vacuum, and thermocouples. Thermocouple numbers
TC, and W2 also TCll through r24 may be omitted since they
monitor the element temperatures at the outside surface of the
tool. It is not necessary to reconnect the element electrical
connections.

_MATERIAL:

O*,*, ,NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. STANDARD
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OPERATION

11.0.0 (Contin)ued)

11.10' Follow Instructions for full final cure as controlled by
. glnereing specification STO-605-H,-Cpl2, 7-2-68 paragrapht
3.1.4. 4.2.2 and 3.1.5.3 and included set-up chart in this
report, Page 18.
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